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Referat
Die vorliegende Dissertation ist einer theoretishen Beshreibung physikalisher Eigenshaften von
Quasikristallen gewidmet und ist auf zwei Kapitel gegliedert, die jeweils der Untersuhung quasiperi-
odisher Ising-Modelle und quasiperiodisher Tight-Binding-Modelle betreen. Die Dissertation
wurde in englisher Sprahe abgefasst. Im ersten Kapitel werden zweidimensionale Ising-Modelle
auf zwei quasiperiodishen Graphen, namlih auf dem funfzahligen Penrose- (PM) und ahtzahligen
Amman-Beenker-Muster (ABM) untersuht. Das Ziel dieser Untersuhungen ist den Einu der
Quasiperiodizitat auf das kritishe Verhalten von planaren Ising-Modellen zu ermitteln und eventuelle
Abweihungen von dem Onsager-Verhalten, d.h. dem des Ising-Modells auf dem Quadrat-Gitter, zu
beobahten. Es werden graphishe Hoh- oder Klein-Temperatur-Entwiklungen der freien Energie
ausgerehnet aus denen die Parameter des Phasenuberganges von der paramagnetishen zur fer-
romagnetishen Phase abgeshatzt werden. Es handelt sih dabei um die kritishe Temperatur
T

und den kritishen Exponenten  der spezishen Warme. Weiterhin, wird anhand eines ana-
lytishen Resultates, des sogenannten Ka-Ward Theorems, die freie Energie auf den periodishen
Approximanten der beiden oben genannten quasiperiodishen Muster exakt ausgerehnet. Aus dem
Ergebnis werden die kritishen Temperaturen fur die Approximanten gewonnen und zur T

des jew-
eiligen quasiperiodishen Musters extrapoliert. Dieses Verfahren liefert die T

-Werte fur quasiperi-
odishe Muster mit einer groen, die bisherigen Abshatzungen aus der Literatur ubersteigenden,
Genauigkeit. Daruberhinaus wird auh der komplexe Phasendiagramm, d.h. die Verteilung der Null-
stellen der Zustandssumme auf der komplexen Ebene ausgerehnet und im Hinblik auf das kritishe
Verhalten untersuht. Die Ergebnise weisen darauf hin, da die untersuhten quasiperiodishen
Ising-Modelle zu der Onsager-Universalitats-Klasse, d.h. der des Quadrat-Gitters, gehoren. Dies-
bezuglih wurde auh ein zu einer anderen Universalitats-Klasse gehorendes Ising-Modell auf einem
verdunnten Quadrat-Gitter konstruiert und dessen komplexe Phasendiagramm untersuht.
Im zweiten Kapitel wenden wir uns den elektronishen Tight-Binding-Modellen auf dem PM und
ABM zu. Es werden hier mehrere kritishe (nihtnormierbare) Zustande im sogenannten Vertex-
Modell auf dem PM exakt berehnet. Dazu wurde ein Ansatz fur die Eigenzustande verwendet,
der nur von der nahsten Umgebung des Gitterplatzes und einem Potentialwert, der uber die An-
lageregeln des Penrose-Musters deniert ist, abhangt. Die erhaltenen selbstahnlihen Eigenzustande
spiegeln die Verteilung des Potentials auf dem Muster wieder. Weiterhin diskutieren wir die Anwen-
dung des von uns benutzten Ansatzes auf andere quasiperiodishe Muster mit lokalen Anlageregeln,
d.h. auf das ABM und das dreidimensionale ikosaedrishe Amman-Kramer-Neri-Muster.
Shlagworter
Quasikristalle und deren periodishe Approximanten, Ising-, Dimer- und Potts-Modelle, kritishe
Phanomene, kritishe Temperatur und Exponenten, Universalitats-Klassen, Harris-Luk Kriterium,
graphishe Entwiklungen, Ka-Ward Theorem, Fisher-Nullstellen, Tight-Binding-Modelle, multi-
fraktale Eigenzustande, Lokalisierung der Elektronen im quasiperiodishen Potential
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Chapter 1
Introdution
In the early 1980s Shehtman et al. [1℄ made an astonishing disovery. They measured seleted-
area eletron diration patterns of rapidly quenhed metalli AlMn alloys (about 14% Mn ontent)
and observed something whih seemed to ontradit the basis of rystallography. The diration
patterns of grains of about 2 m in size onsisted of sharp Bragg peaks, what pointed to a periodi
atomi struture in the samples, but were invariant under iosahedral symmetries that already
are \forbidden" symmetries in periodi rystals. After rotating the speimen through angles of the
iosahedral point group the diration pattern displayed six vefold, ten threefold and fteen twofold
axes. Indeed, we learn already in the elementary ourse of solid state physis [2, 3℄ that the only
point symmetries whih an our in periodi strutures are two-, three-, four- and six-fold rotations.
One therefore dealt with a qualitatively new kind of diration patterns, that suggested that the
atomi struture of the sample an be neither periodi nor amorphous (without long-range order) but
it is, in a ertain sense, intermediate between these two regimes. For some years after Shehtman's
disovery one ould not answer the puzzling question, what the atomi struture of the measured
samples was. The rst explanations, supported by Linus Pauling, whih referred to twined rystals
with very large unit ells appeared, however, to be inonsistent with observed diration patterns.
Yet at the end of the eighties a onsensus has been ahieved as far as solving of the atomi struture
of the iosahedral phase alloys is onerned. It appeared that the Penrose tiling [4℄, a lling of the
plane by two kinds of tiles - the fat and the thin rhombus or a kite and a dart - devised by the famous
English mathematiian and astrophysiist Roger Penrose in the late 1970s, with a ertain atomi
deoration exhibited a very similar diration pattern as those measured by Shehtman. Some time
later the Penrose tiling was generalised to three dimensions (the Amman-Kramer-Neri tiling [5℄). A
non-periodi lling of the spae by two kinds of rhombohedra was onstruted, and it was shown that
the diration pattern of this struture had an iosahedral point group, whih was also present in
the full, 3D, diration patterns of the Shehtman alloys. Now, the sienti ommunity agrees that
Shehtman alloys are quasirystals the atomi struture of whih an be modelled by quasiperiodi
tilings like the Penrose or Amman-Kramer-Neri tilings. Diration patterns of these materials display
another unusual property besides iosahedral symmetries. It follows from theoretial alulations
of Fourier transforms of quasiperiodi tilings, that the set of diration spots having not-vanishing
peaks lls the spae densely. Due to a nite resolution one an, however, distinguish sharp, isolated
peaks, emerging from a diusive bakground. When inreasing the resolution more peaks appear
and their mutual distanes grow smaller. Besides iosahedral quasirystals, whih are aperiodi in
all three dimensions of spae, also periodially layered strutures with planar quasiperiodi order
and non-rystallographi rotational symmetries were found, omprising dodeagonal [6℄, deagonal
[7℄, and otagonal [8℄ phases with twelve-, ten-, and eightfold symmetry, respetively. Although
the fundamental question \where are the atoms?" has only been answered partially to date, most
1
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struture models of quasirystals are based on 2D or 3D quasiperiodi tilings or their disordered
versions (random tilings).
Quasirystals have rather peuliar physial properties. As far as transport properties are on-
erned they are rather loser to semiondutors or amorphous materials than to metals. Despite
a relatively large onentration of Al (more than 60%) these alloys are very bad ondutors. For
a series of AlCuFe and AlPdMn quasirystalline alloys the ondutivity (T ) an be written as
(T ) = 
4 K
+ Æ(T ) where the value 
4 K
for T = 4 K is very low, of the order of 100 (
m)
 1
,
and dereases with improvement of strutural quality of the sample. The term Æ(T ) is an inreasing
funtion of temperature, i.e. reverse as in metals where  dereases with temperature, and is inde-
pendent of the sample [9℄. Also mehanial properties of quasirystals have been studied intensively.
Quasirystals are brittle at ambient temperature, they beome dutile at higher temperatures. In
[10℄ speimens of single-quasirystals AlPdMn, grown by the Czohralski method, of 7 2 2mm
3
in size were deformed in ompression at temperatures between 680 and 800
o
C with a strain rate
10
 5
1=s. The stress-strain     urves were haraterised by a linear dependene () for small 
followed by a violent drop of stress after reahing the plastiity limit and followed further by a on-
tinuous derease of stress with inreasing strain. One observed a very high plastiity, the ontinuous
derease of  with inreasing  did not disappear even for deformations  up to 20%. The trybology,
it means surfaes properties of quasirystalline alloys, are interesting in view of potential industrial
appliations of these materials. The surfae energy was found to be rather low on the basis of a
small wetting of these substanes by liquids. The feature of small wetting found already appliation
in Frane where prodution of frying pans oated by a quasirystalline layer on an industrial sale
started. Moreover, the frition of two surfaes overed by a thin layer of a quasirystalline alloy is
substantially diminished. Therefore, works are arried out on applying these alloys to oat inner
surfaes of pistons of ombustion engines or outer surfaes of airplanes in order to redue frition.
Reently one found another very promising feature of a ertain lass of iosahedral-ordered Ti-based
alloys. These alloys ould be improved materials for hydrogen storage. As reported in [11℄, the iosa-
hedral Zr
69:5
Ni
12
Ci
11
Al
7:5
phase an absorb large amounts of hydrogen, with proton to metal ratio
as high as 1:9 what puts these materials on a ompetitive basis with respet to solutions urrently
used in eletrohemial devies like batteries.
This thesis is devoted to two subjets, theoretial investigations of magneti and of eletroni
properties of quasirystals. The onept of this work is to deal with a general problem of nding the
inuene of quasiperiodi order onto various physial properties of the system. Unfortunately, due
to the laking periodiity, and laking symmetries of the problem, there are only very few models
of quasiperiodi strutures whih an be solved exatly. Most of them are 1D models, tight-binding
or Ising models, whih an be treated with methods like the transfer-matrix method (see [12℄ for a
extensive review of the subjet). Beyond doubt, these are very interesting from the mathematial
point of view, but the results an be hardly ompared with the experiment.
On the other hand quasiperiodi strutures possess \almost symmetries" or long-range order,
what suggests that many models should be solvable analytially. The preise meaning of the notions
\almost symmetries" and long-range order will be expliated beneath. The most frequently ited
explanation of the onept long-range order is the so alled Conway theorem for the Penrose tiling,
whih states that every nite path with radius R an be found at innitely many positions in
the tiling and that its next ourrene is not further than 2R from the entre of the path. The
notion \almost symmetry" an be explained as follows. One often says that the Penrose tiling is
ve-fold symmetri, what is not true in the exat meaning of this word. Indeed, only a glimpse at
the tiling suÆes to asertain, that the pattern is not globally ve-fold symmetri. We an, however,
always nd an arbitrarily large portion of the tiling, whih, due to the Conway`s theorem, ours at
innitely many positions, and whih is invariant under a rotation by 2=5. In other words the ve-
3fold rotational symmetry refers to this portion rather than to the entire tiling. The pair-orrelation
funtion, whih is an inverse Fourier transform of the modulus of the diration pattern, is however
exatly ve-fold symmetri. The onept of symmetry is therefore well dened in the diration
pattern, whereas in the position spae we deal with generalised symmetries, in the sense desribed
above.
We know that, if a model has symmetries we an always nd onservation laws assoiated with
them, due to the Nother theorem. In quantum mehanis every symmetry orresponds to an op-
erator whih ommutes with the Hamiltonian and thus its expetation value does not depend on
time, i.e. it is onserved. In other words, if the model is invariant under ertain symmetries it is
likely to be solvable. Now, a question arises whether it is also true for \almost symmetries" our-
ring in quasiperiodi strutures. The belief that also \almost symmetries" will produe onserved
quantities and an imply a method of solving the problem exatly was an inspiration for this work.
It appeared nally, that one has to ombine analytial and numerial methods in order to make
reliable statements about the models under onsideration.
In the rst hapter of this thesis we onsider lassial Ising models dened on quasiperiodi tilings
and examine their ritial behaviour. Here we use two dierent approahes. Firstly we ompute a
graphial series expansion of the free energy F , a method known and suessfully used for periodi
systems sine the 1950s, speially adapted for quasiperiodi tilings. Seondly we alulate thermo-
dynami quantities, like F or the spin-spin orrelation funtion, on so-alled periodi approximants
exatly and try to draw onlusions about the behaviour of these quantities on the quasiperiodi
tiling. Here, we are able to make preise estimates of the ritial temperatures of the Ising model.
The seond hapter is devoted to an analysis of tight-binding models on quasiperiodi tilings
where we try to nd some exat eigenstates of these models, at least for speial values of the energy
and the oupling onstants. The eigenstates appear to be multifratals, i.e., they have a self-similar
spatial struture, and we analyse them with respet to their spatial loalisation. This part an be
viewed as a ontribution to formulating a general theory of eigenstates in quasiperiodi potentials.
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Chapter 2
Quasiperiodi Ising models
2.1 Aim of the investigations
The magneti properties of quasirystals have been of major interest sine the disovery of these
materials. Despite of the fat that many quasirystals ontain atoms arrying magneti moments
(like Fe, Mn or rare-earth elements), magnetially ordered phases, like ferro-, ferri- and antiferro-
magnets are rather rare. This is due to the fat that the magneti moments are usually sreened
very eetively and, onsequently, one nds a weak paramagneti or diamagneti behaviour, see
e.g. [13, 14℄.
Investigations of the inuene of quasiperiodi order on magneti properties, however, started
already before the rst quasirystals have been experimentally observed. In most ases one on-
sidered either 1D quantum spin hains with aperiodi sequenes of oupling onstants or lassial
Ising models on 2D quasiperiodi graphs (the reent review [12℄ ontains a rather omplete list of
referenes). A lassiation sheme for magnetially ordered quasirystals has also been proposed
[15℄.
One of the entral questions whih an be posed in this ontext is whether the quasiperiodi
order inuenes the universal properties at the phase transition, suh as the ritial exponents, in
omparison to the periodi ase. Luk [16℄ formulated a heuristi riterion onerning the relevane
of aperiodiity based on a result of Harris [17℄ for random defets. Aording to this riterion, the
\topologial disorder" enountered in quasirystals, generated by the ut-and-projet method, is
irrelevant; in other words an Ising model on a quasiperiodi tiling should be haraterised by the
same set of ritial exponents as the Ising model on the square lattie. Certainly, the non-universal
properties, like for instane the loation of ritial points of lattie models, do, in general, depend
on the partiular system under onsideration.
The aim of this hapter is to examine thoroughly the relevane of quasiperiodiity on the ritial
behaviour of lassial Ising models. Using various methods we are going to hek the preditions of
the Harris-Luk riterion by examining the temperature dependene of thermodynami quantities
around the ritial point, more preisely as it was possible before. In fat it appears that our estimates
of ritial indies are in some ases not satisfatory but our method an be applied to a wide lass
of systems and due to making use of an analytial result an be systematially improved, yielding
more and more preise results. We will also ompute, with high auray, non-universal quantities
like ritial temperatures T

on periodi approximants of quasiperiodi tilings. Extrapolating the
sequene of T

(m) for the mth periodi approximant towards m ! 1 we will alulate the ritial
temperature on the orresponding quasiperiodi tiling.
In addition, the omplex temperature phase diagram is onsidered by alulating the zeros of
the Ising model partition funtion in the omplex temperature plane, so alled Fisher zeros. These
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results will be ompared to previous alulations of Fisher zeros on quasiperiodi tilings [18, 19℄
whih however, were muh less aurate. The reason why we are able to alulate many quantities
with a higher preision is due to the fat that we use an analytial result expressing the Ising model
partition funtion on a periodi tiling by a determinant of a nite matrix, the so alled Ka-Ward
matrix [20℄. While this determinant an, in priniple, be alulated exatly as a funtion of the
oupling onstants, we are able to obtain an exat, losed formula for the partition funtion, at least
if the size of the unit ell is not too large. In the ase of interest the dimension of the determinant
is very large, making it therefore almost impossible to alulate the determinant exatly, but the
appliation of the analytial result is still of advantage beause it redues drastially the omplexity of
the numerial algorithm by omputing temperature expansions of thermodynami funtions. We will
show that the alulation of the nth expansion oeÆient of the free energy amounts to omputing
the nth power of the Ka-Ward matrix, what, for a given dimension of the Ka-Ward matrix,
is a problem of omplexity log
2
(n). This is muh less than the exponential omputational eort
( exp(n)) of determining the expansion oeÆients from the denition of the partition funtion,
i.e., as sums over losed graphs ourring in the lattie.
The Ka-Ward result has a long history and is interesting itself. The derivation of this result will
be reviewed in a separate setion, here we only want to mention the topi shortly. This approah
allows to hange the ombinatorial problem of a summation over graphs, whih appears in the
alulation of the partition sum, into an algebrai problem. This results in a drasti redution of
the omplexity.
A question arises whether suh a formalism is possible also for other lattie models, for instane
for the q-state Potts model or for the Ising model with non-zero magneti eld. The Ka-Ward
result is only valid for 2D systems. One ould therefore larify whether it is possible to extend this
mahinery to 3D systems, it means whether one an sum up the terms of the lattie-model partition
funtion by alulating a determinant of a ertain matrix whih is related to the lattie. A positive
answer to this question ould give rise to a breakthrough in statistial mehanis, beause the q-state
Potts model (for q > 2) or the 3D Ising model have not been solved exatly up to now. We will
remark on this later on.
The Ka-Ward result enables also an exat alulation of the spin-spin orrelation funtion h
i

j
i
on periodi approximants. Again, similarly to the ase of the free energy the losed expression is,
for large unit ells, rather lengthly and diÆult to analyse. We an, however, expand the result
in a power series and analyse it in the same way as the graphial expansions of F . The squared
spontaneous magnetisation of the Ising model an be expressed by h
i

j
i in the limit when the
distane between the sites i and j tends to innity. Therefore we will ompute h
i

j
i on periodi
approximants for a large distane between the sites i and j and try to alulate at least the leading
terms of the magnetisation and make estimates for the ritial exponent  of the magnetisation.
We also onstrut an aperiodi Ising model with relevant modulation aording to the Harris-
Luk riterion in order to obtain a behaviour dierent from the square lattie ase, to be referred to
in what follows as a non-Onsager ritial behaviour.
Aording to the riterion the ritial properties are determined by utuations of oupling
onstants J around the mean value hJ   hJii
2
, see the next hapter for a preise explanation.
Surprisingly, it is rather diÆult to obtain a non-Onsager ritial behaviour if the interation of
the Ising model ontains only one oupling onstant J , i.e., when the disorder follows only from
the fat that dierent sites have a dierent number of nearest neighbours. The reasons for this
will be eluidated in the next setion. However, if we introdue at least two oupling onstants, or
remove ertain interations by setting the respetive oupling onstants equal to zero, it is possible
to distribute them aperiodially on the square lattie in suh a way that a non-Onsager ritial
behaviour arises. One an onstrut examples of substitution rules and, using arguments based on
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an approximative renormalisation group, show that the behaviour in the viinity of the ritial point
should be dierent to that of the square lattie. The renormalisation group treatment, however,
is inapable to give even rough estimates of the ritial exponents. By the use of the Ka-Ward
method we will investigate the ritial properties rather preisely.
2.2 The Harris-Luk riterion
2.2.1 Review of various disorder-relevane riteria
The aim of this hapter is to explain a heuristi riterion for the inuene of disorder onto the
universal ritial properties of a seond-order phase transition of an Ising model. Our onsiderations
are based on referenes [17℄,[21℄ and [16℄. In the pioneering work, Harris [17℄ onsidered a small
amount of unorrelated, quenhed disorder and gave a ondition for the spei heat exponent
 = 2   d whih, via a saling relation, is onneted with the dimension d of the system and the
orrelation length exponent . The disorder is relevant, what means that it leads to a dierent
ritial behaviour, if  > 0 in the pure system, for  < 0 the disorder is irrelevant. Notie that the
ase  = 0, whih ours, for instane for the Ising model on the 2D square lattie, is marginal,
whih means that one annot deide whether the disorder is relevant or not. For the 3D ubi lattie
there are, however, onvining hints that  > 0, thus a small amount of randomness should lead to
a dierent ritial behaviour than in the periodi ase.
Some years later, Weinrib and Halperin [21℄ formulated an extension of the Harris riterion for
systems with long-range randomness. Preisely speaking, Weinrib and Halperin onsidered a model
where the ritial temperature T

(~x) utuates with the site ~x and these utuations arose from
"inhomogeneities" in the system haraterised by a orrelation funtion falling rather slowly with
distane. They assumed that the orrelation funtion of the loal ritial temperature hT

(~x)T

(~y)i 
hT

(~x)i
2
obeys a power law  j~x ~yj
 a
for large separations j~x ~yj. The riterion was formulated in
terms of the ritial temperature orrelation exponent a and the orrelation length exponent . If
the ritial temperature orrelation funtion deays slowly with distane, more preisely for a < d,
the disorder was relevant if 2 a > 0, while for a > d one reovers the Harris riterion: the disorder
is relevant if  = 2  d > 0.
In the same spirit, Luk [16℄ formulated a relevane riterion for Ising models on aperiodi
strutures, omprising quasi-periodi, random or self-similar strutures. In partiular he explains
why rystals and quasirystals exhibit the same ritial behaviour. We want to analyse Luk's
argumentation and apply his riterion to 2D quasirystals, whih we will investigate thoroughly in
the following setions.
2.2.2 Model systems and utuations
To start with let us speify was is meant by randomness or disorder in our latties. We are going to
onsider model systems where randomness is introdued in two manners:
1. Topologial disorder, i.e., the oordination number (the number of nearest-neighbours) of site
~x varies. The oupling onstants between nearest-neighbour spins are onstant.
2. Irregularly distributed spin oupling onstants on a regular lattie (for this ase we will on-
strut a system were the randomness leads to a dierent universality lass).
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For deniteness, let us onsider a lassial Ising model (see setion 2.3.1 for the denition of the
Ising model) with nearest-neighbour interations given by the Hamilton funtion
H =  
X
hj;ki
J
j;k

j

k
(2.1)
It has to be stressed, however, that the argumentation of this setion is valid for a larger lass of
models of magnetism, it omprises in partiular quantum-mehanial Heisenberg models or Potts
models. We will onsider systems whih are homogeneous on suÆiently large sales. This means
that the mean oordination number n
0
, or the site-averaged oupling onstant J
0
, should be well-
dened in the thermodynami limit. Let us sum the oupling onstants J
j;k
over an approximately
spherial path V ontaining N spins hJi
V
=
P
hj;ki2V
J
j;k
: We will assume that the utuations
of oupling onstants or oordination numbers around their values in the innite system an be
desribed by a power law:
G
V
(N) =

hJi
V
 
J
0
n
0
2
N

 N
!
(2.2)
where ! is alled the wandering exponent and desribes the saling behaviour of the utuations
G
V
(N) with the volume V .
The lass of model systems for whih this assumption holds is rather large, it omprises, in
partiular, substitutional strutures. These are latties or 1D hains whih onsist of a nite number
of building bloks, tiles, sites with a given nearest-neighbour onguration or intervals with a given
length in the ase of 1D hains, and an be onstruted, starting from one building blok, by an
iterative appliation of a deterministi substitution rule. Let us now dene a substitutional system
and explain how to alulate the wandering exponent for given substitutional rules.
We onsider a primitive substitution  on an alphabetA onsisting of n lettersA := fa
1
; a
2
; : : : ; a
n
g.
 : a
i
 ! w
i
for i = 1; : : : ; n (2.3)
where w
i
is a word (nite sequene of letters) onsisting of letters from A. The word \primitive"
means that for a suÆiently large power k
0
of the substitution  all letters a
i
2 A are inluded in
every word 
k
0
(a
i
). The mth-generation letter hain w
m
i
is now onstruted as an m-fold appliation
of the substitutional rule  on the ith letter of the alphabet A: w
m
i
= 
m
(a
i
). As the letter a
i
orresponds to a building blok of our lattie, we an assoiate to it a ertain \oupling-onstant"

i
. The 
i
's an have various physial interpretations, for a 1D spin hain or a 2D Ising model on
a regular lattie these are oupling onstants between nearest neighbour spins, while for systems
with topologial (bond) disorder, and all spin-oupling onstants equal, these an be oordination
numbers varying with the site a
i
.
Now, we dene a substitution matrix M

whose entries (M

)
i;j
ount the number of letters a
i
in
the word w
j
, whih we denote as #
a
i
(w
j
).
(M

)
i;j
:= #
a
i
(w
j
) (2.4)
Apparently the jth olumn of (M

)
m
ounts the letters ourring in 
m
(a
j
). Furthermore we dene

i
to be the sequene of magnitude-ordered eigenvalues of the matrixM

i.e. j
1
j > j
2
j > : : : > j
n
j,
f~v
1
; ~v
2
; : : : ; ~v
n
g is the eigenbase of matrix (M

) and f~v
(t)
1
; ~v
(t)
2
; : : : ; ~v
(t)
n
g is the eigenbase of the
transposed matrix M
(t)

. We assume also that both matries (M

) and M
(t)

have n linear inde-
pendent eigenvetors; if it is not the ase we an use the Jordan-base instead of the eigenbase
what modies slightly the nal result, see [22℄. We normalise eah vetor in the 1-norm, it means
j~v
i
j
1
=
P
n
i=1
jv
i;j
j = 1.
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By  :=
P
n
i=1

i
p
i
we denote the average oupling onstant in the innite hain w
1
expressed by
the frequenies of letters p
i
= #
a
i
(w
1
). We introdue the vetor of utuations ~g = f
i
 g
i=1;:::;n
and a vetor onsisting of frequenies of letters in a nite word w:
~
W := f#
a
i
(w)g
i=1;:::;n
. Finally
we dene the utuations G(w) of the average oupling onstant in a nite word w
G(w) :=
n
X
i=1
(
i
  )#
a
i
(w) = ~g  ~w (2.5)
Following statements onneting the statistial properties of the innite hain with the substi-
tutional matrix M

hold:
1. The eigenvetor ~v
1
= fp
i
g orresponding to the eigenvalue of largest modulus 
1
has only
positive entries p
i
> 0, whih give us the ourrene frequenies of the letter a
i
in the innite
hain.
2. The utuations G(w) of the average oupling onstant in a nite word w are given as a linear
ombination of terms whih sale with the length of the word jwj aording to a power law
 jwj
!
i
where the exponents !
i
are determined by eigenvalues of the substitutional matrixM

:
G(w) =
n
X
i=2
b
i
jwj
!
i
where !
i
=
log j
i
j
log j
1
j
(2.6)
For the innite hain jwj  ! 1, only one term in the above sum survives, namely the one
with the largest exponent !
i
. We see that, exept for some marginal ases when 
i
= 1, the
utuations sale with the number of spins jwj aording to the assumption (2.2).
From the assumption that the substitution  is primitive it follows that for a ertain k
0
all entries
of the matrix (M

)
k
, k  k
0
are dierent from zero and positive. In this ase the Perron-Frobenius
theorem states that the largest eigenvalue 
1
of M

is positive and non-degenerate. 
1
gives us the
resaling fator of the innite hain after applying the substitution  to it and the orresponding
Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor ~v
1
onsists of frequenies of letters in the innite hain.
Let us now derive the seond statement. For this purpose notie that the vetor ~g is perpendiular
to the Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor.
~g  ~v
1
=
n
X
i=1
(
i
 
 

)p
i
=
n
X
i=1

i
p
i
 
 

n
X
i=1
p
i
=
 

 
 

1 = 0
Therefore ~g belongs to a (n   1)-dimensional spae spanned by the vetors ~v
(t)
i
, i = 2; : : : ; n , i.e.,
~g =
P
n
i=2
B
i
~v
(t)
i
where B
i
are some real numbers. After inserting the expression for ~g into the
denition of utuations G(w) (2.5) and exploiting the fat that the hain was produed as an m-
fold appliation of  onto one of the letters w = 
m
(a
1
), i.e., ~w = (M

)
m
~e
1
with ~e
1
= (1; 0; : : : ; 0),
we obtain:
G(w) =
n
X
i=2
B
i
~v
(t)
i

~
W =
n
X
i=2
B
i
~v
(t)
i
 (M

)
m
~e
1
=
n
X
i=2
B
i

m
i
~v
(t)
i
 ~e
1
=
n
X
i=2
b
i

m
i
(2.7)
where b
i
= B
i
~v
(t)
i
 ~e
1
. Now, we notie that the length of the word jwj depends on the Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue 
1
and on the number of iterations m as jwj = 
m
1
, what immediately implies
that 
m
i
= jwj
!
i
.
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2.2.3 Phenomenologial argumentation for the relevane of disorder
In this subsetion we follow very losely the argumentation from [16℄ and [22℄. In order to establish a
riterion for the relevane of disorder in substitutional strutures desribed in the previous subsetion
we make one essential assumption. We assume that the utuation in oupling onstants G(w)
amounts to a loally shifting of the ritial temperature, i.e., a quenhed disorder leads to a site-
dependent temperature eld T

(~x) and the redued temperature t = (T   T

)=T

is proportional to
the averaged oupling onstant hJi
V (~x)
in a roughly spherial volume V around the site ~x.
t  hJi
V (~x)
(2.8)
In d dimensions the spins are orrelated inside a volume V  
d
with a linear extension equal to the
orrelation length .
Using (2.5) and (2.8) we an express the shift of the redued temperature Æt as follows:
Æt 
hJi
V (~x)
  J
0
Nn
0
=2
J
0
Nn
0
=2
 N
! 1
 
 d(1 !)
 jtj
d(1 !)
(2.9)
where in the last estimate on the right-hand side we used the fat that the orrelation length 
diverges with the redued temperature as   jtj
 
. These onsiderations are onsistent with the
assumption (2.8) only if the quotient Æt=t goes to zero when jtj  ! 0. This provides a ondition on
the wandering exponent !:
d(1  !) > 1 =) ! < 1 
1
d
(2.10)
Therefore we an formulate the relevane riterion:
The Harris-Luk relevane riterion
An aperiodi modulation in a d-dimensional ferromagneti Ising spin
system with a orrelation length exponent  is
relevant ! > !

marginal if ! = !

where !

= 1 
1
d
irrelevant ! < !

In partiular, in two dimensions the Onsager orrelation-length exponent is  = 1, therefore
!

= 1=2. Aording to (2.6) the seond largest eigenvalue 
2
has to be larger than the square root
of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue (
2
>
p

1
) if one wants to hange the ritial behaviour.
2.2.4 Critial behaviour of Ising models on quasiperiodi tilings
In this subsetion we want to disuss some 2D quasiperiodi tilings whih an be generated by
ination rules. At rst we give a brief introdution to the ut-and-projet formalism and its onne-
tion to ination-deation symmetries. Then, we express the ination rules in terms of substitution
rules for the vertex-types (verties with a given nearest-neighbour environment), onstrut the re-
spetive substitution matrix M

, ompute the vertex-type frequenies and the wandering exponent
! = log j
2
j= log 
1
determining the utuations of the average oordination number.
In the subsequent setion we will perform a detailed analysis of Ising models on planar quasiperi-
odi tilings like the ve-fold symmetri Penrose tiling or the otagonal Amman-Beenker tiling. Prior
to this let us apply the Harris-Luk riterion to Ising models on these tilings and nd out whether
one might expet to nd a ritial behaviour that diers from that of the square lattie ase.
Quasiperiodi graphs an be generated by the ut-and-projet method [23℄. Here we do not
aim at presenting all dierent variants of this method (the Klotz method, atomi surfaes [24℄),
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we only want to give a presription for the generation of our tilings and point out to a onnetion
with ination rules (a kind of substitution rules) whih enter the Harris-Luk riterion. In the
ut-and-projet method one starts from a higher-dimensional periodi lattie and projets a ertain
part of it onto a lower-dimensional \physial" or \parallel" spae E
k
. It appears that the minimal
dimension of the higher-dimensional lattie required to obtain an N -fold symmetri tiling is equal to
'(N) [25, 26℄ where ' is Euler's totient funtion. For the two ases of interest, the Penrose and the
otagonal Amman-Beenker tiling, the latties have to be at least four-dimensional ('(5) = '(8) = 4),
the minimal hoie being the the root lattie A
4
for the Penrose ase [27℄ and the hyperubi
lattie Z
4
for the otagonal ase [28℄. The root lattie A
4
an be onsidered as a sublattie of Z
5
,
wherefore the latter, albeit not minimal, is frequently used to generate the Penrose tiling. The
physial spae E
k
is determined as an invariant subspae with respet to the relevant subgroup (in
our examples D
5
and D
8
, respetively) of the point group of the periodi lattie. Its orthogonal
omplement, the perpendiular spae E
?
, is then also an invariant subspae of this symmetry. The
quasiperiodi tiling is now obtained by projeting all those lattie points to E
k
whose projetion
onto E
?
falls into a ertain set alled the \window" or \aeptane domain" A. In the minimal ase,
this aeptane domain has the same dimension as E
?
; however, if we projet the Penrose tiling
from the hyperubi lattie Z
5
, the perpendiular spae is 3D and the aeptane domain onsists of
four regular pentagons P
m
(m = 1; 2; 3; 4) situated on equidistant, parallel planes, and two isolated
points (P
0
and P
5
), see gure 2.1. Let us dene vetors
~
V
(j)
k
and
~
V
(j)
?
as projetions of the jth
anonial-base vetor from Z
5
onto the parallel E
k
and the perpendiular spae E
?
.
~
V
(j)
k
=
r
2
5

os
2j
5
sin
2j
5

~
V
(j)
?
=
 
~
V
(j)
?1
V
(j)
?2
!
where
V
(j)
?1
=
r
2
5

os
4j
5
sin
4j
5

~
V
(j)
?2
=
q
1
5
and j = 1; : : : ; 5 (2.11)
The Penrose tiling an be now desribed by
8
<
:
5
X
j=1
n
j
~
V
(j)
k
j
5
X
j=1
n
j
~
V
(j)
?
2 A and n
j
2 Z
9
=
;
and the disjoint parts of the aeptane domain P
m
;m = 0; : : : ; 5 read
P
m
=
8
<
:
5
X
j=1

j
~
V
(j)
?
j 
j
2 [0; 1℄ and
5
X
j=1

j
= m
9
=
;
For the Amman-Beenker tiling, the situation is simpler; we have four pairs of 2D vetors
~
V
(j)
k
and
~
V
(j)
?
~
V
(j)
k
=
1
2

os
2j
8
sin
2j
8

~
V
(j)
?
=
1
2

os
6j
8
sin
6j
8

where j = 1; : : : ; 4 (2.12)
the aeptane domain is obtained as the projetion of the four-dimensional hyperube to E
?
and
is a regular otagon O
O =
8
<
:
4
X
j=1

j
~
V
(j)
?
j 
j
2 [0; 1℄
9
=
;
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P0
P1 P2 P3 P4
P5
Figure 2.1: The aeptane domain of the Penrose tiling, onsisting of four regular pentagons P
1
,
P
2
, P
3
, P
4
, and two isolated points P
0
, P
5
, situated on equidistant parallel planes in the 3D spae
E
?
.The polytope spanned by the lines is the projetion of the 5D hyperube to E
?
.
and the tiling takes the form
8
<
:
4
X
j=1
n
j
~
V
(j)
k
j
4
X
j=1
n
j
~
V
(j)
?
2 O and n
j
2 Z
9
=
;
A harateristi property of ut-and-projet tilings is the so-alled ination-deation symmetry.
In the projetion framework this symmetry an be desribed as an expansion by a fator  in
the parallel spae and a ontration by ertain other fators 
I
in respetive subspaes of the
perpendiular spae, suh that the sum of all these operations leaves the hyperubi lattie Z
D
invariant. Let us denote the projetors onto E
k
and the respetive subspaes of E
?
(numbered by
I) as 
k
and 
?I
where:
(
k
)
ij
:=
~
V
(i)
k

~
V
(j)
k
(
?I
)
ij
:=
~
V
(i)
?I

~
V
(j)
?I
i; j = 1; : : : ;D (2.13)
For the Penrose tiling that ondition an be expressed as
M = 
k
+ 
1

?1
+ 
2

?2
where  = 2 os
2
5
; 
1
= 2 os
4
5
; 
2
= 2 and M
ij
2 Z (2.14)
In the ase of the otagonal tiling the perpendiular spae does not ontain any nontrivial in-
variant subspaes, therefore there is only one projetor 
?
( where (
?
)
ij
:=
~
V
(i)
?

~
V
(j)
?
) and the
ination ondition reads:
M = 
k
+ 
1

?
where  = 2 os
2
8
; 
1
= 2 os
6
8
and M
ij
2 Z (2.15)
Ination an also be interpreted as a substitution rule for tiles or other building bloks of the
tiling. Eah tile is disseted into gures of the same shape as the original tiles but ontrated in
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length by a fator . For the Penrose tiling, whih onsists of two rhombi, a fat F and a thin T one,
the fat one merges into two F and one T, whereas the thin one is transformed into one F and one T
(see gure 2.2).
F  ! 2F + T T  ! F + T
Similarly, for the otagonal tiling whih onsists of squares F and rhombi T, the substitution rule
reads (see gure 2.3):
F  ! 3F + 4T T  ! 2F + 3T
The ination rules are also onneted to so-alled mathing rules whih determine whih edges of
adjaent rhombi an be put together. The mathing rules an be expressed by arrow deorations of
tiles, i.e., two tiles an be adjaent along their edges, if and only if the arrow deorations of these
edges oinide.
Figure 2.2: Ination rules and arrow deorations of the tiles of the Amman-Beenker tiling.
Figure 2.3: Ination rules and arrow deorations of the tiles of the Penrose tiling.
The substitution rules, however, are not onvenient for our purposes. Indeed, it is our goal to
estimate the utuations of the averaged oordination number around the oordination number in
the innite tiling, whih is equal to four as for the square lattie. We therefore have to onsider
building bloks of the tiling suh that eah blok orresponds to one site of the lattie and the letters
a
i
, ourring in the denition of the substitution rule (2.3), assigned to this blok are equal to the
oordination number of the site. It is onvenient to take the Voronoi ell V(~r) of the site ~r as suh
a building blok and formulate the substitution rules in terms of them.
The Voronoi ell of a site ~r is dened as a set of points whih lie loser or equally distant to ~r
than to any other point of the lattie.
There are eight vertex types in the Penrose tiling and seven vertex types in the Amman-Beenker
tiling. Eah orresponds to a Voronoi ell, see gures 2.4 and 2.5. Note that some of the vertex
types have the same shape but dierent arrow deorations of edges, the fourth and the eighth vertex
type of the Penrose tiling and the third and fourth one of the Amman-Beenker tiling. For eah
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vertex type one an ompute, in the framework of the ut-and-projet formalism, its frequeny of
ourrene in the innite tiling. We list these frequenies in table 2.1 in order to ompare them later
with the omponents of the Perron-Frobenius vetors of the respetive substitution matries. Here,
 denotes the golden mean  = (1 +
p
5)=2.
Number Frequeny Num. value Number Frequeny Num. value
1  8 + 5  0:090170 1  1 +
p
2  0:414216
2  3 + 2  0:236068 2 17  12
p
2  0:029437
3 2    0:381966 3  7 + 5
p
2  0:071068
4 18=5  11=5  0:040325 4  7 + 5
p
2  0:071068
5 13  8  0:055728 5 34  24
p
2  0:058875
6 5  3  0:145898 6 6  4
p
2  0:343146
7  21 + 13  0:034442 7  41 + 29
p
2  0:012193
8 47=5  29=5  0:015403
Table 2.1: Frequenies of ourrene of vertex types from the Penrose (on the left) and the Amman-
Beenker tiling (on the right). The labelling orresponds to gures 2.4 and 2.5 .
The ination rules for the vertex types are presented in gures 2.6 and 2.7 for the Penrose and
the otagonal tiling respetively. For ertain reasons, whih will beome lear in the next hapter
we have performed a double ination for the Penrose tiling and only a single ination step for the
Amman-Beenker tiling. Finally, the substitution matries M
P

and M
A

for the Penrose and the
Amman-Beenker ase, respetively, are given in (2.16) and (2.17). We refrain from writing exat
values of the matrix entries, whih are linear ombinations of 1 and  with rational oeÆients,
beause it would spoil the learness of notation. Moreover, we use the matries only for numerial
alulations of its eigenvalues and eigenvetors, hene their exat values are not important for us.
M
P

=
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

0:5205 0:8265 0:8265 0:8675 0:0000 0:1735 0:0000 0:0000
0:5642 2:7179 0:8590 0:7052 4:7179 0:4231 4:8590 5:0000
4:2030 2:0000 2:7970 5:0000 0:0000 3:4059 0:0000 0:0000
1:0000 0:0000 0:0000 1:0000 0:0000 1:0000 0:0000 0:0000
0:0000 0:0000 1:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000
0:0000 1:2165 1:5669 0:0000 1:0827 0:0000 1:0827 1:0827
0:0000 1:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000
0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 1:0000 0:0000 1:0000 1:0000
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
(2.16)
M
A

=
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

1:0000 5:3333 4:0000 6:3333 6:0000 2:0000 5:6667
0:0000 1:0000 0:0000 1:0000 1:0000 0:0000 1:0000
1:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000
1:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000
0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 1:0000 0:0000
2:0000 0:0000 2:0000 0:0000 0:0000 3:0000 0:0000
0:0000 0:0000 1:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
(2.17)
The Perron-Frobenius eigenvetors of both matriesM
P

and M
A

, normalised in suh a way that
the sum of its omponents is equal to one, have omponents equal to the frequenies of vertex types
listed in table 2.1. The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues 
1
are equal to the saling fators by whih
the areas of tiles are hanged during ination, i.e, 
1
= 
4
for the Penrose tiling and 
1
= (1+
p
2)
2
for the otagonal tiling. We ompute also the wandering exponents from formula (2.6) and obtain
! =
log j
2
j
log j
1
j
=

0:377694 for the Penrose tiling
0:435486 for the otagonal tiling
(2.18)
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1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
Figure 2.4: The eight vertex types of the Penrose tiling and the orresponding Voronoi ells (shaded).
1 2 3 4
5 6 7
Figure 2.5: The seven vertex types of the Amman-Beenker tiling and the orresponding Voronoi
ells (shaded).
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Figure 2.6: Result of a two-fold ination of the Voronoi ells of the eight vertex types of the Penrose
tiling. The numbers denote the double-arrow potential values on the sites of the inated tiling. The
zero of the potential is set at the entral site of the path.
Basing on the Harris-Luk riterion (! < 1=2) we an, therefore, draw the onlusion that the
utuations of the average oordination numbers are, in both ases, too weak to ause a hange
of the ritial behaviour as ompared to the ritial behaviour on the square lattie. The values
of ! are, however, lose to 0:5 what suggests that one should expet some dierent behaviour of
the partition funtion when ompared to the square-lattie ase. This will indeed be onrmed in
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Figure 2.7: Result of a one-fold ination of the Voronoi ells of the seven vertex types of the Amman-
Beenker tiling.
the setion devoted to graphial expansions of the free energy F . Let us only mention two fats
now. Firstly, the oeÆients of the high-temperature expansion of F will show strong, osillating
deviations from their asymptoti behaviour and seondly, the distribution of omplex zeros of the
partition funtion (Lee-Fisher zeros) will also strongly dier from the square lattie ase.
2.3 The Ka-Ward method
In this setion we review an algebrai approah to the alulation of the partition funtion Z of an
Ising model in zero eld (to be referred to what follows as the Ka-Ward method). The setion is
organised as follows. Firstly we dene the Ising model and give a short aount of its history and
attempts of solutions. Seondly we will present the main result, namely a relationship between Z and
the determinant of a matrix whose elements are indexed by oriented edges of the underlying lattie,
and sketh its proof. We deided to present the lues of the proof of this relationship beause
it is widely used in this disputation and beause the original literature on this subjet is hardly
available. We will also shortly omment on the orrespondene between this relationship and the
pfaÆan method used to alulate the partition funtion of planar dimer models. It appears that the
solvability of these two lattie models follows in priniple from the same fat. In the remainder of
the setion we will draw some onlusions about a possible appliation of this algebrai approah to
3D Ising models and to the planar q-state Potts model with q > 2. Exept for the speulations in
the last part of the setion the ontents of this setion is based on literature and is thought to be a
summary of known results.
2.3.1 Denition of the Ising model
The Ising model whih has originally been formulated as a model of a ferromagnet [29℄, is known
to be properly representative for ondensation phenomena in 2D systems formed by adsorption of
gases on the surfae of rystals (lattie gases) [30℄.
The model is dened as follows. At eah site of a nite lattie G with N sites we plae a spin

j
2 f1g and let two spins 
j
and 
k
, loated at neighbouring sites, interat with an energy
 J
j;k

j

k
, where J
j;k
is an exhange-interation onstant, depending in general on the positions
j; k. In an external magneti eld B the spin has an additional energy equal to  B
j
. Hene the
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energy of a onguration ~ = f
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
N
g on G is given by
E(~) =  
X
hj;ki
J
j;k

j

k
 B
X
j

j
(2.19)
where in the rst term we sum over all nearest-neighbour pairs hj; ki and the seond sum runs over
all sites j. Let us denote  = 1=(k
B
T ) where k
B
is the Boltzmann onstant and T the temperature.
The problem onsists in the alulation of the partition funtion Z(G) whih is dened as
Z(G) =
X
~
exp [ E(~)℄ (2.20)
where we sum over all 2
N
spin ongurations ~. One Z(G) is known, various thermodynami
funtions an be alulated from it or from its logarithmi derivatives. For instane, the free energy
F and the magnetisation M are given by
F =
1

lnZ(G); M =
1

d lnZ(G)
dB
(2.21)
2.3.2 The algebrai Onsager solution
The rst exat solution of the Ising model in zero eld for a system showing a seond order phase
transition at T 6= 0 was found by Onsager [31℄. Onsager alulated the partition funtion Z(G) on
an N  N square lattie with periodi boundary onditions in the x diretion and free boundary
onditions in the y diretion.
He expressed Z(G) as the trae of the Nth power of a 2
N
 2
N
matrix M , the so-alled transfer
matrix. The omputation of the partition funtion in the thermodynami limit is then redued to
the alulation of the eigenvalue of the transfer matrix with the largest modulus. This follows from
the following equalities
F =
1
N
lnZ(G) =
1
N
ln Tr(M
N
) =
1
N
ln
2
N
X
i=1

N
i
=
1
N
0

ln
N
1
+ ln
2
N
X
i=1
(

i

1
)
N
1
A
N!1
 ! ln
1
(2.22)
where 
i
are the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix M . The seond logarithm in the expression in
parenthesis vanishes beause 
1
has the largest modulus, whih means (

i

1
)
N
 ! Æ
i;1
for N  !1.
The transfer matrix is equal to a produt of three matries M = V
3
V
2
V
0
1
V
0
1
= (2 sinh 2J)
N=2

N
Y
=1
exp X

; V
2
=
N
Y
=1
expJZ

Z
+1
; V
3
=
N
Y
=1
expBZ

whih ould be further expressed through diret produts of 2  2 Pauli matries 
x
; 
y
; 
z
and
identity matries 1:
X

= 1
 1
 : : :
 
x

 : : :
 1
Y

= 1
 1
 : : :
 
y

 : : :
 1
Z

= 1
 1
 : : :
 
z

 : : :
 1
where eah of the produts ontains N terms and the Pauli matrix is at the th position. The
2
N
dimensional problem is therefore redued to ertain sets of 2  2 problems, at least in the ase
when B = 0, i.e., V
3
= 1. After a ompliated analysis of the algebra spanned by the Pauli matries
X

; Y

; Z

, Onsager sueeded to alulate the largest eigenvalue 
1
and therefore solved the problem
exatly.
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2.3.3 The ombinatorial approah
While the mathematial mahinery involved to solve this problem was very ompliated, the nal
result for the free energy appeared to be rather simple. This fat suggested that there must be an
easier method to solve this problem, whih was indeed found only eight years later by Ka and Ward
[32℄. Let us briey sketh their approah. The alulation of the partition funtion an be redued
to a ombinatorial problem of summation of ertain graphs ourring in the lattie. Making use of
the identity
expx = oshx+  sinhx = oshx(1 +  tanhx) (2.23)
valid for jj = 1 and an arbitrary x, we an rewrite the partition Z(G) as
Z(G) = (oshJ)
M
(oshB)
N

X
~
Y
hj;ki
(1 + 
j

k
w)
Y
j
(1 + 
j
z) (2.24)
where w = tanhJ and z = tanhB, and where M , N are the number of nearest-neighbour
pairs and the number of sites in the lattie, respetively. After expanding the produts in (2.24) we
obtain a sum of terms of type:

p
1
i
1

p
2
i
2
: : : 
p
r
i
r
w
n
z
m
(2.25)
It is readily seen that the above term yields, after summing over all spin ongurations, either zero
or 2
N
. This is a onsequene of the fat that the sum over spins fatorises and
1
X
= 1

p
=

2 if p is even
0 otherwise
Hene, the term (2.25) yields a non-zero ontribution only if all exponents p
1
; p
2
; : : : ; p
r
are even
numbers. Now we an interpret eah term (2.25) as a lattie graph aording to the following rules.
1. If the term ontains a fator 
j

k
w we draw a line onneting the sites j and k.
2. Eah fator 
j
z is assigned to a irle entred on the site j.
In this way the alulation of Z(G) is redued to a purely ombinatorial problem and onsists of
ounting graphs. Indeed, the partition funtion reads
Z(G) = 2
N
(oshJ)
M
(oshB)
N

~
Z(G);
~
Z(G) = 1 +
1
X
n=1
1
X
m=1
g(n;m)w
n
z
m
(2.26)
where g(n;m) stands for the number of graphs onsisting of n bonds and m odd sites, denoted by
irles aording to the above rules. Here, odd and even sites are sites that belong to an odd and
even number of bonds, respetively. In the following, we will all
~
Z(G) the redued partition funtion
on the lattie G.
The idea of Ka and Ward [32℄ was to perform the graph summation, in the ase B = 0, by
onstruting a matrix, whose determinant is equal to
~
Z(G). They worked out the Onsager formula
for the free energy dealing with several points only in a heuristi manner. Their intention was to
show that a ombinatorial approah is indeed possible, rather than to resolve the problem with all
its subtleness rigorously. This approah indeed provided a new insight to the problem, and initiated
numerous attempts to generalise this result to other latties [33, 34, 35℄.
Ka and Ward have onstruted a matrix A by onsidering a 4 4 square lattie with periodi
boundary onditions in x and y diretions. The dimension of the matrix was 64 and its entries
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were labelled by oriented lattie bonds. The determinant det A an be expanded into a sum over
permutations of olumns  as follows
det A =
X

sgn A
1;
1
A
2;
2
: : : A
64;
64
By identifying the terms of the above expansion with even graphs ourring in the lattie, Ka
and Ward sueeded to dene a matrix A, suh that det A =
~
Z(G). In the proof they made use
of a geometrial theorem, whih however appeared to be not orret, as indiated by Sherman [34℄.
Feynman, in some unpublished leture notes, developed a variation of the Ka-Ward approah based
on a onjetured identity (see (2.28)) between graphs and paths on a lattie. This identity was proved
and generalised by Sherman [34℄. This paper was also the rst orret treatment of the ombinatorial
method. Sherman's proof was quite ompliated and at one plae even inomplete, but two years
later Burgoyne [35℄ provided a simpler and more intuitive proof. In the following we want to briey
introdue Feynman's onjeture, without proving it, and show how the Onsager formula for the free
energy follows from it. The derivation is based on Burgoyne's work [35℄.
From now on let us onsider the ase of a zero eld B = 0 and arbitrary, in general site-dependent,
oupling onstants w
j;k
= tanh (J
j;k
). The partition funtion an be fatorised, in a similar way as
in (2.26), into produts of hyperboli osine funtions and
~
Z(G), whih is now equal to
~
Z(G) = 1 +
X
g
I(g); I(g) =
Y
(j;k)2g
w
j;k
(2.27)
where the sum runs over all even graphs g and the produt in the denition of I(g) is taken over all
bonds of the graph g. Let us dene a path as a denite sequene of bonds. Eah onseutive bond
starts at the site where the previous bond ended, and an ontinue in an arbitrary diretion but
not bakwards over the previous line. We onsider only losed paths, therefore the last line must
end at the site at whih the rst line started. We all a path multiple if it an be onstruted from
a sub-path by exatly repeating it two or more times. A path is nonmultiple if it is not multiple.
Finally we dene a weight W (p) of a path p as
W (p) = sign(p)
Y
(j;k)2p
w
j;k
where the produt is taken over all bonds (j; k) of the path p and sign(p) depends on whether the
path rosses itself an even (sign(p)=1) or an odd (sign(p)= 1) number of times.
Exploiting these denitions we an formulate Feynman's onjeture whih states that
~
Z(G) =
Y
p
[1 +W (p)℄ (2.28)
where the produt is taken over all nonmultiple paths.
Exploiting the above onjeture we write
ln
~
Z(G) =
X
p
ln [1 +W (p)℄ =
X
p

W (p) 
1
2
W (p)
2
+
1
3
W (p)
3
  : : :

(2.29)
where the last equality follows from the expansion of the logarithm. Now, we notie that the rst
term on the right-hand side is a sum over all nonmultiple paths while the other terms just give the
sum over all multiple paths. In other words ln
~
Z(G) is equal to the sum of W (p)=! taken over all
losed paths p with multipliity !.
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This is due to the fat that every multiple path is made by repeating a nonmultiple path ! times,
! = 2; 3; : : : and aording to Whitney's result [36℄ the sign of a multiple path, with multipliity !,
is equal to ( 1)
!+1
.
Therefore the weight of a path with multipliity ! an be expressed by the weight of its nonmul-
tiple sub-path W (p) as ( 1)
!+1
W (p)
!
. After dividing it by ! we nd exatly those terms whih
our in (2.29).
The only thing that now remains to be done is to nd an expression for the sum of W (p)=!
taken over all losed paths p with multipliity !. Let us dene a matrix M
M = w
0
B
B

X
1
0 X
1
X
1
0 X
1
X
1
X
1
X
2
X
2
X
2
0
X
2
X
2
0 X
2
1
C
C
A
where X
1
= exp i
1
;X
2
= exp i
2
;  = exp i=4 and w = tanhJ .
It an be heked that
 
N
2l
1
2
2
Z
2
0
Z
2
0
Tr(M
l
) d
1
d
2
(2.30)
is equal to the sum of W (p)=! taken over all losed paths p (with multipliity !). Indeed, one an
easily see that a produt M
i
1
;i
2
M
i
2
;i
3
: : :M
i
l
;i
l+1
in M
l
orresponds to a ertain path starting at a
xed site P
1
of the lattie, moving in the diretion i
1
to P
2
, then moving in diretion i
2
to P
3
, and
so on. By integrating over the angles 
1
and 
2
we remove all paths whih are not losed, whereas
taking the trae ensures that the path returns to P
1
in a orret diretion (see [35℄ for a more detailed
explanation).
Summing (2.30) over l we get
ln
~
Z(G) =
N
4
2
Tr
1
X
l=1
2
Z
0
2
Z
0
 1
l
M
l
d
1
d
2
=
N
4
2
Tr
2
Z
0
2
Z
0
ln (1 M)d
1
d
2
(2.31)
Now Tr[ln (1 M)℄ = ln det(1 M) and the determinant of the 4  4 matrix an be easily
alulated yielding:
1
N
ln
~
Z(G) =
1
4
2
2
Z
0
2
Z
0
ln

(1 + w
2
)
2
+ 2(w
3
 w)(os 
1
+ os 
2
)

d
1
d
2
(2.32)
whih is the Onsager result. Equation (2.32) is exat only if one neglets the eets of the boundary
of the lattie, what is orret in the thermodynami limit N  !1.
The essene of this approah was, that we mapped the problem of ounting graphs on the lattie
to an easier problem of ounting paths, whih an be solved by algebrai methods, not only for the
square lattie but in general for every periodi 2D lattie. For an arbitrary periodi lattie we an
use, in priniple, the same formalism as above, only the dimension of the matrix M will be larger.
2.3.4 Solution of the Ising model on an arbitrary, planar lattie
Enouraged by the suess of the ombinatorial approah for the 2D Ising model, one may be
tempted to try to extend this method to the 3D ase or to the Ising model with magneti eld
B. Unfortunately, despite numerous eorts whih were made during the last fty years, nobody
sueeded in solving the 3D Ising model even for the simplest lattie, namely for the ubi lattie.
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It was only possible to simplify the Ka-Ward approah to suh an extent that it an be applied to a
planar Ising model on any lattie with arbitrary oupling onstants J
j;k
. This has reently been done
by Dolbilin et al. [20℄. A thorough analysis of the ombinatorial approah based on the method
outlined above or on the pfaÆan method of solving planar dimer models, whih will be shortly
reviewed later in this setion, suggests that the generi ase, i.e., the 2D Ising model with arbitrary
oupling onstants, ould have been solved already in the 1960s. The mathematis involved, was
however rather ompliated, thus it was diÆult to onstrut the Ka-Ward determinant. Therefore
this formalism was not popular for desribing Ising models on planar periodi latties with larger
unit ells. The merit of Dolbilin et al. was to simplify the method onsiderably, so that it allows
an exat desription of the ritial behaviour in systems with very large unit ells, for instane on
periodi approximants of quasiperiodi latties with about 10000 sites in the unit ell.
Dimer models and pfaÆans
Before presenting the Ka-Ward approah developed by Dolbilin et al. we want to mention briey the
pfaÆan method of solving planar dimer models and its onnetion to the Ising model. The onnetion
of these two subjets has been originally found by Kasteleyn [37℄. Let us onsider overings of edges
of a square lattie, with N sites and M edges, by domino tiles (dimers) in suh a way that every
site of the lattie belongs to exatly one domino tile. We have M=2 dimers belonging to s dierent
groups. We onsider overings of the lattie with n
i
dimers of the ith type, where i = 1; ::; s and
P
s
i=1
n
i
= M=2, and we assign a fugaity w
i
to eah tile of the ith type. The problem amounts to
omputing a partition funtion
Z =
X
n
1
+n
2
+:::+n
s
=M=2
g(n
1
; n
2
; : : : ; n
s
)w
n
1
1
w
n
2
2
: : : w
n
s
s
(2.33)
where g(n
1
; n
2
; : : : ; n
s
) is the number of overings with n
i
dimers of the ith type, with i = 1; ::; s.
The densities of dimers of the ith type hn
i
i an now be alulated from partial derivatives of Z with
respet to w
i
as hn
i
i = Z=w
i
 w
i
=Z.
It appears [38℄ that if free boundary onditions are imposed the partition funtion Z an be
alulated as a pfaÆan of an N N antisymmetri matrix Z = Pf(A). A pfaÆan Pf(A) is a linear
operation on the matrix A dened as
Pf(A) =
X
p
sgn(p)A
p
1
;p
2
A
p
3
;p
4
: : : A
p
N 1
;p
N
(2.34)
where the sum runs over all permutations p of N numbers satisfying following onditions: p
1
<
p
2
; p
3
< p
4
; : : : ; p
N 1
< p
N
and p
1
< p
3
< : : : < p
N 1
. The pfaÆan is dierent from zero only if A
is antisymmetri, i.e., A
i;j
=  A
j;i
and the square of the pfaÆan is equal to the determinant of the
matrix Pf(A)
2
= det(A).
Let us dene a matrix A(i; j), with i; j labelling the sites of the lattie i; j = 1; ::; N , so that the
element A(i; j) diers from zero only if the sites are nearest neighbours and in that ase A(i; j) =
s(i; j)w
i
. Here w
i
is the fugaity of a dimer overing the bond (i; j) and the modulus of s(i; j) is
equal to one. Now we desribe every dimer onguration on the lattie jp
1
; p
2
jp
3
; p
4
j::jp
N 1
; p
N
j with
additional onstraints p
i
< p
i+1
and p
i
< p
i+2
for i = 1; 3; 5; : : :. These notations mean that we
have N dimers overing bonds (p
1
; p
2
), (p
3
; p
4
) and so on. We also assume that the initial point of
the bond has always a smaller label than the end of the bond and that the initial points of dierent
bonds are sorted into asending order of their labels. We realize that the partition funtion (2.33)
an be now expressed as a sum over permutations of N numbers p
i
; i = 1; ::; N , satisfying the
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onditions p
i
< p
i+1
and p
i
< p
i+2
, as follows:
Z =
X
p

p
A
p
1
;p
2
A
p
3
;p
4
: : : A
p
N 1
;p
N
(2.35)
where 
p
is equal to a produt of signs of the matrix elements ourring in the addend. In other
words, sine every term in the partition funtion has to be positive we multiply the addend by

p
in order to anel out the possible minus sign stemming from the signs s(i; j). Now it an
be proved [38℄ that it is possible to dene s(i; j) so that the matrix A(i; j) is antisymmetri and
that 
p
= s(p
1
; p
2
)s(p
3
; p
4
) : : : s(p
N 1
; p
N
) is equal to the sign of the permutation 
p
= sgn(p).
Comparing (2.35) with the denition of the pfaÆan (2.34) we realize that the relation Z = Pf(A)
has been proved q.e.d..
The merit of the dimer model for statistial mehanis onsists in the fat that it an be mapped
to an Ising model. In other words, for a given planar lattie G and a zero eld Ising model there exists
a planar lattie G
0
suh that the partition funtion of the dimer model on G
0
equals the partition
funtion of the Ising model on G. Let us now shortly sketh how this orrespondene works. The
alulation of the zero eld partition funtion amounts to ounting graphs onsisting of sites with
an even number of neighbours, see (2.26). In other words we sum over graphs on the lattie suh
that at every site we have one of the eight ongurations presented in the upper row of gure 2.8.
The bonds of the graph in ontrast to the bonds of the lattie are marked by fat solid lines. Now,
the idea is to replae every site of the square lattie G by a luster of sites and additional bonds,
onstituting a new lattie G
0
, so that eah of the eight ongurations at a site of G is in one-to-one
orrespondene with a dimer onguration overing the bonds of the luster of sites building G
0
.
This one-to-one orrespondene is shown in gure 2.8. We distinguish now two lasses of bonds
(s = 2), horizontal or vertial bonds between lusters having fugaity w and bonds within a luster
having fugaity 1. Therefore, the produt of fugaities in eah dimer onguration in the lower row
in gure 2.8 is equal to w
q
where q is the number of fat lines emanating from the respetive site of
the square lattie. The weight of an even graph with n sites labelled by i on the square lattie is
equal to w
(
P
n
i=1
q
i
)
whih is, as one an easily realize, w
m
where m is the number of fat lines in the
graph.
It is therefore readily seen that the partition funtion of the zero eld Ising model Z on G an
be expressed by the partition funtion of a dimer model on G
0
with N sites, whih an be further
alulated as a pfaÆan, or a square root of a determinant of an N  N matrix. If G is periodi
then G
0
is periodi too and the matrix is yli, what yli means will be explained beneath, and Z
an be thus expressed by a determinant of a nite matrix. Sine it is also not diÆult to generalise
this onstrution to every planar lattie G onsisting of sites with an even number of neighbours
(even sites), one an say that with this approah we an takle the zero eld Ising model on every
planar, periodi lattie, under the assumption that it has only even sites. The onstrution of the
pfaÆan is in the generi ase, however, rather ompliated [38℄ thus this method is not onvenient
for the investigation of the Ising model on periodi latties with a large unit ell. The approah by
Dolbilin et al., desribed beneath, removes this obstale, i.e. it is simpler and has therefore wider
appliations.
Dolbilin's method
After this long digression about dimer models we want to introdue the result of Dolbilin et al. and
show the lues of its proof, referring the reader to the original work [20℄ for more detail. We will also
try to explain why it is so diÆult to takle the 3D ase and will present some ideas, whih after an
intrinsi analysis, ould perhaps yield some interesting results regarding the 3D ase.
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Figure 2.8: The one-to-one orrespondene of the Ising model vertex ongurations and dimer
ongurations on the six-site luster.
Let us onsider one more an Ising model with nearest-neighbour interations on a planar lattie
G. Denote by E = fe
1
; e
2
; : : : ; e
M
g the set of all nearest-neighbour bonds ourring in the lattie.
The oupling onstant d
j
= tanh (J
j
) assigned to the bond e
j
an take an arbitrary value, in general
site-dependent. Our aim is to onstrut a matrix A whose determinant is equal to the square of the
redued partition funtion
~
Z(G). For this purpose, let us distinguish the two possible diretions for
every bond of the lattie G and denote by E the set of all bonds from E taking into aount the
diretions:
E = f~e
1
; ~e
2
; : : : ; ~e
M
; ~e
M+1
; : : : ; ~e
2M
g (2.36)
The oupling onstants assigned to the same bond e
j
taken in two opposite diretions ~e
j
and ~e
M+j
are equal, thus w
j
= w(~e
j
) = w(~e
M+j
) for j = 1; : : : ;M . Let us denote by f(~e) and b(~e) the initial
and the endpoint of the oriented edge ~e, respetively, and by
\
(~e
j
; ~e
k
) the angle between the oriented
edges ~e
j
and ~e
k
ounted from   to . We dene the Ka-Ward matrix A, whose entries are indexed
by pairs of oriented bonds, (~e
j
; ~e
k
), 1  j; k  2M
A(~e
j
; ~e
k
) =
8
<
:
1 if ~e
j
= ~e
k
 w
j
exp f
i
2
\
(~e
j
; ~e
k
)g f(~e
j
) = b(~e
k
) and f(~e
j
) 6= b(~e
k
)
0 otherwise
(2.37)
The denition of the matrix diers only slightly from the denition given by Ka and Ward [32℄. It
is easy to see that the matrix is the same exept for the sign of the o-diagonal elements A(~e
j
; ~e
k
).
The introdution of the minus sign is unimportant for the square lattie but it beomes essential for
the ase of an arbitrary planar lattie. Now we an formulate Dolbilin's result.
Assertion 1 The determinant of the Ka-Ward matrix is equal to the square of the redued partition
funtion
~
Z(G)
det A =
~
Z(G)
2
(2.38)
Before presenting an outline of the proof of the above assertion we would like to make some remarks.
Equation (2.38) is formulated in a rather general way but there are still some limitations for the
planar latties for whih the result holds. One takes for granted that the bonds in E do not interset
exept at their endpoints. This requirement exludes for instane the solvability of the square-lattie
Ising model with next-to-nearest neighbours by this method. Also for \quasi 3d systems", it means
for several layers of planar latties with spins oupled within the layer and between neighbouring
layers, the assertion (2.38) annot be applied. However, the Ising model on a 3D luster is equivalent
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to a 2D Ising model on a surfae of a genus whih depends on the number of sites of the luster,
or in other words on a lattie where ertain distint sites have to be identied (aepted as equal).
For instane, the Ising model on two oupled layers of a 5  5 square lattie is equivalent to a
planar Ising model on a lattie shown in gure 2.9 where dashed lines marked by the same digit
have to be identied. In priniple, this is also a planar Ising model but on a surfae whih has
rather ompliated topologial properties. Dolbilin has informed us that he sueeded to express
1 1
1
1
2 2
2
2
3 3
3
3
4 4
4
4
55
5
5
00
0
0
Figure 2.9: Two layers of a 5 5 square lattie presented as a planar lattie in suh a way that the
Ising models on both latties are equivalent. The dashed and the dotted lines marked by the same
number have to be glued together.
the redued partition funtion on a surfae with an arbitrary genus by pfaÆans of matries dened
on the 3D luster. Using this result it seems to be possible to alulate
~
Z(G) at least on relatively
large 3d lusters in a more eÆient way than by other methods.
Despite of its limitations the assertion (2.38) allows us to investigate the Ising model on a variety
of latties. For eah periodi lattie with non-interseting nearest-neighbour bonds
~
Z(G) an be
alulated exatly as a determinant of a nite matrix. In order to substantiate this statement let us
label the oriented bonds by triples (k; l; ), where k; l = 1; : : : ; N label the unit ell whih ontains
the beginning of the bond, and  = 1; : : : ;M denotes the number of the bond in the unit ell.
Beause of the lattie periodiity, the Ka-Ward matrix is yli in k and l, i.e., the matrix elements
hk; l; jAjk
1
; l
1
; 
1
i depend on k; k
1
; l; l
1
only through their dierenes k k
1
and l  l
1
. Here we have
used the bra-ket notation from quantum mehanis to denote the matrix elements of A. Applying a
Fourier transformation to A, we obtain a blok-diagonal matrix:
h!; ; jP
 1
AP j!
1
; 
1
; 
1
i = Æ
!;!
1
Æ
;
1
~
A(; 
1
; exp (i2!=N); exp (i2=N)) (2.39)
where
hk; ljP j!; i :=
1
N
exp i2(k! + l)
~
A(; 
1
;X
1
;X
2
) :=
1
N
N
X
k=1
N
X
l=1
hk; l; jAj0; 0; 
1
iX
k
1
X
l
2
(2.40)
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Beause the determinant is invariant with respet to a similarity transformation, we an express the
redued partition funtion by a produt of determinants of diagonal bloks taken over all !, from
1 to N . Denoting by
~
A(X
1
;X
2
) the M M matrix f
~
A(; 
1
;X
1
;X
2
) g
M
;
1
=1
we an write
~
Z(G)
2
:= det A =
N
Y
!=1
N
Y
=1
det
~
A(exp i2!; exp i2) (2.41)
A periodi lattie onsisting of NN unit ells with M oriented bonds in eah ell ontains N
2
M=4
sites. The logarithm of the redued partition funtion divided by the number of sites in the lattie
is essentially the free energy, or more preisely that part of the free-energy funtion that is singular
at the ritial point and thus determines the ritial behaviour. It reads
1
N
2
M=4
ln
~
Z(G) =
1
2N
2
M=4
N
X
!=1
N
X
=1
ln det
~
A(exp i2!; exp i2)
N!1
 !
1
8
2
M=4
2
Z
0
2
Z
0
ln det
~
A(exp i!; exp i)d!d (2.42)
The formula (2.42) ontains some information about the ritial properties of the Ising model even
without the detailed knowledge of the matrix
~
A. The following onsiderations are based on the
textbook [39℄. Let us assume, for simpliity, that there is only one oupling onstant w = tanhJ
in the Ising Hamilton funtion. Then the determinant in the integrand on the right-hand side of
(2.42) is a polynomial in w of order at most M , and the oeÆients are trigonometri funtions of
the angles ! and . For example, the determinants on the square lattie det
~
A
(1)
and on the rst
approximant of the otagonal tiling with seven sites in the unit ell [28℄ det
~
A
(2)
take the form
det
~
A
(1)
= 1 + 2w
2
+ w
4
+ (2 os! + 2 os)(w
3
 w) (2.43)
det
~
A
(2)
= f
0
(w) + f
1
(w)(os! + os) + f
2
(w)(os 2! + os 2) + f
3
(w) os (!   ) +
f
4
(w) os (! + ) + f
5
(w)(os (2! + ) + os (! + 2)) (2.44)
where
f
0
(w) = (1 + w
2
)
2
(1  2w
2
+ 17w
4
+ 52w
6
+ 325w
8
+ 806w
10
+
1519w
12
+ 1088w
14
+ 282w
16
+ 8w
18
) (2.45)
f
1
(w) = 2w
3
( 1 + w
2
)
3
(5 + 26w
2
+ 81w
4
+ 152w
6
+ 163w
8
+ 78w
10
+ 7w
12
) (2.46)
f
2
(w) = 4w
6
( 1 + w
2
)
6
(1 + w
2
) (2.47)
f
3
(w) =  8w
4
( 1 + w
4
)
4
(2.48)
f
4
(w) = 2w
4
( 1 + w
2
)
4
( 5  20w
2
  38w
4
  16w
6
+ 11w
8
+ 4w
10
) (2.49)
f
5
(w) = 2w
7
( 1 + w
2
)
7
(2.50)
The determinant should take only positive values for 0  !;   2 and 0  w  1 beause
of the logarithm ourring in the integrand. This determinant has a minimum equal to zero at a
ertain positive value of w = w

; the respetive temperature T

where w

= tanhJ=(k
B
T

) is the
temperature of the phase transition. In order to nd the behaviour of the free energy in the viinity
of the phase transition we expand the determinant around its minimum in powers of the temperature
t = (T   T

)=T

, and angles ! and . The integral on the right-hand side of (2.42) reads
2
Z
0
2
Z
0
ln


1
t
2
+ 
2
(!
2
+ 
2
)

d!d (2.51)
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where 
1
and 
2
are ertain onstants. The oeÆients of !
2
and 
2
are equal beause the determinant
is invariant with respet to interhanging ! and .
After performing the integration, we nd that the ritial behaviour of the free energy is given
by
F ' a+
1
2
b(T   T

)
2
log jT   T

j (2.52)
where a and b are also ertain onstants. This derivation has not been rigorous but we an draw the
following onlusions
 The ritial temperature of the Ising model is given by the zero of det
~
A(exp i!; exp i),
 If the determinant has a minimum equal to zero at ! =  = 0, then the free-energy ritial
exponent is equal to 2 (see (2.52)), i.e., it is the same as on the square lattie.
We see that only from the assumption that the lattie is periodi one ould work out a formula for
the free energy F of the Ising model and make some statements about the ritial behaviour of F .
An interesting question arises, whether it is possible to nd formulae or to estimate roughly the
ritial exponents of other thermodynami funtions whih annot be alulated from F as partial
derivatives, for example the suseptibility  or the spontaneous magnetisationM . We will omment
on this below.
After this long digression about the meaning of the Ka-Ward formula (2.38) let us nally sketh
its proof and make some remarks on the 3D Ising model.
Proof of the Ka-Ward formula At rst let us reall that the alulation of
~
Z(G) amounts
to ounting all even graphs of the lattie G, i.e., suh graphs where eah site belongs to an even
number of bonds. Let us dene an oriented even graph as an even graph with a xed diretion
of traversing its bonds (any even graph has at least two orientations; an even graph onsisting of
p disjoint omponents has 2
p
orientations, beause eah of its omponents an be oriented in two
opposite diretions).
The lue of the proof of (2.38) is that:
Any even oriented graph on a planar lattie orresponds to a permutation of oriented bonds.
1
2
3
4
5
67
8

1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1



5 6 7 8
6 7 8 5

Figure 2.10: An oriented, even graph and the orresponding permutation, a produt of two yles.
This orrespondene is illustrated in gure 2.10. The graph shown there onsists of two ompo-
nents and the permutation an be deomposed into a produt of two yles. A yle of length q is a
permutation  of numbers i = 1; : : : ;M suh that there exists a sequene fi
k
g for k = 1; : : : ; q that
(i
k
) = i
k+1
for k = 1; : : : ; q and (j) = j if j 62 i
k
 =

i
1
i
2
: : : i
q 1
i
q
i
2
i
3
: : : i
q
i
1

(2.53)
It is easy to see that an oriented even graph onsisting of p omponents orresponds to a produt of
p yles.
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The mapping between oriented graphs and permutations an of ourse be inverted, i.e., for every
permutation of oriented bonds there is exatly one oriented graph orresponding to this permutation,
whih, however, is not even in general. Now, the idea is to ount permutations of oriented bonds from
E = f~e
j
g
2M
j=1
instead of ounting oriented even graphs. Counting permutations an be arranged by
alulating a determinant of a 2M  2M matrix A, beause the determinant an be expanded into
a sum over permutations of olumns
det A =
X

sgn() A(~e
1
; ~e

1
)A(~e
2
; ~e

2
) : : : A(~e
2M
; ~e

2M
) (2.54)
The only problem is to devise the matrix elements A(~e
j
; ~e
k
) suh that only oriented, even graphs
are ounted, i.e., graphs whih are not even do not provide a non-zero ontribution. We will now
substantiate that the denition (2.37) is orret, it means there is a one-to-one orrespondene
between the non-zero terms in the expansion of the determinant and oriented, even graphs in the
lattie G.
First of all notie that every permutation  an be deomposed into yles. Let us therefore
onsider the ontribution of a yle of length q in (2.54). Substituting the denition of the Ka-
Ward matrix (2.37) into (2.54) we nd
sgn() exp
0

i
2
q
X
j=1

j;j+1
1
A
q
Y
j=1
( w
i
j
) (2.55)
where 
j;j+1
is the angle between oriented bonds ~e
i
j
and ~e
i
j+1
. Note that the denition of the Ka-
Ward matrix ensures that only for q > 2 the term (2.55) is dierent from zero. Indeed, for q = 2 we
have two oriented bonds ~e
i
1
and ~e
i
2
suh that the endpoint of ~e
i
1
is equal to the initial point of ~e
i
2
and the endpoint of ~e
i
2
oinides with the initial point of ~e
i
1
. But the denition (2.37) forbids suh
situations, whih means that A(~e
i
1
; ~e
i
2
) = 0.
Now, we make use of two simple fats.
1. The sign of a yle  of length q is sgn() = ( 1)
q+1
,
2. We dene the sign t() of an oriented graph  as the number of times the graph  rosses
itself. The sum of angles 
j;j+1
by whih we rotate while traversing the graph  with length
q is always an integer multiple of 2 and equals
P
q
j=1

j;j+1
= 2(t() + 1). In partiular, if
the graph does not ross itself the sum is 2. This result is due to Whitney [36℄ and we already
mentioned it when disussing the derivation of the Onsager formula for the free energy from
Feynman's onjeture (2.28).
Exploiting these two fats we an simplify the addend (2.55) onsiderably and obtain
( 1)
t(())

q
Y
j=1
w

j
(2.56)
where t(()) is the sign of a losed, oriented graph  whih orresponds to the yli permutation
 (see gure 2.10).
Now, we want to express the determinant (2.54) as a polynomial depending on the oupling
onstants w
j
. Let us make some denitions.
From gure 2.11 it is lear that the graphs we are dealing with an onsist, in general, of double
bonds oriented in opposite diretions. Eah graph  an be deomposed into the set of its single
and double bonds X
1
and X
2
respetively. For instane for the graph shown in gure 2.11
X
1
= fe
i
1
; e
i
2
; e
i
3
; e
i
4
; e
i
5
; e
i
6
; e
i
9
; e
i
10
; e
i
11
g and X
2
= fe
i
7
g = fe
i
8
g (2.57)
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Figure 2.11: A orrespondene between a permutation , whih is a produt of two yles of length
7 and 4, and an oriented, even graph (). The sign of the graph is t(()) = 0
Now, for a given pair of sets of single and double bonds X
1
and X
2
we dene the multitude  (X
1
;X
2
)
of all oriented graphs  orresponding to (X
1
;X
2
) and their signature S(X
1
;X
2
)
 (X
1
;X
2
) := fjX
1
() = X
1
;X
2
() = X
2
g (2.58)
S(X
1
;X
2
) :=
X
2 (X
1
;X
2
)
( 1)
t()
(2.59)
where X
1
() and X
2
() denote the set of all bonds whih the oriented path traverses one and twie,
respetively. For (X
1
;X
2
) given in (2.57)  (X
1
;X
2
) onsists of two oriented graphs; the one shown in
gure 2.11, and a graph where the diretion of all arrows are reversed. The signature of (X
1
;X
2
) is
equal to two beause both oriented graphs do not ross themselves, S(X
1
;X
2
) = ( 1)
0
+ ( 1)
0
= 2.
Finally w(X) denotes the produt of oupling onstants over all bonds taken from the set X,
thus w(X) =
Q
e
j
2X
w
j
. The produt
Q
q
j=1
w

j
of oupling onstants taken over all bonds of an
oriented graph  2  (X
1
;X
2
) is equal to w(X
1
)w(X
2
)
2
beause the bonds in X
1
our in  one and
the bonds in X
2
twie.
Making use of these denitions we an write down the expansion of the determinant (2.54)
det A = 1 +
X

( 1)
t(())

q
Y
j=1
w

j
(2.60)
= 1 +
X
(X
1
;X
2
)6=(;;;)
X
2 (X
1
;X
2
)
( 1)
t()
w(X
1
)w(X
2
)
2
(2.61)
= 1 +
X
(X
1
;X
2
)6=(;;;)
S(X
1
;X
2
)w(X
1
)w(X
2
)
2
(2.62)
In the rst equation (2.60) we simply substituted (2.56) into (2.54). In the seond equation we split
the sum over all permutations into a sum over all pairs (X
1
;X
2
) of sets of single and double bonds,
and a sum over all orientations  of a given pair (X
1
;X
2
). Finally, in the third equation we used the
denition (2.59) of the signature of a pair (X
1
;X
2
).
Let us now write down the right-hand side of the Ka-Ward assertion (2.38) and try to bring it
to the same form as (2.62). We denote g and g
1
two even, unoriented graphs in the lattie G and
w(g) and w(g
1
) the orresponding produts of oupling onstants taken over bonds from g and g
1
,
respetively. Moreover, let us dene Q(X
1
;X
2
) as a deomposition of a pair (X
1
;X
2
) of single and
double bonds into pairs of graphs g; g
1
and dene P (X
1
;X
2
) as the number of elements of Q(X
1
;X
2
)
Q(X
1
;X
2
) := f(g; g
1
)jjgj [ jg
1
j = X
1
[ X
2
; jgj \ jg
1
j = X
2
g (2.63)
P (X
1
;X
2
) := #Q(X
1
;X
2
) (2.64)
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where jgj denotes the set of bonds of a graph g. For the pair (X
1
;X
2
) given in (2.57), Q(X
1
;X
2
)
onsists of two elements. The rst pair of graphs (g; g
1
) onsists of the 7-gon as the rst graph g
and of the square as the seond graph g
1
(see gure 2.11). In the seond pair (g; g
1
), the graphs are
interhanged. Therefore P (X
1
;X
2
) = S(X
1
;X
2
) = 2. The square of the redued partition funtion
reads
~
Z(G)
2
=
 
X
g
w(g)
! 
X
g
1
w(g
1
)
!
=
X
g;g
1
w(g)w(g
1
) (2.65)
=
X
(X
1
;X
2
)6=(;;;)
X
(g;g
1
)2Q(X
1
;X
2
)
w(X
1
)w(X
2
) (2.66)
= 1 +
X
(X
1
;X
2
)6=(;;;)
P (X
1
;X
2
)w(X
1
)w(X
2
)
2
(2.67)
Dolbilin et al. alulate the oeÆients P (X
1
;X
2
) and S(X
1
;X
2
) and asertain that they are equal;
we omment on this in the remainder of this setion. Therefore, the polynomials in (2.62) and (2.67)
are idential, what proves the Ka-Ward assertion (2.38).
Let us now try to onsider the oeÆients P (X
1
;X
2
) and S(X
1
;X
2
) without going into detail.
Assume that the set X
1
onsists of q disjoint parts and eah of these parts ontains only verties
with exatly two bonds emanating from it; in other words, these parts do not have any rossing
points. Then P (X
1
;X
2
) = 2
q
. In order to see this, we have to ount in how many ways (X
1
;X
2
) an
be deomposed into pairs of unoriented even graphs (g; g
1
). We an hoose as g a multiomponental
graph onsisting of r (0  r  q) disjoint parts of (X
1
;X
2
) and hoose g
1
as the remaining q r parts.
We have q!= [r!(q   r)!℄ possibilities of suh hoies, hene P (X
1
;X
2
) =
P
q
r=0
q!= [r!(q   r)!℄ = 2
q
.
Now let us onsider the value of S(X
1
;X
2
) in this ase. The signature S(X
1
;X
2
) was dened as
a sum of signs of oriented graphs  2  (X
1
;X
2
) . If X
1
onsists of q disjoint parts, without any
rossing points, eah part an have two opposite orientations and the sign of this orientation is equal
to one. Therefore there are 2
q
possible orientations, eah of them with a sign +1. It means that
S(X
1
;X
2
) = 2
q
.
In the generi ase, when X
1
ontains verties of valene 4, whih means that there are four bonds
meeting at a vertex, the expression for the oeÆients P (X
1
;X
2
) and S(X
1
;X
2
) is more ompliated.
Dolbilin et al. [20℄ prove that
P (X
1
;X
2
) = S(X
1
;X
2
) = 2
q+
P
v2X
1
[k(v) 1℄
(2.68)
where 2k(v) is the number of bonds of X
1
whih meet at vertex v, and q is the number of disjoint
omponents of X
1
.
2.3.5 Comments and possible extensions to other models
All approahes presented in this setion, exept for the algebrai approah by Onsager, have some-
thing in ommon. They rely on Whitney's result [36℄ for losed loops on a plane. For any losed
loop, no matter how ompliated it is, we an assign weights to its orners, suh that a produt of
these weights over all orners is equal to 1. The weight of the jth orner reads exp i
j;j+1
=2, where

j;j+1
is an angle between the jth and the (j + 1)th oriented bond. This assignment is however not
longer valid for 3D losed loops, i.e., that the produt of suh weights diers from 1 for a generi
3D losed loop.
Let us onsider a losed graph built up from bonds of a 3D ubi lattie. We assign ertain
weights to \turns", i.e., hanges of diretion in the orners of the graph. These weights an be
elements of an, in general nonommutative, eld.
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There are four possible turns ; one an go straight ahead with a weight s, turn right with a
weight r, turn left with a weight l, go up with a weight u or down with weight d. Now, for eah
losed graph a produt of the respetive weights over all orners must be equal to  e, where e is
the identity element of the eld. Ka and Ward proved, however, that no suh uniform assignment
of eld elements is possible. There is still a possibility to onsider 30 \turns" whih are speied by
ordered pairs of bonds onsisting of the inoming diretion followed by the outgoing diretion and
assoiate 30 dierent weights to them. In our opinion it is rather doubtful whether this approah
may be suessful.
In the remainder of this setion we want to disuss two models of statistial mehanis, namely
the 2D Ising model with non-vanishing eld and the 2D q-state Potts model, whih perhaps ould
be solved by similar methods to those used by Ka and Ward. The Potts model, introdued in 1952
[40℄, is a generalisation of the Ising model, see (2.19), where the spins 
j
; 
k
take q dierent values

j
; 
k
= 1; : : : ; q and their interation energy is dierent from zero only if 
j
= 
k
. The Ising model
orresponds to the ase q = 2.
Although both models have been formulated a long time ago, the full form of the free energy
has never been alulated for arbitrary eld (Ising model), or arbitrary q and T (Potts model). Our
belief that methods similar to those desribed above ould be useful for summing up the terms of the
partition funtion Z is based on the fat that one an formulate graphial expansions of Z whih run
over the same set of graphs as those entering in the expansion of the 2-dimensional zero-eld Ising
model. In the following we disuss these expansions and make some remarks on how the formula
(2.38) ould possibly be extended in order to yield the partition funtion of the respetive models.
We are onvined that a loser inspetion of this approah ould lead to some interesting results.
Let us start with the Ising model with non-vanishing eld. First of all notie that the high-
temperature expansion of the redued partition funtion is rather inonvenient for our purposes.
Indeed, aording to (2.26), we have to sum over all possible graphs, not neessarily even, ourring
in the lattie. The ontribution of a graph onsisting of n bonds and m odd sites is w
n
z
m
where
w = tanhJ and z = tanhB. If a graph is not even, it is rather diÆult to treat it as a permutation
of its oriented bonds whih was the essene of the ombinatorial approah.
It may be worthwhile, however, to pay more attention to the low-temperature expansion. Let
us therefore shortly disuss this tehnique. At T = 0, the system is in a two-fold degenerate ground
state: all spins are parallel, taking the same value . An exited state for low temperatures T > 0
onsists of lusters of inverted spins, exitation islands emerging from an oean of aligned spins s.
It is therefore lear, even at rst sight, that the low-temperature expansion will be a sum over these
exited lusters, whih an be regarded as loops on the so-alled dual lattie (the exat denition
follows below).
The ground-state energy is equal to E =  JM  BN (2.19) where M and N denote the number
of nearest-neighbour bonds and the lattie sites, respetively. Consider an exited state with m
inverted and n nearest-neighbour pairs of opposite spins (+; ). The energy of this exited state is
equal to E
1
=  J(M   2n) B(N   2m) and is larger than the ground-state energy by J2n+B2m.
Denoting by x := exp ( 2J) and y := exp ( 2B) the expansion variables, we see that the partition
funtion an be written as follows
Z =
X
lusters
exp ( E
1
) = exp ( E)
X
lusters
exp ( J2n) exp ( B2m)
= x
 M=2
y
 N=2
(1 +
1
X
m=1
1
X
n=3
g(n;m)x
n
y
m
) (2.69)
where g(n;m) is the number of spin ongurations having n nearest-neighbour pairs of opposite
spins and m inverted spins, respetively. Any suh onguration an niely be presented as an even
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graph whih is onstruted as follows. For eah nearest-neighbour pair of opposite spins (
1
; 
2
)
draw a line onneting the entres of two tiles whih ontain the bond (
1
; 
2
). In this way, one
obtains an even graph (onsisting of onneted loops) whose verties lie in the entres of tiles of the
original lattie. A lattie, whose sites are equal to the entres of tiles of a given lattie G is alled
the dual lattie of G. We see, therefore, that the fator g(n;m) an be interpreted as the number of
even graphs (sets of onneted loops) on the dual lattie, whih have length n and omprise m sites
of the lattie in their interior. For the square lattie, this formulation an be simplied; in this ase
an even graph with length n and surfae m ontributes to the expansion a term x
n
y
m
.
Now, we pose the question whether it is possible to modify the denition of the Ka-Ward matrix A
(2.37) on lattie G, for example by some additional fators, suh that the relation det A =
~
Z(G)
2
still holds for a non-vanishing eld. For an arbitrary losed loop of length n, onsisting of bonds
~e
i
where i = 1; ::; n, we have to assign a weight W (~e
i
; ~e
i+1
), depending on the magneti eld B, to
the ith vertex of the graph suh that the produt of the weights over all verties is equal to the
area m omprised by the loop
Q
n
i=1
W (~e
i
; ~e
i+1
) = m. If we were able to onstrut suh weights,
we ould modify the denition of the Ka-Ward matrix (2.37) by multiplying its o-diagonal ele-
ments A(~e
j
; ~e
k
) by W (~e
j
; ~e
k
). From the proof of the Ka-Ward formula it is rather lear that the
determinant of the modied Ka-Ward matrix would yield the squared partition funtion
~
Z(G)
2
.
It is doubtful whether suh set of weights W (~e
i
; ~e
i+1
) an be found for arbitrary losed loops. In
the ase of loops being boundaries of onvex regions suh weights ould perhaps exist, but of ourse
not-onvex loops also ontribute to the expansion. Perhaps it ould be possible to sum up at least a
part of all graphs, what is not suÆient to onstrut the whole partition funtion but might perhaps
be useful to alulate the zero-eld derivatives of the free energy 
p
logZ=B
p
for p = 1; 2 : : : and
yield the zero-eld magnetisation or the suseptibility of the system.
Let us now onsider the q-state Potts model. The partition funtion for this model on a lattie
G with N sites and M bonds equals
Z
q
(G) =
X
f
j
g
exp fJ
X
hj;ki
Æ(
j
; 
k
)g (2.70)
where the sum over spin ongurations f
j
g = f
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
N
g onsists of N sums, eah of whih
runs from 1 to q and Æ(
j
; 
k
) is a Kroneker delta, i.e. it equals one if 
j
= 
k
and zero oth-
erwise. Potts [40℄ showed that one an formulate two series expansions of the partition funtion
Z
q
(G), namely a low-temperature expansion in the variable u = exp ( J) and a high-temperature
expansion in the variable D(u) = (1  u)=(1+ (q  1)u) suh that, up to an irrelevant multipliative
onstant, the high-temperature expansion on a lattie G is equal to the low-temperature expansion
on the dual of the lattie G. For self-dual latties, for example the square lattie, Z
q
(G) is invariant
under a duality transformation u  ! D(u).
We will now onsider the high-temperature expansion and investigate what kind of graphs enter
to it and what are their ontributions. In the derivation of the high-temperature expansion we
follow a good tutorial review [41℄ whih we reommend for readers interested in the Potts model. It
is readily seen that the partition funtion (2.70) an be rewritten as follows:
Z
q
(G) =
X
f
j
g
Y
hj;ki
[1 + (exp(J)  1)Æ(
j
; 
k
)℄ =
X
f
j
g
Y
hj;ki
[t(1 +D(u)f
j;k
)℄
= t
M
X
f
j
g
Y
hj;ki
[(1 +D(u)f
j;k
)℄ (2.71)
where t = (1 + (q   1)u)=(qu) and f
j;k
= ( 1 + qÆ(
j
; 
k
)). We see that the last expression at the
right-hand side of (2.71) has the same form as the formula (2.24) for the Ising model for B = 0,
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where t, D(u) and f
j;k
in the Potts model are replaed by osJ , w and (2
j
  3)(2
k
  3) in the
Ising model, respetively. We an therefore use this form of the partition funtion for developing a
graphial expansion in the same manner as for the Ising model, see setion 2.3.3. There is, however,
a dierene to the Ising model ase with respet to graphs whih ontribute to the expansion. It is
easy to see that
q
X

k
=1
f
j;k
= 0 but
q
X

k
=1
f
2p+1
j;k
6= 0 for p = 1; 2; : : : (2.72)
while for the Ising model (q = 2), the sums of powers of the fators f
j;k
= (2
j
  3)(2
k
  3) are
equal zero for every odd power:
q
X

k
=1
(2
j
  3)
2p+1
(2
k
  3)
2p+1
= (2
j
  3)
2p+1
(1  1) = 0 (2.73)
This implies that the Potts model partition funtion an be written as a sum over graphs g whih
do not have any vertex of degree one. Even graphs, entering in the Ising model expansion onstitute
a sublass of graphs g ontributing to the Potts model expansion:
Z
q
(G) = t
M
X
g2G
w(g) (2.74)
where the weights w(g) =
P
f
j
g
Q
hj;k2gi
f
j;k
depend on q and on the so alled topology F (g) of the
graph g. The following remarks refer to graphs g ontributing to (2.74), it means graphs without
verties of degree one. Every graph an be redued to its skeleton by removing all verties of degree
two and onneting bonds whih abut on a degree-two vertex. Now, two graphs whih have the same
skeleton are topologially isomorphi and the skeleton identies the topology of the graph. Another
quantity whih haraterises a graph topology is the ylomati number  equal to the number of
bonds l minus the number of verties v plus one  = l   p + 1. All graphs with a given topology
have the same ylomati number but  does not determine the topology uniquely, i.e., there an be
dierent topologies having the same value of . A detailed disussion of these notions an be found
in the textbook of Domb and Green [42℄, setion 1, pages 3{16. Graph topologies an be lassied
aording to the ylomati number [42℄. There is one topology with  = 1, a loop denoted by p, one
topology with  = 2, denoted by , four topologies orresponding to  = 3, designated by ,,,Æ
respetively. For higher  values the number of topologies grow rather rapidly, there are 17 topologies
orresponding to  = 4, 118 topologies orresponding to  = 5 and 1198 topologies orresponding
to  = 6. Notie that in this nomenlature graphs entering in the Ising model expansion have
p-topology with  = 1.
After this brief disussion of notions of graph theory let us return to the weights w(g) in the
high-temperature Potts model expansion (2.74). It an be shown [41℄ that the weights read:
w(g) = q
v(g) 1
P
F (g)
(q) D(u)
l(g)
(2.75)
where v(g) and l(g) are the number of verties and bonds of the graph g, not its skeleton, respetively
and P
F (g)
(q) is a polynomial in q with integer oeÆients with order equal to +1. This polynomial
depends exlusively on the graph topology F (g). From the denition of the weight we have alulated
the polynomials P
F
(q) for topologies orresponding to   3, see table 2.2. We skip the symbol g in
the notation of the topology F . Inserting (2.75) into (2.74) we an write the Potts model expansion
as follows:
Z
q
(G) = t
M
X
F
P
F
(q)
X
g2F
q
v(g) 1
D(u)
l(g)
= t
M
X
F
P
F
(q)=q

X
g2F
(qD(u))
l(g)
(2.76)
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Topology Cylomati P
F
(q)
F number  = l   v + 1
p 1 q(q   1)
 2 q(q   1)(q   2)
 3 q(q   1)(q   2)(q   3)
 3 q(q   1)(q   2)
2
 3 q(q   1)(q   2)
2
Æ 3 q(q   1)(q
2
  3q + 3)
Table 2.2: Contributions of graphs aording to their topology to the high-temperature expansion
of the Potts model.
where the rst sum on the right-hand side runs over topologies F and the seond over graphs g
having a given topology. In the last equality on the right-hand side we expressed v(g) by l(g) and
the ylomati number .
The idea is now to sum graphs with given topologies F by algebrai methods similar to the
Ka-Ward method. For the p-topology the problem is already solved by the Ka-Ward theorem.
Now, we want to onstrut suh generalisations of the Ka-Ward matrix A
F
, that for every topology
F we have a formula det(A
F
) =
P
g2F
w
l(g)
. Then the partition funtion reads:
Z
q
(G) = t
M
X
F
P
F
(q)=q

det(A
F
) (2.77)
If we were able to onstrut the matries A
F
we ould use the formula (2.77), by trunating the sum
at topologies orresponding to an arbitrary high ylomati number , for determining the high-
temperature expansion of the partition funtion in a muh more eÆient way as diretly from the
denition. Note that graph topologies have been systematised and the alulation of P
F
(q) for  > 3
does not present diÆulties either. The formula (2.76) is also superior to other series expansions
of the Potts model partition funtion, whih an be found in [41℄, due to the fat that the weights
depend only on the number of bonds of the graph l(g) and not on other properties like the area
enlosed by the graph or its number of onneted parts. Another argument suggesting that the
onstrution of matries A
F
should be possible is that, every graph g an be deomposed into loops,
p-topologies, whih an be ounted by the Ka-Ward theorem. This approah is, in our opinion,
worthwhile of a loser inspetion.
2.4 Graphial expansions for Ising models
In this setion, we are going to investigate Ising models on quasiperiodi graphs by means of graphial
high-temperature expansions. The tehnique of graphial expansions of various thermodynami
funtions is a powerful tool to examine ritial phenomena. Series expansions of the Ising model
on the square lattie have been introdued by Kramers and Wannier in 1941, three years before
Onsager [31℄ found his exat solution, and were subsequently applied by Opehowski and Kramers
[43℄ to the Heisenberg model, the expansion variable being  = 1=kT .
The aim of Kramers and Wannier was to test the validity of losed-form approximations like the
Bragg-Wiliams or the Bethe-Peierls methods [44℄ whih were invented in the 1930s and were the
rst suessful attempt to takle the mirosopi model of ferromagnetism formulated by Ising, a
student of Lenz, in 1925 [29℄.
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A omparison of these losed-form results with exat series expansions showed that even the
best approximations produed only a few terms orretly. This suggested, therefore, that these
approximations are probably unreliable in the ritial region, what was beautifully onrmed by
Onsager's solution. This was the rst suess of series expansions, namely to point out to the
inappliability of mean-eld methods for the desription of ritial phenomena.
Some years later Domb suggested that expansions of suÆient length might provide an assessment
of the ritial behaviour. A systemati investigation of Ising models on a variety of two- and 3D
latties ommened in the early 1950s [45℄,[46℄ and methods of extrating information about the
ritial behaviour were steadily improved. A number of tehniques like the Pade- or dierential-
approximants were developed whih approximate the singular part of the thermodynami funtion
under investigation by a sequene of funtions, for instane rational funtions, whih were hosen
in suh a way that maximum information about the ritial behaviour ould be extrated. We will
desribe these tehniques in detail later, after having presented our results on quasiperiodi Ising
models.
An essential issue in the investigation of ritial phenomena with series expansions is the hoie
of the thermodynami funtion and the type of expansion. Let us now shortly disuss what types of
series expansions are possible and whih thermodynami funtions are best suited for these expansion
tehniques. In the following, we will refer to some statements from a textbook by Domb and Green
[42℄ whih ontains useful information about series expansions of lattie models.
2.4.1 High-temperature expansions of \moment" or \umulant" type
Let us slightly generalise the partition funtion Z (2.20) by replaing B with site-dependent mag-
neti elds B
i
. The omputation of Z amounts to summing over all spin ongurations and thus
orresponds to an average of the Boltzmann fator exp[ E(~)℄ over the distribution of energies
Z = hexp[ E℄i. Expanding the exponential in a power series and taking an energy average of eah
term, we obtain an expansion in  = 1=kT valid for high temperatures (small ).
Z = hexp[ E℄i = 1 +
1
X
j=1
( )
j
j!
hE
j
i (2.78)
This is a \moment" expansion beause the jth term depends on the jth moment of the spin distri-
bution hE
j
i =
P
~
E(~)
j
. The respetive expansion for the free energy F  logZ may be alled a
\umulant" expansion, beause it is expressed by the umulants h(E hEi)
j
i of the spin distribution
logZ =  hEi+
1
X
j=2
( )
j
j!
h(E   hEi)
j
i (2.79)
It turns out (see setion 6 II.C of [42℄) that the \moment" expansion (2.78) an be expressed as a
sum over ertain graphs G
p;l
, whih are olletions of p points (verties) with l lines (edges) between
ertain pairs of points
Z =
X
G
p;l
w(G
p;l
) where w(G
p;l
) 
l
Y
(q;s)
J
i
q
;i
s
p
Y
i=1
B
i
(2.80)
The expression for the weight w(G
p;l
) on the right-hand side of (2.80) has the following meaning.
For a given enumeration of points i
q
, where q = 1; : : : ; p, the weight is proportional to a produt
of oupling onstants over all l lines onneting ertain pairs of these points and to a produt of
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magneti elds B
i
over p points. The exat proportionality fator is not important, beause we will
use a slightly modied kind of this expansion.
The \umulant" expansion of the free energy is also a graphial expansion, running over all
possible onneted graphs C(p; l) (onsisting of p points and l lines), whose number is muh smaller
than the number of graphs that enter in (2.80). A graph is said to be onneted if there is at least
one path between any two points, otherwise it is disonneted.
The weights w(G
p;l
) satisfy two assumptions. Firstly, they are independent of the labelling of
points. Seondly, if the graph G
p;l
onsists of onneted parts (C
q;k
), the weight is a produt over
weights assoiated with the onneted onstituents w(G
p;l
) =
Q
(C
q;k
)
w(C
q;k
). Therefore, aording
to theorem I on page 17 in [42℄, the expansion of the free energy runs only over onneted graphs
and reads
F  logZ =
X
C
p;l
b(C
p;l
) where b(C
p;l
) 
1
p!
l
Y
(q;s)
J
i
q
;i
s
p
Y
i=1
B
i
(2.81)
As we an see, the weights b(C
p;l
) are now dened in the same way as in (2.80) exept for a
proportionality fator 1=p!.
If the magneti eld is zero (B = 0), one an arry out a further simpliation of the free energy
expansion by limiting the set of graphs only to star graphs (S
q;k
) with q points and k lines. A star
graph is a graph with no artiulation point, i.e., a point whih when omitted would ause the graph
to disintegrate into disonneted parts. In zero magneti eld, the weights w(C
p;l
) also satisfy the
produt ondition, i.e., w(C
p;l
) =
Q
(S
q;k
)
w(S
q;k
) where (S
q;k
) is a star-graph deomposition of the
onneted graph (C
p;l
). This implies that the \umulant" expansion (2.81) an be expressed only
in terms of star graphs, see theorem II, page 19 in [42℄. Let us now formulate this theorem beause
we need to work out an expression for the weights of star graphs entering in our high-temperature
expansion of quasiperiodi Ising models. In the following, we will skip, for simpliity, the subsript
denoting the number of lines in the symbol of a graph, i.e., S
q
now denotes a star graph with q
points.
Assertion 2 Dene a generating funtion S(x) for star graphs:
S(x) =
1
X
q=2
s
q
x
q
q!
where s
q
=
X
(S
q
)
w(S
q
) summing over all stars (2.82)
For the generating funtion of onneted graphs f(x) =
P
1
p=1
f
p
x
p
=p! dene
R(x) = x
f
x
=
1
X
p=1
f
p
x
p
(p  1)!
where f
p
=
X
(C
p
)
w(C
p
) summing over all onneted graphs
(2.83)
Then the funtion R(x) satises the following funtional relation
R(x)
x
= expS
0
[R(x)℄ = 1 +
1
1!
1
X
q=2
s
q
R(x)
(q 1)
(q   1)!
+
1
2!
1
X
q;p=2
s
q
s
p
R(x)
(q+p 2)
(q   1)!(p  1)!
+ : : : (2.84)
Note that for x = 1 the generating funtion for onneted graphs f(1) is nothing but the \umulant"
expansion of the free energy (2.81) .
This theorem enables us to express the expansion of the free energy in terms of star graphs in
the lattie. Indeed, from (2.84), we an express the onneted-graph oeÆients f
p
through the
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star-graph oeÆients s
p
:
f
1
= 1
f
2
= s
2
f
3
= s
3
+ s
2
2
f
4
= s
4
+ 3s
2
s
3
+ s
3
2
f
5
= s
5
+ 4s
2
s
4
+ 3s
2
3
+ 6s
2
2
s
3
+ s
4
2
f
6
= s
6
+ 5s
2
s
5
+ 10s
3
s
4
+ 10s
2
2
s
4
+ 15s
2
s
2
3
+ 10s
3
2
s
3
+ s
5
2
(2.85)
The above equations provide us with all possibilities of deomposing a onneted graph C
p
into
olletions of star graphs S
q
. For instane, from the fth line in (2.85) we nd that any onneted
graph onsisting of 5 points an be deomposed either into one star with 5 points or into two stars
with 2 and 4 points, or into two stars with 3 points eah, into three stars with 2, 2 and 3 points, or,
nally, into four stars onsisting of 2 points eah.
All the above onsiderations were onerned with quite general lattie models, not only disrete
but also ontinuous models with arbitrary, even long-range interations, see setion 1 III, page 42 in
[42℄. We obtain the result that the free energy an be written as an expansion over star graphs in the
lattie. Now, let us work out a star-graph expansion whih is more onvenient to use in numerial
alulations, but only holds for the Ising model. Additionally, we assume that the oupling onstants
J
j;k
take only one non-vanishing value J for nearest-neighbour spins pairs hj; ki.
We now make use of the expansion (2.26) of the partition funtion Z(G) on lattie G. In our
graph-theoreti terminology, this expansion runs over all possible graphs, in general disonneted,
whih our in the lattie. After taking the logarithm on both sides we obtain, apart from a fator
 1=, the expansion of the free energy
logZ(G) = N log 2 +M ln [osh (J)℄ +N log osh (B) +N
1
X
n=3
1
X
m=1
h(n;m)w
n
z
m
(2.86)
where the oeÆients h(n;m) are obtained by expanding log
~
Z(G) into a power series and grouping
the terms with the same powers of w = tanh (J) and z = tanh (B) together. In our graph-
theoreti framework, ompare (2.81), the sum extends over onneted graphs. The value of the
oeÆient h(n;m) does not, however, have a simple interpretation; in partiular it is not equal to
the number of onneted graphs onsisting of n edges and m odd points.
First note that the oeÆients g(n;m) ourring in the expansion (2.26) of
~
Z(G) will, in general,
be linear ombinations of ertain powers of the total number of verties N in the lattie. Indeed, a
graph with n bonds and m odd verties (n;m-graph) in general onsists of i onneted parts, where
i = 1; : : : ; r. The number of n;m-graphs onsisting of i onneted parts g(n;m; i) is also a linear
ombination of powers of N where the largest power equals to i, hene g(n;m) =
P
r
i=1
g(n;m; i) =
P
r
i=1

i
N
i
where 
i
are ertain real numbers. It is not diÆult to see that the oeÆient h(n;m) is
equal to the linear term in the expansion of g(n;m), i.e., h(n;m) = 
1
N .
There is also a dierene between the sets of graphs entering in the expansions (2.86) and (2.81),
beause the expansion variables are dierent (J and B in (2.81) and w and z in (2.86)). The
\smallest" onneted graph C
p;l
entering in the \umulant" expansion (2.81) is a single edge (p = 2
and l = 1) whereas the graphs ontributing to (2.86) onsist of at least three edges (these are meshes
of the lattie, for the square lattie the expansion starts with n = 4). After expanding all terms
of our high-temperature expansion (2.86) in powers of J and B one should, of ourse, retrieve the
umulant expansion (2.81).
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In zero magneti eld we an make use of the theorem (2.84), rearrange the sum in (2.86) and
obtain a star-graph expansion of the free energy. The assumption B = 0 is neessary beause only in
this ase the weights w
n
z
m
have the \produt property" required in (2.84), namely that the weight
of a onneted graph equals to a produt of weights orresponding to its star onstituents. Hene,
the logarithm of the redued partition funtion log
~
Z(G) reads
log
~
Z(G) = logZ(G) N ln 2 M ln [osh (J)℄ = N
1
X
n=3
h(n; 0)w
n
=
X
r
(S
r
;G) k
r
(w) (2.87)
where the last sum runs over star graphs S
r
of G. The quantity (S
r
;G) denotes the so-alled lattie
onstant of the star S
r
in G, ounting the number of ways S
r
an be embedded in G. The weight
funtions k
r
(w) depend only on S
r
, not on G.
We an alulate the weight funtions k
r
(w) from the partition funtion
~
Z(S
r
) on the graph S
r
.
For this purpose, let us generate all star graphs and arrange them in a sequene fS
r
g
r=1;2;:::
suh
that S
s
annot be embedded in S
r
for r < s. In other words, the lattie onstant (S
s
;S
r
) may be
non-zero only if s  r, whih, in general, does not determine the sequene uniquely. Having arranged
the graphs in suh a way, the expansion (2.87) for a graph S
r
gives
log
~
Z(S
r
) =
r
X
s=1
(S
s
;S
r
) k
s
(w) (2.88)
and, taking into aount that (S
r
;S
r
) = 1, we obtain the orresponding weight k
r
(w)
k
r
(w) = ln
~
Z(S
r
)  
r 1
X
s=1
(S
s
;S
r
) k
s
(w) (2.89)
expressed in terms of k
s
(w) with s < r. Therefore, we an ompute the weights k
r
(w) suessively
provided we know the partition funtion
~
Z(S
r
) and the lattie onstants (S
s
;S
r
) of all star graphs
S
s
that are subgraphs of S
r
.
We note that any star graph has a boundary whih is a losed loop. Therefore, we an rearrange
the sum in (2.87) as
log
~
Z(G) =
1
X
n=3
X
r
X
s
(S
(n)
r;s
;G) k
(n)
r;s
(w) (2.90)
where r labels losed loops l
(n)
r
onsisting of n bonds, and S
(n)
r;s
are all possible omplete \llings"
of the loop l
(n)
r
. By llings we mean all proper graphs of G whih have the loop as their boundary.
Here, the funtions k
(n)
r;s
(w) have the form
k
(n)
r;s
(w) = w
n
+O(w
(n+1)
) (2.91)
Hene, trunating the sum over n in (2.90) yields all terms in the expansion up to the nth order
in w. In summary, in order to alulate the high-temperature expansion (2.90) of the Ising model
to order n
max
we have to perform following steps:
1. generate all loops l
(m)
r
in the lattie G onsisting of m  n bonds,
2. onstrut all llings S
(m)
r;s
of l
(m)
r
,
3. alulate log
~
Z(S
(m)
r;s
), the logarithm of the partition funtions for the subgraphs S
(m)
r;s
,
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4. alulate the lattie onstants (S
(m)
r;s
;G) and (S
(m
0
)
r
0
;s
0
;S
(m)
r;s
),
5. ompute the weight funtions k
(m)
r;s
(w) by suessive use of (2.89),
6. alulate the expansion (2.90).
This sheme is designed for alulating a series expansion of the free energy, whih however,
is not the best thermodynami funtion to examine the ritial behaviour. Indeed, the singular
part of the free energy on the square lattie ontains a logarithmi term (see (2.52)) and therefore
the deviations of the expansion oeÆients from their asymptoti values will be rather large (the
onvergene rather slow). We expet that this will also be the ase for our quasiperiodi tilings
beause the Harris-Luk riterion onjetures that the model belongs to the same universality lass.
Experiene based on examining Ising models on various regular latties show that the zero-eld
suseptibility 
0
= 1=
2
logZ=B
2
B=0
is more suitable to explore the ritial region beause the
expansion oeÆients behave in a smooth and regular way. After inserting (2.86) into the denition
of 
0
, we obtain

0
= 
"
1 + 2
X
n=3
h(n; 2)w
n
#
(2.92)
i.e, the graphs entering in the expansion of 
0
have exatly two odd verties (suseptibility graphs).
Suh graphs are more numerous than the zero-eld free energy graphs and ounting of large number
of dierent types that our rapidly beomes laborious and liable to error. Sine in quasiperiodi
tilings the number of dierent zero-eld free energy graphs is muh larger than in periodi latties,
as it will turn out in the next setion, we expet that the number of suseptibility graphs will be
tremendous. Hene, a diret alulation of the suseptibility expansion is rather diÆult and we will
limit ourselves rstly to the free energy series.
There are however attempts to formulate the suseptibility expansion only in terms of \losed"
graphs, i.e., graphs ontaining verties with more than one neighbour, see [47℄ and [42℄ page 378{382.
After a suitable transformation of 
0
one an write it as a series expansion where the nth oeÆient
g
n
is a linear sum of lattie onstants, in general disonneted, of losed graphs satisfying following
onditions
 only lattie onstants with n lines our in g
n
,
 only zero-eld and suseptibility graphs our.
Despite the fat that the method requires the use of disonneted lattie onstants it does not appear
to be a serious obstale for low expansion terms. This result was a breakthrough in the alulations
of suseptibility series expansions and it allowed, in the early 1970s, to ompute these series for
two- and 3D regular latties up to the order twenty. This method takes, however, for granted that
the underlying lattie is regular, i.e., eah site has the same number of neighbours, thus its diret
appliation to quasiperiodi tilings, where the number of neighbours depends on the site, is not
possible. In our opinion a ounterpart of this method for irregular latties ould also be formulated
and it is worthwhile to pursue researh in this diretion.
2.4.2 Low-temperature expansions of \exitation" type
Low-temperature expansions of the free energy have already been mentioned in subsetion (2.3.5)
when we disussed whether it is possible to solve the Ising model with B 6= 0 by methods similar
to the Ka-Ward method. Here we want to put the emphasis on numerial series expansions and
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answer the question what physial quantities, whih are diÆult to obtain from high-temperature
expansions, an be expanded. The presentation will be rather short beause we did not perform any
low-temperature expansions on quasiperiodi tilings.
In the ferromagneti ase, the spins will all align at suÆiently low temperatures even in zero
eld. We an, therefore, onsider exited states arising from groups of overturned spins having
ongurations with more and more bonds onneting opposite spins. Taking the logarithm of the
low-temperature expansion (2.69) we obtain:
logZ =  
M
2
log x 
N
2
log y +
1
X
n=3
1
X
m=1
h(n;m)x
n
y
m
(2.93)
where x := exp ( 2J) and y := exp ( 2B). The oeÆients h(n;m) are now obtained from
g(n;m) in (2.69) in the same way as for the high-temperature expansion (2.86), namely by expanding
the logarithm of the respetive sum into a power series and olleting all terms with the same powers
of x and y.
This kind of expansion is useful, in partiular, for alulating the spontaneous magnetisation
M
0
= lim
B!0
+
M(B;T ), whih is impossible to obtain from the high-temperature series beauseM
0
vanishes in the onvergene region (T  T

) of this series. Indeed, the magnetisation reads
NM(B;T ) =
1

 logZ
B
=  2y
 logZ
y
= N   2
1
X
n=3
1
X
m=1
mh(n;m)x
n
y
m
(2.94)
Therefore the spontaneous magnetisation expansion reads
M
0
= 1  2
1
X
n=3
1
N
1
X
m=1
mh(n;m)x
n
(2.95)
The only graphs whih enter in (2.95) are loops, and this is exatly the same kind of graphs
whih is needed for the high-temperature free energy expansion (2.90). One we have generated
these graphs on planar quasiperiodi tilings we an use them to alulate the expansion of M
0
on
the respetive dual tiling.
2.4.3 Frequenies of graphs of quasiperiodi tilings
In this subsetion we will disuss how to ount, how many times a given graph s
r
an be embedded
in a quasiperiodi graph. Beause of the lak of periodiity the problem of determining graph
frequenies is not trivial, but in the ut-and-projet framework, see setion 2.2.4, it an be solved in
a nie way.
In fat, we want to obtain the expansion (2.87) for the Ising model on an innite quasiperiodi
graph G. Therefore, we have to ompute the orresponding \averaged lattie onstants" per vertex
hs
r
;Gi := lim
N!1
1
N
(s
r
;G
N
) (2.96)
where G
N
denotes nite pathes with N verties approahing the innite graph G. In other words,
we need to alulate the frequeny of a subgraph s
r
in the innite graph G. The main hallenge
now is to ompute these quantities for a given quasiperiodi graph whih an be generated by the
ut-and-projet method. In the following we will onsider two examples in detail: the rhombi
Penrose tiling and the otagonal Amman-Beenker tiling, starting with the Penrose ase. We denote,
as in setion 2.4.5, the aeptane domain (window) of a tiling by A, the pentagons, parts of the
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window of the Penrose tiling by P
m
, the sites of the tiling (points in parallel spae) by ~r
k
and their
orresponding partners from perpendiular spae by ~r
?
.
Considering an arbitrary motive s onsisting of a olletion of points s = f~r
(i)
k
j i = 1; : : : ; pg
in physial spae, we want to ompute its ourrene frequeny, i.e., how often translated opies
of the point set our in the innite tiling. Assoiated to the set s of points in physial spae is
a orresponding aeptane domain A(s)  A in perpendiular spae, obtained by interseting p
opies of the aeptane domain A shifted appropriately with respet to eah other. The aeptane
domain A(s) has a simple interpretation. If we hoose a referene point of the motive s, and, for
all ourrenes of the motive in the innite tiling we lift the positions of this referene point to the
higher-dimensional spae and then projet them to E
?
, they will always fall into A(s) and ll its
interior densely. Hene, the area of A(s), divided by the area of A, is the ourrene frequeny of our
motive, as follows from the uniform distribution on the aeptane domain, see [48℄ and referenes
therein.
We remind that in the Penrose ase, the aeptane domain A(s) onsists of six piees A
m
(s) 
P
m
(m = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5) whih have to be taken into aount. They are given by
A
m
(f~r
(i)
k
g) =
\
i
n
P
m+t
(i)
  ~r
(i)
?
o
(2.97)
where P
m
= ; if m 62 f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. The oordinates ~r
(i)
k
2 E
k
and ~r
(i)
?
2 E
?
have the form
~r
(i)
k
=
5
X
j=1
n
(i)
j
~
V
(j)
k
~r
(i)
?
=
5
X
j=1
n
(i)
j
~
V
(j)
?
(2.98)
with integer oeÆients n
(i)
j
whih orrespond to the oordinates of the lattie point in Z
5
that
projets to ~r
(i)
k
. The vetors
~
V
(j)
k
and
~
V
(j)
?
are dened in (2.11). The third omponent of ~r
(i)
?
is
proportional to the so-alled translation lass t
(i)
=
P
5
j=1
n
(i)
j
of the point ~r
(i)
k
, whih just labels
the part of the aeptane domain P
t
(i)
where the orresponding perpendiular projetion lies. In
gures 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14, we show examples where the motives are the thik and the thin rhomb
and the \fattest" loops, in terms of the enlosed area, of length 8 and 10 in the Penrose tiling that
ontribute to the high-temperature expansion.
For the eight-fold Amman-Beenker ase there is only one aeptane domain O, hene
A(f~r
(i)
k
g) =
\
i
n
O   ~r
(i)
?
o
(2.99)
where the projetions to E
k
and E
?
are given by
~r
(i)
k
=
4
X
j=1
n
(i)
j
~
V
(j)
k
~r
(i)
?
=
3
X
j=0
n
(i)
j
~
V
(j)
?
(2.100)
with the vetors
~
V
(j)
k
and
~
V
(j)
?
dened in (2.12) and n
(i)
j
2 Z denoting the oordinates of the lattie
point in Z
4
that projets to ~r
(i)
k
.
Similarly as in the Penrose ase we show some exemplary motives and their aeptane domains.
In gures 2.15 and 2.16, we present the thik and the thin tiles (a square and a rhombus respetively)
and the \fattest" loops, of length 8 and 10 in the otagonal tiling together with their aeptane
domains.
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Figure 2.12: The thik and the thin rhombus in the Penrose tiling and their aeptane domains
(blak polygons) with respet to the referene point marked by the irle (Æ). The frequenies are
1= and 1=
2
respetively.
Figure 2.13: The same as (2.12), for the \fattest" loop of length 8. Here, the area fration is
   8=5  0:0180, and the symmetry fators read R = 5 and S = 1, thus the ourrene frequeny
of this loop in the Penrose tiling, in an arbitrary orientation, is 5   8  0:0902.
Figure 2.14: The same as (2.12), for the \fattest" loop of length 10. Here, the area fration is
(14   22)=5  0:1305, and the symmetry fators read R = S = 1.
The aeptane domains of a motive s are intersetions of onvex polygons and hene themselves
polygonal, see gures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15, 2.16. It is readily seen that the oordinates of the
verties of the aeptane domains belong to ertain extensions of the eld of rational numbers Q .
For the Penrose tiling, one has to perform the alulation in the eld
Q (;
p
2 + ) =

a+ b
p
2 +  +  + d
p
2 + 


a; b; ; d 2 Q
	
(2.101)
where  = (1 +
p
5)=2 is the golden ratio, satisfying the quadrati equation 
2
=  + 1. For the
Amman-Beenker ase, the orresponding number eld is
Q () = fa+ b j a; b 2 Q g (2.102)
where  = 1 +
p
2 is the \silver mean" that is a solution of the quadrati equation 
2
= 2 + 1.
Therefore, in order to ompute the ourrene frequeny of a given motive s in the tiling G, we
have to determine the area of the aeptane domain arrying out the alulation in the appropriate
number eld. The averaged lattie onstant hs ;Gi is the ourrene frequeny of s summed over
all possible orientations of the motive. In these quasiperiodi tilings, the frequenies of motives are
independent of their orientation, hene we do not need to alulate them separately, but just have
to ount how many orientations of the motive our in the tiling.
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Figure 2.15: The thik and the thin tile in the otagonal tiling and their aeptane domains (blak
polygons) with respet to the referene point marked by the irle (Æ). The frequenies are 3   
and   2 respetively.
Figure 2.16: The same as (2.15), for the \fattest" loops of length 8 and 10. The area frations and
the symmetry fators are 10  4 and R = S = 1 and 22=4  9=4 and R = 4; S = 1 respetively.
Let us fous on the Penrose tiling as an example. Rotating the motive s by an angle k=5 (k 2 Z)
essentially orresponds to a rotation of the aeptane domain by 2k=5. Furthermore, also the
mirror image s of the motive s ours with the same frequeny, sine the orresponding aeptane
domains A
m
(s) are just  A
5 m
(s). Therefore, in our expansion (2.87), it is advantageous to jointly
onsider graphs whih are mirror images of eah other beause they give the same ontribution.
For this reason, we assign two symmetry fators R 2 f1; 2; 5; 10g and S 2 f1; 2g to eah of these
graphs, R ounting the number of rotations by angles k=5 whih do not map the graph onto itself,
and S = 2 if reetion does not map the graph onto itself or onto a rotated opy of itself, ompare
gures 2.13 and 2.14. The averaged lattie onstant hs ;Gi, as dened above, is thus R times the
area fration obtained for a xed orientation of the graph s. Multiplying hs ;Gi by the fator S, we
an restrit the sum in (2.87) to graphs that are non-equivalent under reetion.
Eventually, we have to onsider all star subgraphs of the quasiperiodi tiling, orresponding to
all possible llings of loops. In ontrast to the ase of simple planar (periodi) latties, a loop in
quasiperiodi tilings an have several llings, whih may our with dierent frequenies. In gures
2.17 and 2.18, the possible llings, together with the orresponding frequenies, of two exemplary
loops in the Amman-Beenker tiling are shown. Similarly, in gures 2.19 and 2.20 we show the
possible llings and their aeptane domains of other two loops, this time in the Penrose tiling. In
orthogonal spae, the dierent llings orrespond to a dissetion of the aeptane domain of the
loop into non-overlapping parts, see gures 2.17, 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20. Taking a more areful look at
these pitures we realize that the pathes exhibit ertain symmetries, whih are also visible in their
aeptane domains in perpendiular spae.
In order to avoid onfusion, we would like to point out one more how our frequenies are
normalised, i.e., what the numbers given in gures 2.17 and 2.18 really mean. We emphasise that
the frequeny we ompute is not the frequeny of a partiular loop of length n among all loops of
the same length. Instead, it gives the probability that a randomly hosen vertex belongs to the
partiular loop, in an arbitrary orientation.
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(-12+5λ)/8
A
(22-9λ)/8
B
(22-9λ)/8
C
A
B
C
Figure 2.17: A loop of length 10 in the Amman-Beenker tiling that an be lled in three dierent
ways. The orresponding ourrene frequenies of the lled pathes, obtained from the area fration
of the aeptane domains shown on the right, are given below the pathes. They add up to
4   13=8 ' 0:0769 whih is the frequeny of the (empty) loop in the Amman-Beenker tiling. The
enirled node denotes the referene point.
(-12+5λ)/8
A
(22-9λ)/8
B
(22-9λ)/8
C
(-12+5λ)/8
D
(-12+5λ)/8
E
D
A
E
BC
Figure 2.18: Same as 2.17 for another, reetion-symmetri loop of length 10 whih an be lled in
ve ways obtaining three reetion-symmetri pathes and one pair of pathes that map onto eah
other under reetion. Here, the frequeny of the (empty) loop is 1  3=8 ' 0:0947.
(-8 + 5τ)/10
A
(18 - 11τ)/10
B
(5 - 3τ)/10
C
(-8 + 5τ)/10
D
A
B
C
D
Figure 2.19: A loop of length 10 in the Penrose tiling that an be lled in four dierent ways. The
orresponding ourrene frequenies are given below the pathes. Their sum equals 7   4 whih
is the frequeny of the (empty) loop in the Penrose tiling. The enirled node denotes the referene
point.
2.4.4 Free-energy expansion for the Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tiling
The Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tiling are both bipartite graphs, whih means that all losed
loops have an even number of edges, and at least four. Therefore, for zero magneti eld, only even
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(-8 + 5τ)/10
A
(5 - 3τ)/10
B
(-8 + 5τ)/10
C
(-8 + 5τ)/10
D
(-8 + 5τ)/10
E
(-8 + 5τ)/10
F
A
B
C
DE
F
Figure 2.20: Same as 2.19 for a loop of length 12 whih an be lled in six ways. Note that ve
of these pathes an be obtained from eah other by rotating their subset (a regular deagon) by
2k=5 where 1  k  5. The frequeny of the (empty) loop is ( 35 + 22)=10.
powers of w our in the expansion (2.87) that takes the form
F (w) = lim
N!1
1
N
ln
~
Z(G
N
) =
1
X
n=2
g
2n
w
2n
(2.103)
where G
N
denotes a nite path of the quasiperiodi graph G ontaining N verties, and F (w) is,
apart from a fator  1=, the free energy per vertex. We alulated the expansion oeÆients g
2n
up to 18th order in w for both the Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tiling. The results are presented
in table 2.3.
Table 2.3: The expansion oeÆients g
2n
of the free energy of the zero-eld Ising model on the Pen-
rose and the Amman-Beenker tiling. The values for the square lattie are inluded for omparison.
2n Penrose tiling Amman-Beenker tiling Square lattie
4 1 = 1:00 1 = 1:00 1
6 9  4  ' 2:53  ' 2:41 2
8 12
1
2
  4  ' 6:03 47
1
2
  17 ' 6:46 4
1
2
10 251
3
5
  144
1
5
 ' 18:28 138  50 ' 17:29 12
12 731
5
6
  416  ' 58:73 803
1
3
  310
1
2
 ' 53:72 37
1
3
14 1784  969  ' 216:13  1220 + 586 ' 194:73 130
16  27821
3
4
+ 17750  ' 898:35 96
3
4
+ 295
1
2
 ' 810:15 490
1
4
18  124027 + 79078
2
3
 ' 3924:97  108706 + 46566
1
3
 ' 3715:07 1958
2
3
As a by-produt, we obtain information on another interesting model, namely the problem of
self-avoiding polygons, or losed self-avoiding walks, on the quasiperiodi tiling. Self-avoiding walks
and polygons have been studied extensively as simple lattie models of polymers or planar vesiles,
see for instane [49, 50, 51℄. Most investigations in the literature are restrited to periodi latties
[49℄, only few results are known for hierarhial [50℄ and quasiperiodi [52℄ graphs. It is probably
hard to justify why a quasiperiodi disretisation should be of physial interest; however, one would
expet that the physial properties will be very similar as those for periodi planar latties, and that
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Table 2.4: The mean number (per vertex) of self-avoiding 2n-step polygons S
2n
on the Penrose and
the Amman-Beenker tiling, and on the square lattie.
2n Penrose tiling Amman-Beenker tiling Square lattie
4 1 = 1:00 1 = 1:00 1
6 9  4  ' 2:53  ' 2:41 2
8 15  4  ' 8:53 50  17 ' 8:96 7
10 309
3
5
  168
1
5
 ' 37:45 142  44 ' 35:77 28
12 1066  552  ' 172:85 1173  416 ' 168:69 124
14 6400  3405  ' 890:59 1704  353 ' 851:78 588
16 5093  170  ' 4817:93 27175  9356 ' 4587:62 2938
18 75115  29655  ' 27132:20 5992 + 8178 ' 25735:44 15268
Table 2.5: The number of symmetry-inequivalent losed loops of order 2n ontributing to the high-
temperature expansion and the number of pathes obtained by lling the loops.
Penrose Amman-Beenker Square lattie
2n empty lled empty lled empty/lled
4 2 2 2 2 1
6 6 6 4 4 1
8 24 28 17 20 3
10 143 174 77 112 6
12 839 1034 479 743 25
14 5634 6957 3007 4981 86
16 37677 46712 20175 35063 414
18 255658 317028 139146 244638 1975
ritial point properties are universal. From a mathematial point of view, the problem is interesting
in the sense that one now has to average over all possible loal ongurations, and onsequently the
oeÆients of the orresponding generating funtions take values in ertain quadrati number elds.
The quantities of interest are the sums S
2n
of the ourrene frequenies of all order-2n loops
whih are presented in table 2.4. Here, S
2n
is nothing but the mean number per vertex of losed self-
avoiding walks with 2n steps, i.e., random walks with 2n steps that never return to a vertex visited
before, exept for the end point whih equals their starting point. For regular and reently also for
\semi-regular" latties, there exist data for rather large values of n in the literature [51℄; the square
lattie numbers are series M1780 in [53℄. A related problem, the enumeration of self-avoiding walks
on quasiperiodi tilings, was already investigated by Briggs [52℄. However, his results are based on
ounting walks emanating from a xed starting point, whereas we ompute the exat average over all
possible starting points for the self-avoiding polygons. Note that the number of walks does depend
on the initial vertex; however, the asymptoti behaviour should be independent of this hoie.
The oeÆients g
2n
and S
2n
listed in tables 2.3 and 2.4 belong to degree-2 extensions of the eld of
rational numbers, namely Q () for the Penrose and Q () for the Amman-Beenker tiling, respetively.
We note that for the Penrose ase the frequenies of subgraphs, and thus the oeÆients g
2n
and
S
2n
, belong to the eld Q (), whereas the areas of their aeptane domains in general are elements
of Q (;
p
2 + ).
The limitation of our alulations was aused by a strong, exponential growth of the number
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of graphs whih have to be taken into aount. For the Penrose tiling, we have | even after
identifying graphs that are equivalent by rotation or reetion | to deal with more than 300 000
dierent graphs ontributing to the 18th order, see table 2.5, and their quantity grows approximately
by a fator between 6 and 7 when inreasing the order by 2. The orresponding numbers of graphs
for the square lattie, inluded in table 2.5, are muh smaller; by the way the sequene of these
numbers is not ontained in [53℄. We generated the order-2n loops as boundaries of pathes that
are onstruted iteratively by suessively attahing rhombi to their surfae, terminating the proess
when attahing further rhombi does not lead to new order-2n loops. By this proedure, we make
sure that all graphs are found. However, we have to pay the prie that topologially idential graphs
are obtained repeatedly and have to be rejeted, thus slowing down the proedure substantially.
2.4.5 Critial behaviour of the free energy
In many ases, high-temperature expansions yield good estimates of the ritial temperature and
the ritial exponent of the free energy. The simplest approah, whih is ommonly used for this
purpose, uses the ratio of two suessive oeÆients g
2n
=g
2n 2
in the expansion, see [42℄. Assuming
that the free energy F (w) behaves in the viinity of the ritial point w

as
F (w) 
 
1  w
2
=w
2



; (2.104)
one an easily see from (2.103) that
g
2n
g
2n 2
=
1
w
2


1 
+ 1
n

+O(n
 2
) : (2.105)
In other words, for suÆiently large values of n, the ratios g
2n
=g
2n 2
should lie on a straight line when
plotted as a funtion of n
 1
. The slope of this line and its displaement from the origin determine
the ritial point w

and the exponent . Here,  is related to the usual orrelation exponent  by
 = d, where d = 2 is the spatial dimension.
We may estimate the ritial temperature from the sequene
%(2n) =

n
g
2n
g
2n 2
  (n  1)
g
2n 2
g
2n 4

 1
(2.106)
that approahes w
2

in the limit n ! 1. In table (2.6), we show the results for %(2n) for the two
quasiperiodi tilings under onsideration and ompare these with the estimates of the ritial point
from Monte-Carlo simulations [54, 55, 56, 57℄. The orresponding values for the square lattie are
inluded for omparison.
As one an see, the onvergene of %(2n) is rather poor for the quasiperiodi tilings. In general,
the rate of onvergene is determined by additional singularities w
0

2 C of F (w) lying lose to w

in the omplex plane. These give a orretion to g
2n
=g
2n 2
whih behaves [58℄ like O[(w
0

=w

)
2n
℄.
The inuene of these orretions must be substantial in our ase rendering the method rather
inappliable for us. We will ome bak to this point in the next setion when we disuss the
orresponding quantities for periodi approximants, ompare also gure 2.24 that ontains a plot of
the ratios g
2n
=g
2n 2
for the ase of the Penrose tiling.
There is, however, another method whih is more suitable for us to examine the ritial behaviour.
Let us onsider a sequene of partial sums F
m
of the expansion (2.103) at the ritial point w

F
m
=
m
X
n=2
g
2n
w
2n

: (2.107)
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Table 2.6: Estimates of the ritial point of the Ising model on the Penrose tiling and the Amman-
Beenker tiling, and on the square lattie.
%(2n)
Penrose Amman-Beenker Square
2n tiling tiling lattie
8 0:5116 0:2892 0:3333
10 0:1778 0:3725 0:2308
12 0:2430 0:1902 0:1875
14 0:1543 0:1486 0:1752
16 0:1334 0:1264 0:1726
18 0:1648 0:1252 0:1728
w
2

0:1563(5)
a
0:1566(5)

0:1716
e
0:1552(6)
b
0:1555(5)
d
0:1569(5)
d
0:1714(3)
d
a
After referene [54℄.
b
After referene [55℄.

After referene [56℄.
d
After referene [57℄.
e
This orresponds to the exat value w

=
p
2  1 [31℄.
If the funtion F (w) behaves like (2.104), then the asymptoti behaviour of the oeÆient ~g
2n
=
w
2n

g
2n
of its expansion in the variable w
2
=w
2

is given by ~g
2n
 n
  1
for n!1 [59, 60℄. Therefore,
for large m, we have
F
m
= F
1
 
1
X
n=m+1
g
2n
w
2n

= F
1
 
1
X
n=m+1
~g
2n
' F
1
 
~
b
1
X
n=m+1
n
 (+1)
' F
1
  bm
 
(2.108)
where b is a parameter and the last relation is obtained by approximating the sum by an integral.
Therefore, for suÆiently large m, the values F
m
should lie on a straight line when plotted versus
m
 
. In gure 2.21, we plot the partial sums F
m
for the Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tiling,
taking  = 2 = 2, and w

equal to the Monte-Carlo estimates of [55, 56℄, see also table 2.6. For
omparison, we also inluded orresponding data for the square lattie where the exat solution is
known. Apparently, the data points lie lose to a straight line for all three ases, and the utuations
in the data for the quasiperiodi tilings are not visibly larger than those for the square lattie. Thus,
we onlude that our data are ompatible with the Onsager universality lass.
One ould also proeed in a dierent way namely determine the w
2

value so that the sum of
squared deviations of F
m
from the F
1
 bm
 
is as small as possible. Sine, however, the parameters
F
1
and b are diÆult to alulate we performed a least-square t to the data (m
 
; F
m
) and referred
the squared deviations to this t rather than to the expression at the right-hand side of (2.108).
Th optimal w
2

value obtained in this way equals 0:1562 and onforms to the Monte-Carlo estimates
from table 2.6.
From (2.108), we may also try to derive estimates of the ritial exponents  = =2 by solving
F
m+2
  F
m
F
m
  F
m 2
=
1 

m
m+2

2
m

m
m 2

2
m
  1
(2.109)
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Figure 2.21: The dependene of the partial sums F
m
of equation (2.107) on m
 2
for the Penrose
tiling (irles), the Amman-Beenker tiling (diamonds), and the square lattie (squares), respetively.
The straight lines are least-square ts to the data, disregarding the three points with smallest m
values.
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
n
−1
  
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6
 7
 8
S 2
n/S
2n
−2
Figure 2.22: Ratios of the numbers of self-avoiding polygons (per vertex) on the Penrose tiling
(irle), the Amman-Beenker tiling (diamonds), and the square lattie (squares), respetively. The
straight lines are obtained from (2.111), in analogy to (2.105), using the ritial exponent  = 1=2
and the approximate values of the ritial point x

.
for the value of 
m
. Clearly, these are biased estimates sine the ritial temperatures have been
used as an input in (2.107). In table 2.7, we show the values of 
m
obtained in this way. Not too
surprisingly, we also reover rather strong utuations in these data, and no lear onvergene is
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visible, at least for the quasiperiodi ases. Therefore, we estimate the value of  by taking the
arithmeti mean of the 
m
. The error estimates are just the standard deviation whih is partiularly
large for the Amman-Beenker tiling, and nowhere near the auray that has been reahed by Monte-
Carlo simulations [56℄. However, this proedure should be taken with a grain of salt, sine the 
m
should eventually approah the orret value of  for large m, and we did not justify why taking a
mean makes sense in this ase. We have also tried to use Pade approximants to extrat information
about the ritial point and ritial exponent, but this did not improve the situation | apparently
our series is just too short.
Conerning the numbers of self-avoiding polygons S
2n
shown in table 2.4, one onsiders their
generating funtion
G(x) =
1
X
n=2
S
2n
x
2n
(2.110)
whih has a ritial point x

that is haraterised by a usp-like singularity; i.e., in the viinity of
x

one has
G(x)  A(x) +B(x)
 
1  x
2
=x
2


2 
(2.111)
with a ritial exponent , and A(x) and B(x) are non-singular at x = x

. We note that the
only exat result for the related problem of self-avoiding walks in two dimensions is obtained by the
Coulomb gas approah [61℄ and gives a ritial point x
2

= 1=(2+
p
2) and ritial exponents  = 1=2,
 = 43=32 = 1:34375 and  = 3=4 for the hexagonal lattie. Frequently, the so-alled onnetive
onstant  = 1=x

is given instead of x

. In [52℄, estimates of the ritial point x

for self-avoiding
walks, whih oinides with the value for self-avoiding polygons, are given based on enumerations
of walks of at most 20 and 16 steps for the Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tiling, respetively.
The orresponding ritial exponent in this ase is , and all results support the onjeture that the
self-avoiding walk problems on 2D latties and quasiperiodi tilings belong to the same universality
lass.
Table 2.7: Estimates 
m
(2.109) of the ritial exponent  of the Ising model on the Penrose tiling,
the Amman-Beenker tiling, and on the square lattie.

m
Penrose Amman-Beenker Square
m tiling tiling lattie
6 0:922 0:749 0:864
8 0:968 1:189 1:022
10 1:208 1:267 1:043
12 1:160 1:178 1:027
14 1:021 0:987 1:011
16 1:044 0:816 1:001
 1:05 0:11 1:03 0:21 0:99 0:07
In gure 2.22, we show the ratios of suessive numbers S
2n
=S
2n 2
as a funtion of 1=n, whih, by
the same arguments that led to (2.105), should lie on a straight line for large n. Clearly, this is true for
the square lattie, whereas the data for the Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tiling still show sizable
utuations. The straight lines in gure 2.22 are the funtions [1   5=(2n)℄=x
2

, ompare (2.105),
where we used the ritial exponent  = 1=2 and the value  = 2:618 158 53 ited in [51℄ for the
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square lattie onnetive onstant, and the estimates x

= 0:363 and x

= 0:361 [52℄ for the ritial
points on the Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tiling, respetively. Given the rather short sequene
at our disposal, and the unertainty in the estimates [52℄, the agreement for the quasiperiodi ases
is reasonable, thus supporting the onjeture that the ritial point of self-avoiding polygons on suh
quasiperiodi tilings is desribed by the same ritial exponents as for the hexagonal lattie [61℄.
2.5 Partition funtions of periodi approximants
One may pose the question whether one an alulate the expansion oeÆients g
2n
in (2.103)
by a dierent method, thus verifying our results. Perhaps it might even be possible to alulate
the partition funtion Z(G) on ertain quasiperiodi tilings G exatly. Indeed, using the Ka-Ward
formalism, see setion 2.3.4, we are at least able to ompute the partition funtion of general periodi
latties expliitly, thus also for periodi approximants of the quasiperiodi tilings.
Let us now briey desribe how to generate periodi approximants of quasiperiodi tilings in the
framework of the ut-and-projet method disussed in setion 2.2.4. The aeptane domain A and
the projetion onto perpendiular spae E
?
are altered in a way that orresponds to replaing the
irrational numbers  and  by rational approximants 
m
and 
m
. Here, for the Penrose tiling we
use 
m
= f
m+1
=f
m
where f
m+1
= f
m
+ f
m 1
, and f
0
= 0, f
1
= 1 are the Fibonai numbers, and
lim
m!1

m
=  . Analogously, one denes rational approximants 
m
= g
m+1
=g
m
with the \otonai
numbers" g
m+1
= 2g
m
+ g
m 1
and g
0
= 0, g
1
= 1, and lim
m!1

m
=  for the Amman-Beenker
tiling. There exists a generi proedure, based on ontinued frations, for onstruting a sequene
of rational numbers p
n
=q
n
onverging to a given irrational number x, suh that the numerators and
denominators p
n
, q
n
are, in a ertain sense, as small as possible. The ontinued-fration expansion
of a real number x is a unique representation of the form
x = a
0
+
1
a
1
+
1
a
2
+:::
where the integers a
i
are alled the partial quotients. Rational numbers have a nite number of par-
tial quotients, while irrational numbers have an innite ontinued-fration expansion. The rational
numbers p
n
=q
n
formed by onsidering the rst n partial quotients are our rational approximants of
the irrational number x.
The D-dimensional indies 
j
= (
(k)
j
)
k=1;:::;D
of the unit ell vetors
~
W
(m)
j
; j = 1; 2 of the m-th
periodi approximant (dened by
~
W
(m)
j
= 
(m)
k
(
j
) are solutions of a Diophantine equation:

(m)
?
(
j
) =
D
X
j=1

(k)
j

(m)
?
(
~
E
j
) =
~
0
where
~
E
j
denotes the jth vetor of the anonial base in D dimensions. The D D matries 
(m)
k
and 
(m)
?
, dened similarly as in (2.13), are the respetive projetors onto E
k
and E
?
where the
rational numbers  or  have been replaed by their rational approximants 
m
or 
m
.
In this way, one obtains periodi approximants of the Penrose tiling with unit ells ontaining
N = 11; 29; 76; 199 verties form = 1; 2; 3; 4, respetively. The unit ells of the periodi approximants
of the Amman-Beenker tiling with m = 1; 2; 3; 4 ontain N = 7; 41; 239; 1393 verties. For both
tilings, the number of oriented edges is 2M = 4N , beause eah tile has exatly four neighbours.
We note that the approximant m + 1 ontains about 
2
=  + 1 ' 2:618 and 
2
= 2 + 1 ' 5:828
as many verties and bonds as the approximant m for the Penrose and the Amman-Beenker ase,
respetively.
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Let us now make use of the formula (2.42) expressing the free energy ln
~
Z per site by the
Fourier transform of the Ka-Ward matrix
~
A(exp i!; exp i) for a periodi lattie. We rewrite this
formula here in a slightly hanged notation (the lattie symbol G has been skipped and
~
A
1
(!; ) :=
~
A(exp i!; exp i) ).
ln
~
Z =
1
8
2
2
Z
0
2
Z
0
ln det
~
A
1
(!; )d!d (2.112)
Now we expand this equation into a series with respet to the oupling onstant w and ompare
it with the high-temperature expansion (2.103). For this purpose, we exploit the fat (2.37) that
the (nite-dimensional) matrix
~
A
1
(!; ) has a form
~
A
1
(!; ) = 1 +w
~
L(!; ) where
~
L(!; ) has zero
trae. Therefore, using
det [1 + w
~
L(!; )℄ = det exp ln [1 + w
~
L(!; )℄
= exp tr ln [1 + w
~
L(!; )℄ (2.113)
one obtains, expanding the logarithm in powers of w
~
L(!; ),
ln det
~
A
1
(!; ) = tr ln [1 + w
~
L(!; )℄
=
1
X
p=1
( 1)
p+1
p
tr[
~
L
p
(!; )℄w
p
; (2.114)
where, again, only even values of p yield non-vanishing ontributions to the sum. Comparing this
result with (2.112), we derive an expression for the oeÆient g
2n
in the expansion (2.103)
g
2n
=  
1
16
2
n
2
Z
0
2
Z
0
tr[
~
L
2n
(!; )℄ d!d (2.115)
for the periodi approximants. For large approximants the alulations were simplied by the fat
that the trae of the nth power of L(!; ) is independent of ! and  if n is small enough. Indeed, it
follows from the denition of the Ka-Ward matrix (2.37) and from the identity
tr[
~
L
n
(!; )℄ =
X
i
1
;:::;i
n
~
L
i
1
;i
2
(!; )
~
L
i
2
;i
3
(!; ) : : :
~
L
i
n
;i
1
(!; ) (2.116)
that tr[
~
L
n
(!; )℄ is a sum over all losed, oriented lines onsisting of n lattie bonds on the unit ell
of the lattie with periodi boundary onditions imposed in both diretions. The ontribution is
dierent from 1 only for suh lines whih are not homologial to zero, i.e., annot be ontinuously
deformed to a point, that is for losed lines whih an be transformed without utting or tearing
into the two base yles, base elements of the homology group, of the torus on whih the lattie is
spanned. Therefore, the integrand in (2.115) depends on ! and  only if 2n > l
(m)
where l
(m)
is
the length of the shorter base yle of the torus whih the mth approximant is spanned on. As l
(m)
roughly equals the square root of the number of edges in the unit ell M , we see that for our largest
approximants, 2M = 97904 and 2M = 32476 for the Penrose- and Amman-Beenker tiling (see tables
2.8 and 2.9) respetively, l(m) >
p
16238 ' 127, whih means that if 2n < 127 we an ompute the
oeÆients g
2n
from formula (2.115) with the integrand alulated for xed values of !; . In other
words, for 2n < l
(m)
the expression for g
2n
simplies onsiderably to g
2n
=  1=(4n)tr[
~
L
2n
(0; 0)℄.
We have alulated the oeÆients from (2.115) for the leading orders in w for both the Penrose
and the Amman-Beenker tiling. The limitation of the alulation was due to a rapidly growing
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dimension of the omplex matrix
~
L(!; ), whih was equal to 97904 and 32476 for our largest
approximants of the Penrose and Amman-Beenker tiling, respetively. The results are presented in
tables 2.8 and 2.9. Clearly, with inreasing size of the approximant, the oeÆients approah those
of the quasiperiodi system, and the oeÆients of the largest approximant are already quite lose
to those of the quasiperiodi ase.
m 4N g
4
g
6
g
8
g
10
1 44 1 25=11 ' 2:2727 127=22 ' 5:7727 175=11 ' 15:9091
2 116 1 73=29 ' 2:5172 349=58 ' 6:0172 504=29 ' 17:3793
3 304 1 5=2 ' 2:5000 227=38 ' 5:9737 679=38 ' 17:8684
4 796 1 503=199 ' 2:5276 2399=398 ' 6:0276 3624=199 ' 18:2111
5 2084 1 1315=521 ' 2:5240 6273=1042 ' 6:0202 9496=521 ' 18:2265
6 5456 1 862=341 ' 2:5279 4111=682 ' 6:0279 24921=1364 ' 18:2705
7 14284 1 9025=3571 ' 2:5273 43043=7142 ' 6:0267 65249=3571 ' 18:2719
8 37396 1 23633=9349 ' 2:5279 112709=18698 ' 6:0279 170887=9349 ' 18:2786
9 97904 1 15468=6119 ' 2:5279 73769=12238 ' 6:0279 447401=24476 ' 18:2792
1 1 1 9  4 ' 2:5279 12
1
2
  4 ' 6:0279 251
3
5
  144
1
5
 ' 18:2795
m g
12
g
14
g
16
1 3145=66 ' 47:6515 1812=11 ' 164:7273 294=44 ' 669:07
2 341=6 ' 56:8333 6011=29 ' 207:2759 100769=116 ' 868:70
3 6629=114 ' 58:1491 16123=76 ' 212:1447 33325=38 ' 876:97
4 69833=1194 ' 58:4866 42552=199 ' 213:8291 709087=796 ' 890:81
5 183235=3126 ' 58:6164 112451=521 ' 215:8369 1867989=2084 ' 896:35
6 120097=2046 ' 58:6984 294347=1364 ' 215:7969 1223683=1364 ' 897:13
7 1258025=21426 ' 58:7149 771636=3571 ' 216:0840 12827639=14284 ' 898:04
8 3293987=56094 ' 58:7226 2020105=9349 ' 216:0771 33589237=37396 ' 898:20
9 2156137=36714 ' 58:7279 5289429=24476 ' 216:1068 21986697=24476 ' 898:30
1 731
5
6
  416 ' 58:7312 1784  969 ' 216:1251  27821
3
4
+ 17750 ' 898:35
m g
18
g
20
g
22
1 95119=33 ' 2882:39 1449817=110 ' 13180:15 66520 ' 66520:00
2 342484=87 ' 3936:60 2605924=145 ' 17971:89 2421694=29 ' 83506:69
3 222817=57 ' 3909:07 3403623=190 ' 17913:81 6358269=76 ' 83661:43
4 2345981=597 ' 3929:62 17910769=995 ' 18000:77 17121156=199 ' 86035:96
5 6128605=1563 ' 3921:05 46628141=2605 ' 17899:48 44587734=521 ' 85581:06
6 4015369=1023 ' 3925:09 22228463=1240 ' 17926:18 117240351=1364 ' 85953:34
7 42041215=10713 ' 3924:32 639575807=35710 ' 17910:27 306633499=3571 ' 85867:68
8 110077367=28047 ' 3924:75 1674625633=93490 ' 17912:35 803211153=9349 ' 85914:12
9 24016368=6119 ' 3924:88 4384157457=244760 ' 17912:07 2102812441=24476 ' 85913:24
1  124027 + 79078
2
3
 ' 3924:97
Table 2.8: Expansion oeÆients g
n
of the free energy for the Ising model on the Penrose tiling and
its mth periodi approximants with N sites in the unit ell.
2.5.1 Partition funtion zeros
The Ka-Ward formalism is not only useful for the veriation of our high-temperature expansion
oeÆients. For eah periodi approximant we have an exat expression for the free energy ln
~
Z(G)
(2.112) whih is, however, too ompliated for larger approximants. We an, however, easily alulate
the zeros of
~
Z(G) in the omplex variable z= (1+w)=(1 w) =exp(2J).
A generi approah for determining properties of phase transitions of statistial systems from
the distribution of zeros of the partition funtion on the omplex plane has been proposed by Lee
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m 4N g
4
g
6
g
8
g
10
1 28 1 17=7 ' 2:42857 87=14 ' 6:2143 115=7 ' 16:4286
2 164 1 99=41 ' 2:41463 529=82 ' 6:4512 708=41 ' 17:2683
3 956 1 577=239 ' 2:41423 3087=478 ' 6:4582 4132=239 ' 17:2887
4 5572 1 3363=1393 ' 2:41421 17993=2786 ' 6:4584 24084=1393 ' 17:2893
5 32476 1 19601=8119 ' 2:41421 104871=16238 ' 6:4584 140372=8119 ' 17:2893
1 1 1  ' 2:41421 47
1
2
  17 ' 6:4584 138  50 ' 17:2893
m g
12
g
14
g
16
1 2189=42 ' 52:1190 1395=7 ' 199:2857 22815=28 ' 814:8214
2 13183=246 ' 53:5894 7994=41 ' 194:9756
3 77029=1434 ' 53:7162 46542=239 ' 194:7364 774507=956 ' 810:1538
4 448991=8358 ' 53:7199 271258=1393 ' 194:7294 4514157=5572 ' 810:1502
5 113779=2118 ' 53:7200 1581006=8119 ' 194:7292 26310435=32476 ' 810:1501
1 803
1
3
  310
1
2
 ' 53:7200  1220 + 586 ' 194:7129 96
3
4
+ 295
1
2
 ' 810:1501
m g
18
g
20
g
22
1 78479=21 ' 3737:0952 1247129=70 ' 17816:129 79499=1 ' 79499:000
2
3 2664121=717 ' 3715:6499 21267684=1195 ' 17797:225 19964432=239 ' 83533:188
4 739303=199 ' 3715:0905 123941688=6965 ' 17794:930 116368936=1393 ' 83538:360
5 90488057=24357 ' 3715:0740 722382444=40595 ' 17794:863 678249184=8119 ' 83538:513
1  108706 + 46566
1
3
 ' 3715:0654
Table 2.9: As table 2.8 but for approximants m = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 of the Amman-Beenker tiling.
and Yang in 1952 [62℄. Let us now shortly present the lue of their ideas.
As we see from (2.19) and (2.20), the partition funtion of an Ising model on a nite lattie G
is a nite sum of Boltzmann fators and thus a polynomial in variables z and b = expB. Beause
of the relationship F =  1= ln
~
Z(G) and the fat that nite systems do not exhibit any phase
transition, this polynomial does not have zeros on the positive real axis. This is, however, not the
ase for an innite lattie G where the distribution of zeros an approah the positive real axis and
the aumulation points of the set of zeros, lying on the real axis, determine the phase transition
whih arises in the thermodynami limit. The harateristi properties of the transition follow from
the distribution of zeros in the viinity of the aumulation points. Lee and Yang restrited their
investigations to zeros in the magneti-eld variable b for the Ising model or in the fugaity for the
lattie gas, respetively. In 1965 Fisher [63℄ proposed to inspet the partition funtion zeros in the
temperature variable z, wherefore these zeros are also alled Fisher zeros.
From (2.112), it is obvious that the Fisher zeros z
i
on periodi approximants are parameterised
by two angles !;  2 [0; 2), and equal to z
i
= (
i
(!; )   1)=(
i
(!; ) + 1), where 
i
(!; ) is an
eigenvalue of the matrix
~
L(!; ). Therefore, we expet that they generially ll areas in the omplex
plane. In the square lattie ase, however, the zeros fall on two irles with radius
p
2, entred at
z = 1. This fat is related to a rather spei property of the square lattie, namely that it is
self-dual (i.e., G = G
D
). Indeed, there is a duality relation onneting the partition funtion
~
Z(G; z)
on the lattie G in the variable z with the partition funtion
~
Z(G
D
; (1  z)=(1 + z)) on the dual G
D
in the variable (1  z)=(1 + z):
~
Z(G; z) = 2
 N
(1 + z)
M
~
Z(G
D
; (1  z)=(1 + z)) (2.117)
For the self-dual ase G = G
D
and thus
~
Z(G
D
; z) =
~
Z(G; z). It follows from this relation that the
distribution of zeros in the variable z is invariant under a transformation z  ! f(z) := (1 z)=(1+z).
We easily hek that a pair of irles with radius
p
2, entred at z=1, is mapped onto itself under
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this transformation. The requirement of invariane under the mapping f(z) ertainly does not
determine the zeros in a unique way, it only imposes a ertain symmetry onto the zero pattern.
The dual of a periodi approximant is not diretly onneted with the approximant itself, thus an
analogous relation for the partition funtion is laking. In suh ases, we expet that the zeros lie
in rather ompliated areas.
We have alulated the zero patterns for the smallest four and smallest two approximants of the
Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tiling, respetively. In gure 2.23, we show the zero patterns for the
fourth Penrose and seond Amman-Beenker approximant, respetively. Here the zeros are omputed
from the eigenvalues 
i
(!; ) of the matrix
~
L(!; ) for angles !;  2 fm=20 j m = 0; 1; :::; 39g. A
omparison of the patterns between the third and the fourth Penrose approximant does not show
pronouned dierenes, therefore we an expet that the zero pattern for the Penrose tiling will look
similarly. In the Amman-Beenker ase, where the dimension of the Ka-Ward matrix grows faster
with the order of approximant than for the Penrose tiling, it is rather diÆult to draw a onlusion
whether the onvergene is reahed or not.
Clearly, the patterns are more ompliated than the two irles found for the square lattie, in
partiular further away from the positive real axis. We nd two zeros on the positive real axis, one
for !==0 and the other for !==, orresponding to the ferromagneti and antiferromagneti
ritial points, respetively. These have the same properties, i.e., the respetive ritial exponents
are equal, due to the bipartiteness of the tilings. In the viinity of the ritial points, the zero
patterns are very well desribed by segments of irles that orthogonally interset the real axis. One
striking feature, whih is not yet understood, is that some zeros for Penrose approximants seem to
lie on a irle with radius 1 entred at the origin and they seem to ll this irle more and more with
the growing order m of the approximant. This means that there are innitely many pure imaginary
values of temperature where the partition funtion vanishes. Note that this phenomenon does not
our for the square lattie.
A deeper analysis of the onnetion between the distribution of zeros in the viinity of the ritial
point z

= exp(2J=(kT

)) and the ritial exponents, like the one in appendix A of [19℄, leads to the
onlusion that for a ritial exponent , orresponding to the logarithmi singularity of the spei
heat, whih has the same value as for the square lattie, i.e.,  = 0, the zeros must lie in the viinity
of z

on a straight line perpendiular to the real axis and their density g(r) at distane r from z

has
to grow linearly g(r)  r. This is indeed the ase for all periodi approximants under inspetion.
Another thing whih we an learn from the zero patterns of the partition funtion is a rather
preise determination of the ritial temperatures T

on the quasiperiodi tilings. We have alulated
the real zeros w

for the rst ten Penrose and the rst ve Amman-Beenker approximants and
estimated w

for the quasiperiodi tilings by extrapolating the sequenes to m = 1. The results
are shown in table 2.10. The values are in agreement with results of reent Monte-Carlo simulations
using the invaded luster algorithm [57℄.
The determination of the ritial point does not require the whole zero pattern. We only have to
nd one real eigenvalue (0; 0) lying lose to the point 
(s)
where (
(s)
 1)=(
(s)
+1) = w
(s)

=
p
2 1,
whih orresponds to the ritial temperature on the square lattie w
(s)

. Therefore we an use
iterative algorithms to ompute the eigenvalue (0; 0) and the orresponding eigenvetor ~v(0; 0)
of
~
L(0; 0). We used a proedure from the SuperLU LAPACK pakage (the soure ode and an
exhaustive desription an be found at http://www.netlib.org/) whih performs a LU deomposition
of a sparse omplex matrix (
~
L(0; 0) 
(s)
I) and then solves the linear equation (
~
L(0; 0) 
(s)
I)~v
n+1
=
~v
n
for ~v
n+1
and substitutes the right-hand side of this equation ~v
n
by the solution normalised to
one, until onvergene is reahed, i.e. jj~v
n+1
  ~v
n
jj < . The desired eigenvalue (0; 0) is then equal
to jj~v
n
jj=jj~v
n+1
jj+ 
(s)
.
Interestingly, the values for the Amman-Beenker approximants appear to onverge muh faster
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than those for the Penrose ase, see table 2.10. This might be related to the observation that the
mean oordination numbers [64℄, in partiular the number of next-nearest neighbours, also onverge
faster for the Amman-Beenker ase, thus the periodi approximants of the Amman-Beenker tiling
are, in this sense, \loser" to the innite quasiperiodi ase than those of the Penrose tiling.
Table 2.10: Critial temperatures w

=tanh (J=k
B
T

) for periodi approximants of the Penrose and
the Amman-Beenker tiling, extrapolated to the quasiperiodi ase with an estimated error. Here, m
labels the approximants with N spins and 2M oriented edges per unit ell.
Penrose Ammann-Beenker
m N 2M w

N 2M w

1 11 44 0:401 440 380 7 28 0:396 850 570
2 29 116 0:395 411 099 41 164 0:396 003 524
3 76 304 0:395 082 894 239 956 0:395 985 346
4 199 796 0:394 554 945 1393 5572 0:395 984 811
5 521 2084 0:394 523 576 8119 32476 0:395 984 795
6 1364 5456 0:394 454 880
7 3571 14284 0:394 451 035
8 9349 37396 0:394 441 450
9 24476 97904 0:394 439 826
10 64079 256316 0:394 439 319
1 1 1 0:394 439(1) 1 1 0:395 984 79(2)
2.5.2 Asymptoti analysis of series expansions
Let us now try to estimate the value and the error of the spei heat exponent  from the series
expansions of the free energy on the approximants. First of all we notie that this task is not easy.
Even if we alulated for eah mth approximant the exat, or very preise value of the exponent 
m
it does not mean that the sequene f
m
g
m=1;:::;1
will tend to the value in the quasiperiodi system
 = 
1
. The onvergene an be very slow, or even worse, the sequene may not onverge to the
value  at all. Indeed, for any periodi system, the free energy F is given by (2.112) whih has the
same struture as the square lattie formula. The deliberations in setion 2.3.4 leading to formulas
(2.51) and (2.52), whih are based on the textbook [39℄ onvine us that it is indeed possible that 
m
is equal to the Onsager value 
m
= 0 for all m, but the exponent in the quasiperiodi system may
nevertheless be  6= 0. Fortunately, for quasiperiodi tilings under inspetion, this should not be the
ase beause the Harris-Luk riterion [16℄ points out that  should be equal to zero. Moreover, if
we are in possession of a larger number of expansion terms for several approximants we should, at
least, be able to observe a tendeny to a dierent ritial behaviour in the limiting ase m  !1.
We onsider the ratios (2.105) for the periodi approximants of the Penrose tiling. The result is
shown in gure 2.24 where we plot the dierenes
r
2n
=
n  3
nw
2

 
g
2n
g
2n 2
(2.118)
between the ratios of the expansion oeÆients, up to order 2n=128 and 2n=56 for m = 1; 2; 3 and
for m = 4; : : : ; 9 respetively, and their expeted asymptoti behaviour (2.105), with  = 2   = 2.
Here, we use the ritial temperatures w

given in table 2.10. Apparently, the ratios r
2n
for the
smallest approximant with N=11 spins per unit ell utuate strongly for 20  2n  60. For larger
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Figure 2.23: Part of the partition funtion zeros in the omplex plane z = (1+w)=(1 w) = exp 2J
for the 4th Penrose- (top) and 2nd Amman approximant (bottom).
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values of 2n, the deviations from the asymptoti behaviour are small, similar to the square lattie
ase. The seond approximant with N=29 shows a strikingly similar region with strong utuations,
but at larger orders, starting around 2n  50 and waning just around the maximal order 2n=128 in
gure 2.24. For the third approximant, no omparable region of partiularly strong utuations is
observed, but we might speulate that the order where these utuations our grows roughly with
the number of spins in the unit ell. In this ase one has to go to higher orders to observe the eet.
One might expet that for orders learly beyond the number of oriented edges in the unit ell, i.e.,
for n4N , the deviations from the asymptoti behaviour (2.105) are small.
For approximants m  4, the expansion oeÆients g
2n
rapidly approah those of the quasiperi-
odi tilings. Thus, we may draw the onlusion that the data for the periodi approximants show
ross-over phenomena between the harateristi behaviour for the quasiperiodi model and the
simple square-lattie ase, although for the ases onsidered here the asymptoti behaviours should
oinide. It seems reasonable that the ross-over ours approximately at the size of the unit ell.
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14
0
0.5
0
0.5
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0.5
0
0.5
(2n)-1
r2n
Figure 2.24: The dierenes r
2n
(2.118) between the ratios of expansion oeÆients and their ex-
peted asymptoti behaviour (2.105) for the rst nine Penrose approximants. The three lowest plots
orrespond to the rst, seond and third approximants and the uppest plot orresponds to approxi-
mants whih order 4  m  9. Approximants with m  4 are lose enough to the Penrose tiling so
that the utuations r
2n
are almost the same.
Let us now analyse the series expansions by standard methods like Pade- or dierential approx-
imants. Both methods are desribed in details in [58℄, here we want to give only a brief aount of
them.
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The [N=M ℄ Pade approximant to a funtion F (w) =
P
n0
a
n
w
n
is a quotient of two polynomials
P
N
and Q
M
of degree N and M , respetively,
[N=M ℄ :=
P
N
(w)
Q
M
(w)
=
p
0
+ p
1
w + : : :+ p
N
w
N
q
0
+ q
1
w + : : :+ q
M
w
M
(2.119)
suh that the series expansion of the dierene F (w)   P
N
(w)=Q
M
(w) ontains only powers of w
not smaller than N +M +1, where, without loss of generality, we take q
0
= 1. If F (w) is a rational
funtion, then Pade approximants of suÆiently high order will represent the funtion exatly. More
generally, one expets that Pade approximants will give a good approximation to meromorphi
funtions. One uses often so-alled diagonal Pade approximants [N=N ℄ beause there is a powerful
statement about their onvergene: Let F (w) be a meromorphi funtion within a unit dis jwj < 1,
with n poles inside the irle. Then at least a subsequene of diagonal Pade approximants onverges
uniformly to F (w) inside the unit dis exept in small irles around the poles.
Let us now onsider a funtion
F (w) =
1
X
n=0
a
n
w
n
 A(w)(1 
w
w

)
 
+B(w) (2.120)
where both A(w) and B(w) are dierentiable at w = w

but in general an have singularities inside
the dis jwj < jw

j. F (w) is not a meromorphi funtion in the general ase, if  is not an integer.
However, if B(w) = 0 it an be transformed for a meromorphi funtion by taking the derivative of
the logarithm:
d
dw
logF (w) =  

w  w

+
A
0
(w)
A(w)
=  

w   w

[1 +O(w   w

)℄ (2.121)
and a sequene of diagonal [N=N ℄ or subdiagonal [N   1=N ℄, [N + 1=N ℄ Pade approximants should
onverge to the derivative of the logarithm. If one knows the ritial point w

one an onstrut
biased estimates by forming approximants to
(w

  w)
d
dw
F (w) = + (w

  w)
A
0
(w)
A(w)
= +O(w   w

) (2.122)
On the other hand, if  is known, [F (w)℄
1=
an be assumed to be meromorphi and one an form
a sequene of Pade approximants to this funtion.
We will not desribe the properties of Pade approximants further beause it appears that for the
free energy series their onvergene is rather slow. This ould be due to the fat that the term B(w)
does not vanish in our ase. Moreover, the free energy ontains, at least on the square lattie where
the exat solution is known, a logarithmi term singular at w

(see formula 2.52) and is therefore
not meromorphi.
One an, however, obtain fairly good estimates of the ritial values by using so-alled dierential
approximants. The dierential approximants an be viewed as a natural generalisation of Pade
approximants to the derivative of a funtion logF (w). In the ase of Pade approximants one searhed
for two polynomials P
N
(w) and Q
M
(w) suh that
d
dw
logF (w) =
F
0
(w)
F (w)
=
P
N
(w)
Q
M
(w)
+O(w
N+M+1
) (2.123)
After ignoring the error term and rewriting the above as a homogeneous, linear dierential equation
one obtains:
Q
M
(w)F
0
(w)  P
N
(w)F (w) = 0 (2.124)
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A natural generalisation of this equation is obtained by adding one or more higher derivatives to
the left-hand side or an inhomogeneous term to the right-hand side. For the rst order dierential
approximants, the problem is to nd suh polynomials Q
M
(w), P
N
(w) and S
K
(w) with orders M ,N
and K suh that:
Q
M
(w)F
0
(w)  P
N
(w)F (w)  S
K
(w) = 0 (2.125)
up to the terms of order w
N+M+K+2
. In order to understand why this formulation is more useful
than the Pade approximants method, we have to look at the general solutions of both equations
(2.124) and (2.125). The general solution of (2.124) is
F (w) =
P
Y
i=1
A
i
(1  
i
w)
 
i
(2.126)
with P depending on N andM . Thus if N andM are large enough, (2.126) an approximate (2.120)
rather well provided that the term B(w) = 0. If, however, the additive term B(w) is present, what is
apparently the ase for the free energy funtion, the approximation will be rather bad and thus the
onvergene rate of Pade approximants slow. The inhomogeneous realization (2.125) has solutions
of the form:
F (w) = g(w) +
P
Y
i=1
A
i
(1  
i
w)
 
i
(2.127)
and therefore an provide fairly good approximations to (2.120) even if the additive term B(w) 6= 0.
The most general ase, an inhomogeneous dierential equation like (2.125) but with arbitrarily
high derivatives, is appropriate if the funtion F (w) being approximated ontains both additive and
onuent terms:
F (w)  A
1
(w)(1 
w
w

)
 
[1 +A
2
(w)(1 
w
w

)
Æ
+ : : :℄ +B(w) (2.128)
The order of the dierential equation should be equal to the number of funtions A
i
(w) on the right-
hand side of (2.128). Using higher-order dierential equations we an aurately approximate more
general funtions F (w) but we pay the prie that we have to dispose of more and more expansion
oeÆients of F (w) if we want to onstrut an approximant with a given order.
In summary, the method of dierential approximants an be implemented in the following way.
We are looking for K + 2 polynomials Q
i
(w), i = 0; : : : ;K, and S(w) with orders N
i
and L,
respetively, suh that the inhomogeneous, ordinary dierential equation
K
X
i=0
Q
i
(w)D
i
F (w)  S(w) = 0 with D = w
d
dw
(2.129)
is satised to a suÆiently large order in w where F (w) is the funtion that we wish to approximate.
We denote this approximant by [L=N
0
;N
1
;N
2
: : : ;N
K
℄.
Let us onsider, for simpliity, the ase when the zeros w
i
of Q
K
(w), i = 1; : : : ; N
K
, are distint
and where the polynomials Q
i
(w)(i = 0; : : : ;K) does not have ommon fators. Then the solution
of (2.129) is a sum of terms:
f
i
(w) = A
i
(w)jw   w

j

i
+B(w) 
i
= K   1 
Q
K 1
(w
i
)
w
i
Q
0
K
(w
i
)
(2.130)
where the exponents 
i
an be identied with the ritial exponents of the funtion F (w) at w = w
i
.
In pratie, we onstrut the dierential approximant, ompute the zeros w
i
and the exponents 
i
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of Q
K
(w) and hoose only those pairs (w
i
; 
i
) whih orrespond to the \physial" singularity, for
instane where w
i
is real.
We applied this method to the free energy series of the rst Penrose approximant and onstruted
a sequene of [2=N
0
;N
1
℄ rst-order and [2=N
0
;N
1
;N
2
℄ seond-order dierential approximants for
N
0
= 19; 20 and N
0
= 24; 25; 26; 27, respetively. In both ases we take jN
i
 N
j
j  1 for i; j = 0; 1; 2.
The results are listed in table 2.11 where we show the \physial" singularities w
i
and the respetive
ritial exponents 
i
.
First of all we notie that seond-order approximants provide muh better estimates of the ritial
values than rst-order approximants, even for smaller values of N
0
; N
1
. This leads to the onlusion
that the singular part of the free energy really onsists of several onuent terms, like in (2.120). If we
apply the same mahinery to the free-energy series of the seond or the third Penrose approximant,
then, despite of the relatively large number of terms at our disposal 2n  128, the estimates of
the ritial values are muh worse as shown in table 2.12. Indeed, as we an see in gure 2.24, the
dierenes r
2n
for the rst approximant have already reahed onvergene to zero for the largest
values of n (60 < n < 128), beause in this ase n exeeds the dimension of the Ka-Ward matrix
2M = 44. For the seond approximant, however, 2M = 112 is of the same order as the number
of terms available and, apparently, the deviations of r
2n
are, even for the largest values of n, quite
large. Therefore, it is not a surprise that even suh sophistiated methods of asymptoti analysis
like dierential approximants of higher order do not provide reliable estimates of ritial values.
Let us now shortly summarise the results we have obtained. By virtue of the Ka-Ward method
applied to the periodi approximants we were able to obtain very preise estimates of ritial tem-
peratures on quasiperiodi tilings w

. As far as the ritial exponent  is onerned, the analysis,
even on the periodi approximants, is harder, due to a very slow onvergene of the dierenes r
2n
(2.118). The zero patterns of the partition funtions, however, are not in ontradition with the as-
sumption that  = 0. Indeed, as we have mentioned in the previous setion, the neessary ondition
for the exponent  being equal to zero is that the zeros in the viinity of the ritial point lie on
straight line segments perpendiular to the real axis with a density g(r) proportional to the distane
r from the ritial point g(r)  r. This is the ase for the lowest three approximants and there are
no qualitative dierenes in the zero patterns for higher approximants, at least in the viinity of the
ritial point. Thus we an onlude that the ritial behaviour is the same as for the square lattie.
2.5.3 The spin-spin orrelation funtion on periodi approximants
In previous setions, we dealt with the alulation of the ritial point w

and the spei heat
exponent  for the Ising model on quasiperiodi tilings. There are, however, other ritial exponents
(see table 2.13) whih determine the universality lass of the model. These exponents are not
independent. There is a saling hypothesis [66℄ whih states that the free energy f(t; h) in a non-
zero magneti eld h and at a redued temperature t = jT   T

j=T

sales as follows
f(t; h)  jtj
1=a
t
Q

(h=jtj
a
h
=a
t
) (2.131)
where a
t
and a
h
are real numbers and the funtions Q

orrespond to high (t > 0) and low (t < 0)
temperatures, respetively. This hypothesis, whih an be justied on the basis of renormalisation-
group theory, leads to two saling laws [67, 68℄ whih inlude the rst four exponents of table 2.13:
2 +  = 2   Rushbrooke saling law
2Æ    = 2   GriÆths saling law (2.132)
For the last two exponents  and , one an also work out two saling relations [69℄
d = 2   Josephson saling law
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First order Seond order
N
0
N
1
w
2

 = 2   N
0
N
1
N
2
w
2

 = 2  
24 23 0:16113928 2:0155 19 18 18 0:1611543796 1:99999815
24 24 0:16113836 2:0163 19 18 19 0:1611543777 2:00000102
24 25 0:16111175 2:0450 19 19 18 0:1611543761 2:00000365
25 24 0:16109289 2:0650 19 19 19 0:1611543751 2:00000544
25 25 0:16114887 2:0063 19 19 20 0:1611543748 2:00000589
25 26 0:16115446 2:0004 19 20 19 0:1611543761 2:00000371
26 25 0:16115398 2:0010 19 20 20 0:1611543788 1:99999891
26 26 0:16114895 2:0067 20 19 19 0:1611543761 2:00000369
26 27 0:16114589 2:0105 20 19 20 0:1611543788 1:99999889
27 26 0:16114591 2:0104 20 20 19 0:1611543795 1:99999677
27 27 0:16114568 2:0111 20 20 20 0:1611543790 1:99999844
27 28 0:16112438 2:0401 20 20 21 0:1611543791 1:99999841
20 21 20 0:1611543790 1:99999860
20 21 21 0:1611543768 2:00000278
Table 2.11: Estimates of the ritial point w
2

and the ritial exponent  = 2    of the free
energy for the rst Penrose approximant, derived from rst-order and seond-order dierential ap-
proximants [2=N
0
;N
1
℄ and [2=N
0
;N
1
;N
2
℄ respetively. The exat value of w
2

, see table 2.10, is
w
2

= 0:161154378308.
First order Seond order
N
0
N
1
w
2

 = 2   N
0
N
1
N
2
w
2

 = 2  
24 23 - - 19 18 18 0:15635301 1:9964
24 24 0:15474759 3:1046 19 18 19 0:15635167 1:9980
24 25 0:15569276 2:2698 19 19 18 0:15635390 1:9953
25 24 0:15612882 2:1131 19 19 19 0:15633479 2:0178
25 25 0:15621292 2:0819 19 19 20 0:15635300 1:9969
25 26 0:15621340 2:0772 19 20 19 0:15635257 1:9975
26 25 0:15627508 2:0253 19 20 20 0:15634825 2:0028
26 26 0:15611599 2:1613 20 19 19 0:15634589 2:0051
26 27 0:16016213 - 20 19 20 0:15634933 2:0012
27 26 0:15607032 2:2803 20 20 19 0:15634928 2:0012
27 27 0:15864299 0:6085 20 20 20 0:15636275 1:9843
27 28 0:16047950 - 20 20 21 0:15634713 2:0039
20 21 20 0:15634701 2:0041
20 21 21 0:15634199 2:0099
Table 2.12: The same as in table 2.11 but for the seond Penrose approximant. The hyphens denote
a ase of a \defetive" approximant whih does not have any singularity lose to the \physial"
singularity or for whih the exponent  is wrong. The exat value is w
2

= 0:156349936421.
 = (2  ) Fisher saling law (2.133)
under additional assumptions: Firstly, the spin-spin orrelation funtion
h
i

j
i   h
i
ih
j
i = G(t; ~r
i
; ~r
j
)  exp( j~r
i
  ~r
j
j=(t)) at a xed temperature t deays exponentially
with distane j~r
i
  ~r
j
j at very large distanes. Seondly, the spatial dependene of G(0; r) at the
ritial temperature t = 0 satises a power law.
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Name Denition 2D Ising
 
h
 
2
f(t; h)=t
2
 t
 
T  ! T

H = 0 0
 m  f(t; h)=hj
h=0
 t

T  ! T
 
H = 0 1=8
   
2
f(t; h)=h
2


h=0
 t
 
T  ! T

H = 0 7=4
Æ m  H
1=Æ
T = T

H  ! 0 15
   t
 
T  ! T

H = 0 1
 G(t; ~r
i
; ~r
j
) = h
i

j
i   h
i
ih
j
i  1=j~r
i
  ~r
j
j
d 2+
T = T

H = 0 1=4
Table 2.13: Denitions of the ritial exponents for a d-dimensional magneti system with a redued
temperature t = jT   T

j=T

and a magneti eld h. The quantity f(t; h) denotes the free energy.
The Ka-Ward formalism, however, does not work in the ase h 6= 0. Therefore, an exat
alulation of the magnetisation m or the suseptibility  from their denitions in table 2.13 is not
possible. One an, however, express the quantities of interest by the zero-eld spin-spin orrelation
funtion, whih an in priniple be alulated exatly, or, at least, expanded in a series in an easy
and eÆient way in a similar fashion as we obtained series expansions of the free energy on periodi
approximants, within the framework of the Ka-Ward formalism. Indeed, the quantities m and 
obey the following relations:
m
2
= lim
(~r
i
 ~r
j
) !1
h
i

j
i (2.134)
 = 
X
i;j
h
i

j
i   h
i
ih
j
i = 
X
i;j
G(t; ~r
i
; ~r
j
) (2.135)
We see that, alulating G(t; ~r
i
; ~r
j
) for arbitrary sites ~r
i
; ~r
j
(not only for nearest neighbours) is
suÆient to determine the magnetisation and suseptibility and their ritial exponents ; . Let us
now show that this alulation an be arried out exatly, provided that the lattie G is periodi.
We want to alulate the zero-eld two-point funtion h
i

j
i on the lattie G
h
i

j
i =
1
Z(G)
X
fg

i

j
exp [ E()℄ (2.136)
where E() =  
P
hp;li
J
p;l

p

l
and Z(G) is the zero-eld partition funtion on lattie G. Let us
onnet the sites i and j with a sequene of bonds whih start at sites i
1
,i
2
,: : :,i
k
.
Now, beause eah spin obeys 
2
= 1, the produt of 
i
and 
j
an be written as 
i

j
=

i

i
2
 
i
2

i
3
: : : 
i
k 1

i
k
 
i
k

j
and the Boltzmann fator is deomposed as follows
exp [ E()℄ =
Y
hp;li
oshJ
p;l
Y
hp;li
(1 + 
p

l
w
p;l
) (2.137)
Inserting (2.137) into (2.136) we express the orrelation funtion in terms of the zero-eld redued
partition funtion
~
Z(G;w)
h
i

j
i =
1
~
Z(G;w)
X
fg

i
1

i
2
 : : : 
i
k

j
Y
hp;li
(1 + 
p

l
w
p;l
) (2.138)
The zero-eld redued partition funtion, for arbitrary (site-dependent) ouplings w
p;l
is dened in
a similar fashion as (2.26):
~
Z(G;w) :=
X
g2G
(g;G) w(g) (2.139)
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where (g;G) is the lattie onstant of the graph g in G and w(g) is a produt of oupling onstants
w
p;l
over all edges (p; l) of the graph g. The sum runs over even, in general disonneted, graphs g.
Exploiting one more the equality 
2
= 1, we obtain an identity

p

l
(1 + 
p

l
w
p;l
) = w
p;l
(1 + 
p

l
w
 1
p;l
)
whih an be used to transform (2.138) to
h
i

j
i =
~
Z
1
(G;w)
~
Z(G;w)
k
Y
p=1
w
i
p
;i
p+1
(2.140)
where
~
Z
1
(G;w) is dened in the same way as
~
Z(G) (see (2.139)) exept that the oupling onstants
w
i
1
;i
2
, w
i
2
;i
3
, : : :, w
i
k
;j
are replaed by their inverse values.
We know that the Ka-Ward formula (2.38) is valid for an arbitrary set of oupling onstants,
therefore we an express h
i

j
i by determinants of two matries, the Ka-Ward matrix A and a
matrix A+D whih is only slightly hanged with respet to A:
h
i

j
i =

det(A+D)
det(A)

1=2
k
Y
p=1
w
i
p
;i
p+1
(2.141)
The matrix D is dened in a similar fashion as the Ka-Ward matrix A (see (2.37)) exept that
the matrix elements D(~e
j
; ~e
k
) are dierent from zero only if ~e
j
= (i
p
; i
p+1
) or ~e
j
= (i
p+1
; i
p
) for
p = 1; : : : ; k, and that the oupling onstant w
j
is replaed by 1=w
j
 w
j
. The matrix D has only 2k
rows ontaining elements dierent from zero. Therefore, the result an be expressed as a determinant
of a 2k x 2k matrix M
h
i

j
i = (det(M))
1=2
k
Y
p=1
w
i
p
;i
p+1
(2.142)
M
p;l
:= Æ
p;l
+ (DA
 1
)
j
p
;j
l
j 1  p; l  2k (2.143)
where j
p
, p = 1; : : : ; 2k, are labels of oriented edges belonging to the path onneting sites i and
j. We see that all what we need for alulating h
i

j
i are elements of the inverse of the Ka-Ward
matrix from olumns i
1
; : : : ; i
k
. If the lattie G is periodi, the Ka-Ward matrix is yli, i.e.,
adding arbitrary lattie vetors to ~e
j
and ~e
k
does not hange A(~e
j
; ~e
k
), and we an, at least in
priniple, alulate the inverse matrix A
 1
exatly. The omputational eort of ourse depends
strongly on the number of edges in the unit ell 2M , and for the largest quasiperiodi approximants
(2M ' 250000) it is pratially impossible to perform suh a alulation. We will therefore ompute
series expansions of the spin-spin orrelation funtion by expanding the respetive inverse matrix
elements A
 1
(j; k) in a series with respet to w and substituting them into (2.143). The inverse
matrix elements read:
A
 1
(j; k) = (1 + wL)
 1
(j; k) = Æ
j;k
+
1
X
n=1
( 1)
n
w
n
L
n
(j; k) (2.144)
where we take into aount that the w dependene of A is A = 1+wL and that the matrix L ontains
only omplex numbers (no parameters). The matrix A
 1
(j; k) is given in the \site representation",
i.e. the indies j and k label oriented edges in the periodi lattie and are atually triples of integers
j = (; n
1
; n
2
) and k = (;m
1
;m
2
) were ;  denote the positions of edges in the unit ell and n
1
; n
2
,
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m
1
;m
2
label the unit ells where the edges lie. The matries A
 1
and L are yli in n
1
;m
1
and
n
2
;m
2
and an be expressed by the Fourier transforms, whih are nite matries in ontrary to the
innite dimensional matries in \site representation". For the matrix L we have:
L(j; k) = L(; ;n
1
 m
1
;n
2
 m
2
)
=
1
4
2
2
Z
0
2
Z
0
exp(i[(n
1
 m
1
)!
1
+ (n
2
 m
2
)!
2
℄)
~
L
;
(exp(i!
1
); exp(i!
2
)) (2.145)
Combining (2.145) and (2.144) we get a presription for alulating the element of the inverse Ka-
Ward matrix in \site representation" from the Fourier transform
~
L.
We alulated the high-temperature expansion of the two-point funtion h
i

j
i
h
i

j
i =
1
X
n=0
h
2n+1
w
2n+1
(2.146)
between nearest neighbours i; j on the 5th, 6th and 7th Penrose approximant up to the order
2n + 1 = 60. The sites i; j have been hosen roughly at the entre of the elementary ell and in
suh a way that their nearest-neighbour environment, whih is shown in gure 2.25, is the same on
all three approximants. The expansion ontains only odd oeÆients h
2n 1
starting from h
1
= 1,
whih have a very nie graphial interpretation. The oeÆient h
2n 1
is equal to the number of
self-avoiding paths of length 2n   1 starting at site i and ending at site j. It follows from this
interpretation that suÆiently low expansion terms of h
i

j
i for the 5th, 6th and 7th approximant
should oinide beause the neighbourhood of sites i and j is the same. Indeed, the rst ve
oeÆients h
2n 1
= f1; 2; 5; 13; 45g are idential in the three ases. The rst dierene ours for
2n 1 = 11 where the expansion oeÆient h
11
= 210; 194; 226 for the 5th, 6th and 7th approximant,
respetively.
In gure 2.26, whih is analogous to gure 2.24 for the free energy, we show the dierenes
r
2n
= h
2n 1
=h
2n 3
  (n  2)=(nw
2

) between the ratio of two suessive oeÆients of the expansion
of h
i

j
i and their expeted asymptoti behaviour with the exponent equal to the square-lattie
value 1  = 1. As we an see, the behaviour of the dierenes r
2n
is even more wild and osillatory
than for the free-energy expansion. The respetive values for the square lattie, alulated from the
Onsager solution [65℄, onverge rapidly to zero. The data for periodi approximants are, however, in
aordane with the assumption that  = 0. We suspet that the osillations would diminish if we
onsidered a site-averaged two-point funtion or the suseptibility, whih is an average of G(t; ~r
i
; ~r
j
)
over all pairs of sites i and j whih are not neessarily nearest neighbours. The alulation of
the suseptibility is, unfortunately, muh more laborious beause it requires the knowledge of all
2M  2M elements of the inverse matrix A
 1
, or respetively their series expansions in w, what is
pratially impossible for the largest approximants (2M ' 250000).
Up to now, the alulation of the spin-spin orrelation funtion did not provide us with new
information about the ritial behaviour of the Ising model on quasiperiodi graphs. Indeed, it is
easy to see that h
i

j
i for nearest neighbours i,j an be expressed as a partial derivative of the free
energy for general, site-dependent ouplings, with respet to the oupling among sites i and j:
h
i

j
i 
 logZ(G)
w
ij




w
ij
=w
(2.147)
where we set all ouplings w
ij
equal to w after taking the derivative. Inserting the asymptoti
behaviour (2.104) of the free energy into (2.147) one nds, that, at least on regular latties, the
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i
j
j1
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j6 j7
j8 j9
j10
i=i1
i2
i3 i4
i5
j=i6
Figure 2.25: The neighbourhood of the sites i and j in h
i

j
i on the Penrose approximants (on the
left) and an exemplary path onneting these sites (on the right). The sites belonging to the path
are labelled by i
p
for p  6, and the orresponding edges in the dual lattie (dashed) are labelled by
j
p
for p  10.
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Figure 2.26: The same as in gure 2.24 for the series expansion of the nearest-neighbor spin-spin
orrelation funtion for the 5th, 6th and 7th Penrose approximant and for the square lattie. The
expeted asymptoti behaviour is (n   2)=(nw
2

). The loal onguration of sites i and j is shown
in gure 2.25.
exponent whih determines the asymptoti behaviour of our series is equal to    1 = 1    = 1
and does not depend on ,  or Æ. We an, however, try to alulate the magnetisation from (2.134)
by moving the sites i and j away from eah other as far as possible and trying to approah the
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limiting ase (~r
i
 ~r
j
)  !1. We know that the spontaneous magnetisation m is dierent from zero
for T < T

and, therefore, the high-temperature expansions (2.141) (valid for T > T

) annot be
applied for alulating m. We will, therefore, work out a low-temperature expansion of h
i

j
i using
the duality relation and omputing the quantities of interest on the dual lattie.
There is a duality relation whih expresses the redued partition funtion
~
Z(G;w) in the variable
w for arbitrary, site-dependent ouplings on the lattie G via the partition funtion
~
Z(G
D
;x) in the
variable x = (1 w)=(1+w) on the dual lattie G
D
(ompare 2.117). It follows from omparing the
high-temperature expansion of Z(G) with its low-temperature expansion:
~
Z(G;w) = 2
 N
0

Y
hp;ki
(1 + w
p;k
)
1
A
~
Z(G
D
;x) (2.148)
Substituting (2.148) into (2.140) we get
h
i

j
i =
~
Z
1
(G
D
;x)
Q
k
p=1
(1 +w
 1
i
p
;i
p+1
)
~
Z(G
D
;x)
Q
k
p=1
(1 + w
i
p
;i
p+1
)
k
Y
p=1
w
i
p
;i
p+1
=
~
Z
1
(G
D
;x)
~
Z(G
D
;x)
(2.149)
where we took into aount that the oupling onstants in
~
Z
1
(G;w) dier from those in
~
Z(G;w)
only for bonds (i
p
; i
p+1
); p = 1; : : : ; k, and are equal to w
 1
i
p
;i
p+1
. Now, we an apply the Ka-Ward
equality to the redued partition funtions in (2.149) and express, similarly as in (2.143), the spin-
spin orrelation funtion as a determinant of a 2k  2k matrix that depends only on one parameter
x and on matries dened on the dual lattie
h
i

j
i =

det(M
(D)
)

1=2
(2.150)
M
(D)
p;l
:= Æ
p;l
+

D
(D)
(A
(D)
)
 1

j
p
;j
l
1  p; l  2k (2.151)
where the matrix (A
(D)
)
 1
is the inverse of the Ka-Ward matrix dened on the dual lattie. The
matrix D
(D)
, whose elements dier from zero only in the 2k rows orresponding to oriented bonds
whih are dual to bonds (i
p
; i
p+1
); p = 1; : : : ; k, forming the path that onnets the sites i and j (see
gure 2.25), is dened in a similar fashion as the Ka-Ward matrix A
(D)
exept that the oupling
onstant x is replaed by  2x.
We omputed the low-temperature expansion of h
i

j
i on periodi approximants of the Penrose
tiling. For this purpose we hose a site i roughly in the entre of the unit ell with a given vertex
type and the site j shifted by one lattie vetor, i.e., loated in the neighbouring unit ell. Then we
onstruted the shortest possible path, onsisting of edges of the lattie, onneting the sites i and
j. Aording to formula (2.151), the orrelation funtion is a determinant of a 2k2k matrix whose
elements are polynomials in x with oeÆients that are twentieth roots of  1. This is beause angles
between edges on the dual Penrose tiling, or on its periodi approximants, are integer multiples of
=10, thus the appropriate Ka-Ward matrix elements are powers of exp(i=20). We need in (2.151)
the inverse matrix elements (A
(D)
)
 1
in olumn j
p
, where j
p
; p = 1; : : : ; 2k, labels the edges in the
dual tiling whih are assoiated with the edges onstituting the path. Estimating the mean number
of non-zero elements in a row of the Ka-Ward matrix to be 4, we see that we have to ompute
roughly 2k4 elements of the matrix (A
(D)
)
 1
. If we want to ompute the expansion in the variable
x to the order M, we need 2k  4 M elements of L
n
where n  M, see (2.144), dened on the
dual lattie. The dimension 2k of the determinant in (2.151) is equal 20, 32, 52, 84, 136 for the mth,
m = 3; 4; 5; 6; 7, Penrose approximants, respetively. In all ases, we hose the site i to have a vertex
type 1 in the list shown in gure 2.4.
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After expressing h
i

j
i as a 2k  2k determinant of a matrix whose elements are polynomials
of order M, we enounter another problem. How to avoid the neessity of omputing the whole
determinant, whih is a polynomial in x of the order 2k M in order to alulate only the rst
M+1 terms of this polynomial? Indeed, only terms of order M are orret, beause the elements of
(A
(D)
)
 1
were determined only with a O(x
M
) preision. We alulated the determinant numerially
for 2kM+1 values of x in the interval [0; 0:5℄ and interpolated these points by a polynomial. Sine
the determinant is a polynomial of order 2k M, its interpolating polynomial of the same order
is equal to the determinant. Polynomial interpolation is numerially an ill-onditioned problem,
thus we had to perform omputations with a very high preision, up to 300 digits for the largest
approximant, in order to obtain orret results. This was done by using a FORTRAN multiple
preision pakage MPFUN available on the World Wide Web (http://www.netlib.org/mpfun/) as
publi domain software. In pratie, it turned out that the rst M + 1 terms of interest were
omputed orretly even if we took less than 2k M + 1 points for the interpolating proedure.
For 2k = 136 already 400 points suÆed to obtain the expansion of the orrelation funtion with a
preision O(x
30
). Taking more points or hanging the values of points did not alter the result. The
expansion of the orrelation funtion to the order M = 30 is shown in table (2.14).
Let us now shortly disuss the results. First of all notie that the shape of the urve h
i

j
i(x) =
1 +
P
1
n=1
l
n
x
n
, omputed from the expansion in table (2.14), seems to be orret. The urve starts
at 1 for zero temperature (x = 0) and falls of ontinuously with inreasing x, reahing zero at a
temperature slightly larger than the ritial point. The zeros of h
i

j
i(x), see table (2.14), are lose
to the ritial points for the approximants of the dual Penrose tiling. In the limit ase k  ! 1 we
expet that the zero oinides with the ritial point. In our ase, due to nite values of k (k < 68),
and due to trunating the expansion at the order M = 30, the zeros are slightly larger than the
ritial points, the dierene, however, does not exeed 3 perent. There is another interesting
feature of the expansions under onsideration. The oeÆients of terms of a suÆiently low order
are independent of the number of approximant. Moreover, the maximal order up to whih the
oeÆients do not hange with the approximant grows with the size of the approximant. Atually,
the expansion to the seventh order is the same for all approximants, and the expansions on the sixth
and the seventh approximant dier only at orders larger than 14. All this points to the fat that the
alulated expansion of the orrelation funtion h
i

j
i(x) approahes the expansion of the squared
spontaneous magnetisation m
2
(x) when inreasing the distane k between sites i and j.
It is, however, diÆult to estimate the magnetisation ritial exponent  from our data. Firstly,
the slope of the spontaneous magnetisation urve, as funtion of temperature, at the ritial point
is expeted to be innite. Indeed, in the Onsager universality lass we have  = 1=8 (2.13) or-
responding to an innite value of the derivative at T = T

. Our polynomials of ourse have nite
slopes at their zeros, beause a derivative of a polynomial at nite x is always nite. We an try
to make an asymptoti analysis of our expansions, using the quotient method, Pade- or dierential
approximants to estimate . This, however, does not give reliable results beause the number of
terms in the expansion is too small.
2.6 A 2D Ising model with non-Onsager ritial behaviour
It follows from the Harris-Luk riterion, see setion 2.2.3, that Ising models on quasiperiodi graphs
onsidered in previous setions have the same ritial behaviour as on the square lattie. Indeed,
the wandering exponents ! desribing the utuations in the oupling onstants are smaller than
1=2, see equation (2.18). Now, we aim at onstruting a 2D Ising model with relevant utuations,
i.e. ! > 1=2, for whih the assumption  = 1 is not onsistent with the onsiderations from setion
2.2.3. Sine both quasiperiodi graphs, the Penrose and Amman-Beenker tiling, were onstruted by
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Order of
approximant third fourth fth sixth seventh
Distane
between i and j 10 16 26 42 68
Order n CoeÆient l
n
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0
4 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8
5 -16 -16 -16 -16 -16
6 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8
7 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8
8 -40 -48 -32 -40 -40
9 -32 -64 0 -32 -32
10 56 32 88 56 56
11 40 120 -24 40 40
12 -256 -64 -472 -256 -256
13 -832 -496 -1208 -832 -832
14 -2024 -832 -3032 -2024 -2024
15 -4280 -1464 -6768 -4296 -4304
16 -7032 -4856 -9576 -7088 -7152
17 -11368 -15888 -7472 -11064 -11352
18 -24552 -41784 -5032 -21840 -22872
19 -49568 -86416 -10688 -40408 -43512
20 -68616 -129688 -32312 -50872 -57504
21 -91832 -139120 -148000 -72952 -78208
22 -300800 -219160 -604376 -301376 -277864
23 -1161768 -786712 -1716336 -1183944 -1066336
24 -3471448 -2397600 -3659872 -3332192 -3038664
25 -8650840 -5766144 -6773776 -7586112 -7131540
26 -19341744 -14144720 -12648104 -15725816 -15424592
27 -39476328 -37696280 -26182536 -31918344 -32475640
28 -73756560 -92120736 -60963656 -65603600 -68004592
29 -129893432 -188290040 -150362912 -139409072 -146021272
30 -230530256 -338073368 -356958088 -307293208 -327519544
Root of h
i

j
i 0:44593 0:446169 0:446003 0:44655 0:446519
Critial point x

0:433607 0:434149 0:434182 0:434252 0:434256
Table 2.14: The low-temperature expansion oeÆients of the spin-spin orrelation funtion h
i

j
i =
1 +
P
1
n=1
l
n
x
n
of the zero-eld Ising model on periodi approximants of the Penrose lattie.
the ut-and-projet formalism it would be purposive to nd another ut-and-projet quasiperiodi
tiling, with N -fold symmetry, exhibiting a non-Onsager ritial behaviour. Intuitively we expet
that one should enounter relevant utuations for values of N whih are large enough, N  5. It
is due to the fat that the larger the N the wider the range of the number of neighbours of sites i in
the tiling. Indeed, projeting a strip of an N -dimensional hyperubi lattie onto a plane, aording
to the rules of the ut-and-projet method, we obtain a tiling onsisting of (N   1)=2 rhombi tiles
having angles 2  j=N , j = 1; : : : ; (N   1)=2. The smallest aute angle is =N , thus the tiling an
possess a site i with 2N neighbours, where 2N rhombi with the smallest aute angle abut at i. In
order to determine ! for a quasiperiodi tiling we have to make the following:
 nd the ination rules for the tiling,
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 nd all vertex types, and determine the substitution matrix M

for the orresponding Voronoi
ells,
 ompute ! from the leading eigenvalues of M

, see (2.18).
Although these points are feasible for a generi N -fold tiling they are rather ompliated in pratie.
In partiular, the number of dierent vertex types, whih determines the dimension of M

, an be
quite large. We have generated the vertex types of the sevenfold tiling N = 7 and found more than
one hundred of them, ompared with eight and six vertex types in the Penrose and Amman-Beenker
tiling respetively.
It is, on the other hand, not diÆult to onstrut relevant utuations on a square lattie
distributing at least two dierent oupling onstants on its bonds in an aperiodi way. The following
example stems from [22℄. Let us onsider the following substitution rule for a set of four dierent
letters a; b;  and d
 : a  !
b a
a b
b  !
a 
 a
  !
d b
b d
d  !
 d
d 
(2.152)
By iterating this substitution rule we generate a square lattie with a ertain distribution of letters
on its sites. Now, if we introdue 10 dierent ouplings, depending on the letters marking the sites
of the bond
(a; a); (b; b); (; ); (d; d); (a; b); (a; ); (a; d); (b; ); (b; d); (; d) (2.153)
but not on the order of letters in the bond, we obtain a model with relevant utuations of ou-
plings. Indeed, the substitution rule (2.152) indues a substitution rule for the ten ouplings. The
substitution matrix for the ouplings is dened like in (2.4) and reads
M

=
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
10 0 0 0 4 4 4 1 0 0
0 10 0 0 4 0 1 4 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 10 0 0 4 1 4 0 4
0 0 0 10 0 0 4 1 4 4
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
(2.154)
Its eigenvalues, sorted in desending order of their moduli, are f10;5
p
2; 2; 2; 2;
p
2; 0; 0g.
Therefore the wandering exponent whih depends on the eigenvalues with largest moduli reads
! =
logj5
p
2j
logj10j
' 0:8495 >
1
2
(2.155)
The ourrene frequenies fp
i
g
i=1;:::;10
of the subsequent bonds (2.153) are equal to the entries of
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor of M

and read 48fp
i
g = f1; 1; 1; 1; 10; 10; 2; 2; 10; 10g. In the
following, we assume that the bonds (a; a); (a; b); (a; ) and (a; d) are removed from the lattie, i.e.,
the respetive oupling onstants are equal zero, and the remaining bonds have equal ouplings, see
gure 2.27. In this way we obtain an Ising model with one oupling on a diluted lattie where the
oordination numbers of sites utuate relevantly.
The average oupling
 

and the vetor of utuations ~g, see setion 2.2.2, reads
 

= (0  1 + 1  1 + 1  1 + 1  1 + 0  10 + 0  10 + 0  2 + 1  2 + 1  10 + 1  10)=48 = 25=48
48~g = f 25; 23; 23; 23; 25; 25; 25; 23; 23; 23g (2.156)
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Figure 2.27: The 5th periodi approximant of the lattie with relevant utuations produed by
substitution rules (2.152). Here, the sites a have been removed.
Finally, the utuations G(w), see (2.7), read
G(w) = jwj
0:8495
( 0:9167 + 0:7292  jwj
 0:5485
+ 0:4167  jwj
 0:6990
+O(jwj
 1
)) (2.157)
Now, we investigated this Ising model by means of the Ka-Ward method. We onstruted an
nth periodi approximant of the lattie with relevant utuations by iterating the substitution rule
 (2.152) n times and then ontinuing the obtained portion of the lattie periodially. The nth
approximant has 2
2n
sites, thus the Ka-Ward matrix has dimension 42
2n
= 2
2n+2
. We alulated
the series expansion of the free energy for approximants with n  4 to the order 160, note that
only even powers our in the expansion and plotted the ratios of suessive oeÆients g
2n
=g
2n 2
in
gure 2.28. Taking a glimpse of this gure we realize that the ratios behave in a way quite dierent
from the ase of all Ising models onsidered before. The osillations of the ratios, whih also ourred
on the Penrose tiling, see gure 2.24, are quite large and they seem not to vanish with growing values
of n. On the ontrary, the amplitude of osillations inreases and the sequene of ratios diverges.
This behaviour is due to the fat that the free energy possesses other singularities w

1
lying loser
to the origin of the omplex plane than the \physial" singularity w

. It an be shown, [42℄, that
omplex \nonphysial" singularities modify the asymptoti behaviour of the ratios g
2n
=g
2n 2
(2.105)
by a multipliative fator

1 +O((w

=w

1
)
2n
)

. If jw

j=jw

1
j > 1 then the osillations diverge. In
other words, sine the onvergene irle extends only to the singularity whih is losest to the
origin, in this ase to w

1
, we annot apply (2.105) to assess w

from the expansion oeÆients g
2n
if jw

1
j < jw

j. If there was only one \nonphysial" singularity w

1
with jw

1
j < jw

j we ould try
to subtrat its ontribution from the ratios g
2n
=g
2n 2
and estimate the ritial values assoiated
with w

. It turns out, however, that in our ase we have many singularities w

1
lying loser to the
origin than w

whih makes the behaviour of the ratios g
2n
=g
2n 2
irregular and the analysis of the
\physial" singularity diÆult. We alulated the partition funtion zeros, whih are singularities of
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the free energy, from the eigenvalues of the Ka-Ward matrix in the same way as in setion 2.5.1.
In gure 2.29 and 2.30 we show the zero patterns in the variable z = (1+w)=(1 w) for the seond
and third periodi approximant. After an attentive look at this gure we realize that in both ases
there are zeros lying loser to z = 1, orresponding to w = 0, than the real, \physial" zero. Indeed,
the region jwj  w

on the w plane orresponds to a region jz  1j  w

jz+1j on the z plane, whih
is the interior of the ellipses in gure 2.29. The irles are entred at (1 + w
2

)=(1   w
2

) and have
radius 2w

=(1 w
2

). For both approximants there are several zeros belonging to the interior of these
irles. One possible solution of this problem would be to expand the free energy around a non-zero
value w
0
, i.e. take the expansion variable w   w
0
instead of w, hosen in suh a way that the zero
losest to w
0
is equal to w

. Beause of the identity
det [
~
A
1
(!; )℄ =
det [1 + w
~
L(!; )℄ = det [1  w
0
~
L(!; )℄ det [1 + (w   w
0
)(1  w
0
~
L(!; ))
 1
~
L(!; )℄(2.158)
we see that we need to invert the matrix
~
A
1
(!; ) for w = w
0
and arbitrary values of ! and . This
is, however, onneted with muh omputational eort, thus we did not arry out suh alulations.
At the end of this setion let us make some speulations about what kind of ritial behaviour
is expeted in the limiting ase of very large approximants. From gure 2.29 we see that there is
a tendeny for ertain zeros with jwj < w

to ome loser and loser to the ritial point w

with
growing order of the approximant. On the other hand, we see that the ar whih is formed by zeros
from the neighbourhood of w

beomes shorter when the order of the approximant inreases. Sine
we know that the ritial behaviour is determined by the angle at whih the ar intersets the real
axis and by the density of zeros in the intersetion point we ould imagine the following senario
leading to a hange in the ritial behaviour. In the limiting ase the ar ompletely disappears and
is replaed by a ompliated urve formed by zeros, whih were approahing w

with growing order
of the approximant. A dierent possibility would be that the ar does not vanish, it still intersets
the real axis at a right angle, what enfores the spei heat exponent  = 0, but the density of zeros
is hanged what leads to a dierent singular part of the free energy, i.e. instead of a logarithmi
term we get a double logarithmi term or something else. In order to hek this hypothesis very
preise investigations of the zeros distribution in the neighbourhood of w

for high approximants are
neessary. Here we an only asertain that the free energy is indeed qualitatively dierent ompared
to other quasiperiodi Ising models onsidered in this work.
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Figure 2.28: The ratios g
2n
=g
2n 2
(2.104) of the expansion oeÆients of an Ising model on the se-
ond/third/fourth (bottom/middle/top) periodi approximant of a lattie with relevant utuations.
In all ases 16  2n  160.
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Figure 2.29: Part of the partition funtion zeros in the omplex plane z = (1+w)=(1 w) = exp 2J
for the seond (top) and third (bottom) periodi approximant of a lattie with relevant utuations
with 64 and 256 sites in the unit ell, respetively. The regions bounded by ellipses in both gures
are jwj = jz   1j=jz + 1j  w

, where the ritial points w

are w

' 0:588229; 0:630589 for the
third and the fourth approximant, respetively. Zeros belonging to these regions are responsible for
diverging osillations in the quotient plot, see gure 2.28.
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Figure 2.30: The same as in gure 2.29 for the fth approximant with 1024 sites in the unit ell.
Here the ritial temperature w

' 0:674173.
Chapter 3
Quasiperiodi tight-binding models
3.1 Introdution
The disovery of quasirystals by Shehtman et al. stimulated a wide interest in eletroni and me-
hani properties of these materials. As already mentioned in the main introdution quasirystals
have unusual transport properties like high values of eletri resistivity and a low eletroni ontribu-
tion to the spei heat whih points to a small density of states at the Fermi energy. It is diÆult to
explain these striking features, beause a rigorous theory of the eletroni struture of quasiperiodi
materials does not exist. Waiting for the disovery of a \Bloh theory for quasirystals", one either
arries out numerial alulations for as large lusters as possible or tries to make exat statements
about the eletroni wavefuntions in simple models.
A lot of work has been done alulating the band struture and the density of states of large
periodi approximants of realisti models of quasirystals, for example by ab initio LMTO (Linear
MuÆn Tin Orbitals) methods [70℄. Even though the omputations were time and memory onsum-
ing and realisti models of quasirystals were used, there is a remarkable disrepany between the
theoretial and experimental results whih, aording to our knowledge, has not been explained so
far. For instane, the omputed density of states (DOS) exhibits a very spiky struture, onsisting of
numerous peaks whih are lose to eah other, whereas in experimental measurements one observes
a smooth behaviour of the DOS (no spiky struture). Some people believe that the spikes are a
numerial artifat, i.e., they are due to the small size of the unit ell of the periodi approximants
used in the omputations. In other words, the spikes should vanish if one onsidered larger unit ells,
whih, however, is very diÆult to hek beause of large memory or omputation time requirements.
Another approah to desribe the transport properties (TP) of quasirystals is based on a
relaxation-time approximation in the framework of the theory of disordered metals [71, 72℄. The
theory has been developed already at the end of the 1970es and it is a rather phenomenologial
treatment where the atomi struture of the partiular material does not enter into the model. The
free eletron gas in the material is subjeted to a weak \disorder" potential generated by a set of
impurity atoms with a small onentration. This kind of disorder leads to a weak loalisation (WL)
[73℄ of wave funtions and diminishes, therefore, the diusivity onstant D = v
F
=2, where v
F
is the
Fermi veloity and  the relaxation time. As the disorder potential is regarded as a small perturba-
tion, the result is only valid if the eletron mean free path l is muh larger than the Fermi wavelength

F
. In addition, a orretion for eletron-eletron interations (EEI) was taken into aount [74, 75℄.
This eet aused a modiation of the eletroni density of states (DOS) N(E
F
) at the Fermi level.
Sine the EEI was onsidered as a sreened Coulomb interation, in the lowest order of perturbation
theory the result an only be valid for small eletron onentrations. The total orretion to the
Drude model ondutivity  = e
2
N(E
F
)D is omposed of both eets desribed above and has been
75
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alulated in the following way:
Æ

=
ÆD
WL
D
+
ÆN(E
F
)
EEI
N(E
F
)
(3.1)
where ÆD
WL
and ÆN(E
F
)
EEI
are orretions for the diusivity onstant and the DOS at the Fermi
level due to WL and EEI respetively. The nal result ontains several free parameters suh as the
relaxation times  and a quantity F

desribes the sreened Coulomb interation. For ertain qua-
sirystalline alloys like AlCuFe this simplied theory desribed the measurements of the eletrial
ondutivity quite well, and the parameters  and F

, tted from experimental data, appear to be
quite realisti [76℄. There are, however, highly resistive iosahedral AlPdRe phases, for whih this
theory is not onsistent with experiments. Measurements of the ondutivity, magnetoondutiv-
ity, and of the thermopower show onsiderable deviations from the theory [77℄ and a satisfatory
explanation of this fat has not yet been found.
There is another very promising theoretial approah to the TP of quasirystals pursued by
Mayou et al. [78℄. One has alulated the Kubo-Greenwood ondutivity in the framework of linear
response theory. The essential dierene is that this model presumes a quasiperiodi atomi struture
in ontrary to the former model where the arrangement of atoms, exept for the impurities, did not
play any role. In the framework of this model, the anomalous eletron diusion, i.e., the fat that
the temporal extension of the eletron wave paket L(t) has the form L(t)  t

with  6= 1=2, was
automatially taken into aount, what was not the ase in the approah desribed in the previous
paragraph. Moreover, this model does not require any assumption about the relation between l and

F
. The prie whih has to be paid for the possibility of onsidering a more realisti model is that
taking into aount orretions due to EEI is muh more diÆult and has not been done. Moreover,
Mayou onsidered only a tight-binding (TB) model on a ubi lattie with a quasiperiodi modulation
of oupling strengths in eah spatial diretion and some amount of disorder, instead of using an
iosahedral tiling. Nevertheless, he sueeded to explain qualitatively experimental observations like
the inrease of the ondutivity with disorder or with temperature. In our opinion, applying the
approah by Mayou to iosahedral tilings and inluding orretions for EEI aording to the lines
from [74, 75℄ would result in a progress in the theoretial desription of TP of quasirystals.
All this shows, that investigations of simple TB models (toy models), whih are the subjet of this
hapter, are useful and an ontribute to a deeper understanding of the unusual eletroni properties
of quasirystals. Here, we refrain from dealing with the omplex problem of TP of quasirystals and
restrit ourselves to the investigation of eletron eigenstates in a quasiperiodi potential.
We onsider a tight-binding model on a 2D quasiperiodi tiling. In the following, we onentrate
on the rhombi Penrose tiling beause, in this ase, we obtained some onrete, nontrivial results.
Nevertheless, possible extensions of this method to other tilings, in partiular to the otagonal
Amman-Beenker tiling or a 3D iosahedral tiling will also be disussed. Our model is a so-alled
vertex model beause we plae the atoms in the verties of the tiling. Interations are taken into
aount only between neighbouring verties onneted by edges or by diagonals of the rhombi. In
our alulations, we restrit ourselves to a single s-type atomi orbital per vertex. This makes the
transfer integrals t
ij
independent of the angular orientation and leads to the following Hamiltonian
H =
X
i
jii "
i
hij +
X
i;j
jii t
ij
hjj (3.2)
where jii denotes a Wannier state loalised at vertex i, and "
i
are on-site energies. For the hopping
integrals t
ij
, we hoose ve dierent values 1, d
1
, d
2
, d
3
, d
4
, depending on the distane of the verties
i and j, see gure 3.1. Here, t
ij
= 1 for verties onneted by an edge of the tiling, t
ij
= d
1
(d
2
) for
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the long (short) diagonal of the `fat' rhombus, and t
ij
= d
3
(d
4
) for the long (short) diagonal of the
`thin' rhombus, respetively. On the Amman-Beenker tiling we have four dierent hopping integrals
1, d
1
, d
2
, d
3
, where t
ij
= d
1
for the diagonal of the square, and t
ij
= d
3
(d
4
) for the long (short)
diagonal of the rhombus, respetively.
As the Penrose tiling is arguably the most popular among the quasiperiodi tilings, it is not
surprising that TB models dened on the Penrose tiling have been investigated rather thoroughly.
Besides the vertex model [79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91℄, the so-alled entre
model was onsidered [92, 93, 94, 95℄, where atoms are loated in the entre of the rhombi, and
hopping may our between adjaent tiles | this is nothing but a vertex model on the dual graph
of the Penrose tiling. However, most results rely on numerial approahes whih are in many ases
unsatisfatory due to nite-size eets. We will not disuss the numerial methods used to solve the
TB eigen-problems beause in this hapter we try to treat the problem analytially. A good review
on numerial solutions of TB models on quasiperiodi graphs an be found in [96℄. Only few exat
results on the spetrum of the TB Hamiltonian are known. In partiular, so-alled `onned states'
have been investigated in detail, both for the vertex [81, 86℄ and the entre model [94℄. These are
innitely degenerate, stritly loalised eigenstates orresponding to a partiular value of the energy,
whih our as a onsequene of the loal topology of the tiling, see also [90℄. Furthermore, for
a Hamiltonian (3.2) with partiular on-site energies "
i
hosen aording to the vertex type at site
i, the exat self-similar ground state ould be onstruted [82℄. Based on the same idea, several
non-normalisable eigenstates of the entre model and their multifratal properties were obtained
exatly [95℄. These solutions, restrited to speial values of the hopping integrals, were derived
from a suitable ansatz for the eigenfuntions. Aording to this ansatz, the wave funtion at a site
depends only on its neighbourhood and on a ertain integer number, a \potential", assoiated to
the site, whih is derived from the mathing rules of the Penrose tiling [82℄.
In this work, we apply the same ansatz to the vertex model on the Penrose and Amman-Beenker
tiling. The solution is more ompliated than for the entre model, where the oordination number
(i.e., the number of neighbours) is always equal to four, whereas it varies between three and eight
for the vertex models. For suitably hosen hopping integrals, we derive exat eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian (3.2) and analyse their multifratal behaviour. For the Penrose tiling, as observed
for the entre model [95℄, we nd that these states are innitely degenerate, i.e., for xed value of
the energy the eigenfuntions still involve one free parameter. In order to show this, we need to
generalise the ansatz exploiting the ination symmetry of the Penrose tiling.
It may seem a little bit strange that we ompliate our model by introduing hopping integrals
orresponding to interations between sites onneted by diagonals of tiles, whereas in previous works
on the vertex model one usually took only one hopping integral, equal to 1, when the sites were
onneted by an edge of a tile. By virtue of introduing new parameters to the Hamiltonian we an
obtain exat eigenstates. As we will see in the following, all eigenstates we have found orrespond
to the ase where at least one of the diagonal ouplings does not vanish. If we therefore onsidered
the usual vertex model we would not be able, by our method, to nd any new exat eigenstates.
The hapter is organised as follows. In the subsequent setion, we disuss the labelling of the
rhombi with two kind of arrows on the Penrose and with one kind of arrow on the Amman-Beenker
tiling and the assoiated potentials. In the third setion, we introdue the ansatz for the wavefuntion
and solve the tight-binding equations for two ases, the rst with "
i
= 0 and d
i
6= 0, and the seond
with d
i
= 0 but various on-site energies. It appears that only in the Penrose ase we obtain
interesting \ritial" states. Nevertheless, some non-trivial results are also obtained and disussed
on the otagonal tiling. A generalised ansatz, based on the ination symmetry of the tiling, is
onsidered for the Penrose tiling in setion 3.4. In setion 3.5, we perform a fratal analysis of the
wavefuntions, i.e., we alulate the generalised dimensions. Finally, in setion 3.6 we make some
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remarks about edge deorations in quasiperiodi tilings and onstrutions of exat tight-binding
states.
3.2 Edge labelling and potentials
Following de Bruijn [97℄, we mark the rhombi of the Penrose tiling with single and double arrows
as shown in gure 3.2. A similar deoration of the otagonal tiling, with only one kind of arrows
is shown in gure 3.2. The mathing rules require that arrows on adjaent edges math. Fixing
a ertain site O as the origin, we assign to a site i two integers n(i) and m(i) whih ount the
number of single and double arrows, respetively, along an arbitrary path onneting the origin O
and site i. On the Amman-Beenker tiling the same onstrution yields only one integer n(i). This
is well-dened beause, along any losed path, the total number of arrows vanishes (in both Penrose
and Amman-Beenker ases). Indeed, a losed-path-irulation of single or double arrow elds (sum
of respetive arrows over the edges of the path) an always be expressed as a sum of irulations
over tiles being inside the region omprised by the path. The irulations over tiles however are zero
as an be seen from gure 3.2. We refer to these integers n(i) and m(i) as \potentials" at site i
beause they are integrals of the two vetor elds dened by the arrows. The distributions of the
potentials are rather irregular and show the following properties:
 On the Penrose tiling, the single-arrow potential n(i) is diretly related to the sum t(i) 2
f1; 2; 3; 4g of the ve-dimensional indies denoting the translation lass of the site i. It takes
only two values: n(i) = 0 if t(i) 2 f1; 4g and n(i) =  1 if t(i) 2 f2; 3g (provided the origin has
translation lass t(O) 2 f1; 4g).
 The double-arrow potential (Penrose tiling) m(i) is unbounded. Its distribution on a nite
lattie luster is shown in gure 3.3. For a detailed disussion of the distribution, see [82℄.
Here, we only remark that one an alulate the hanges in the arrows elds under a two-fold
ination of the luster. One realizes that for ertain sites m(i) grows systematially, whereas
n(i) takes always the same values.
 The single-arrow n(i) potential on the otagonal tiling an only take a nite number of dierent
values. We have notied this fat, but did not prove it rigorously, by looking at the distribution
of n(i) on nite portions of the tiling, see gure 3.3.
The potential m(i) is the key ingredient used to onstrut exat eigenfuntions of tight-binding
Hamiltonians on the Penrose tiling. Using the potential n(i) on the Amman-Beenker tiling will also
provide us with a result whih, however, turns out to be less interesting than for the Penrose tiling.
The suess of the method is tied to the fat that the potential m(i) is unbounded.
1
d1 d2
1
d4d3
Figure 3.1: The two types of rhombi in the Penrose tiling and the assignment of hopping integrals
d
1
, d
2
, d
3
, and d
4
to their diagonals. The hopping integral along the edges is hosen as 1.
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Figure 3.2: Deorations of the both types of tiles on the Penrose (left) and the Amman-Beenker
tiling (right) respetively.
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Figure 3.3: The potential of double arrows m(i) on the Penrose tiling and of the single arrows n(i)
on the otagonal tiling.
3.3 Solutions of the tight-binding equations
We want to onstrut solutions of the tight-binding equations
X
j
t
ij

j
= (E   "
i
) 
i
; (3.3)
where we sum over all neighbors j of the site i. We onsider the following ansatz for the eigenfuntion

i

i
= A
(i)

m(i)
(3.4)
where (i) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 8g (Penrose) and (i) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 7g (Amman-Beenker) labels the vertex
type at site i, ompare gures 2.4 and 2.5 in whih the eight (seven) vertex types of the Penrose
(Amman-Beenker) tiling are shown. Here, the amplitudes A

and  are parameters.
3.3.1 The ase "
i
= 0
For simpliity, we rst onentrate on the ase with on-site energies "
i
= 0. With the ansatz (3.4),
the innite set of equations (3.3) redues to a nite set omprising as many equations as there are
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seond-order vertex types in the tiling. By a seond-order vertex type we mean the neighbourhood
of a site up to its seond oordination zone. There are 31 (35) dierent seond-order vertex types
in the Penrose (Amman-Beenker) tiling, these are shown in gures 3.4 and 3.5, grouped together
aording to the rst-order vertex type of the entral site. Thus, we have 31 (35) linear equations
in the 14 (11) variables A

( = 1; : : : ; 8(6)), , E and d
i
(i = 1; : : : ; 4(3)). As it is straightforward
to derive the equations from the seond-order vertex types of gures 3.4 and 3.5, we refrain from
listing them here. Instead, we onsider as an example only the rst olumn of gure 3.4, whih we
show again in gure 3.6 together with the orresponding values of the potential m(i). This yields
the following four equations
EA
1
= d
4
A
3
 + 2(A
2
+A
3
) + d
1
(A
2
+A
5
+A
7
)
 1
= d
4
A
3
 + 2(A
2
+A
3
) + d
1
(A
2
+A
5
+A
5
)
 1
= d
4
A
3
 + 2(A
2
+A
3
) + d
1
(A
2
+A
7
+A
5
)
 1
= d
4
A
3
 + 2(A
2
+A
3
) + d
1
(A
2
+A
7
+A
7
)
 1
(3.5)
two of whih (the rst and the third) are idential beause the orresponding patterns are mirror
images of eah other.
In the following we disuss the Penrose ase. At rst sight, as the number of variables, 14, is muh
smaller than the number of equations, 31, one might expet that only the trivial solution (
i
 0)
exists. However, this is not the ase, for suitably hosen values of the hopping parameters d
i
(i =
1; : : : ; 4) and the energy E, non-trivial solutions exist, beause the equations are not independent.
To see this, note that the seond-order vertex types within one olumn of gure 3.4 dier only
slightly from eah other, whih means that the orresponding equations are also very similar as an
be seen in the example (3.5). Thus, they an be substantially simplied by subtration, for example,
the dierenes between the equations in (3.5) result in the single equation
d
1
(A
5
 A
7
) = 0 (3.6)
whih implies A
5
= A
7
(unless d
1
vanishes). From the analogous equations for the other vertex
types, it turns out that the amplitudes A
(i)
depend only on the translation lass t(i) of the site i,
rather than on its partiular vertex type (i). This means
A
1
= A
4
= A
6
(t 2 f1; 4g)
A
2
= A
3
= A
5
= A
7
= A
8
(t 2 f2; 3g) : (3.7)
With this, all equations orresponding to seond-order vertex types with the same entral vertex
redue to a single equation, and one is left with the following eight equations
EA
1
= d
4
A
2
 + 4A
2
+ 3d
1
A
2

 1
= 5A
2
+ 5d
1
A
2

 1
= 2d
4
A
2
 + 3A
2
+ d
1
A
2

 1
EA
2
= (d
1
A
1
+ 2A
2
) + 2A
1
+ 2(d
2
+ d
3
)A
2
+A
2

 1
= A
1
+ 2d
2
A
2
+ (2A
2
+ d
4
A
1
)
 1
= (3d
1
A
1
+ 5A
2
) + 2A
1
+ 4d
3
A
2
= (4d
1
A
1
+ 5A
2
) +A
1
+ 2d
3
A
2
= (5d
1
A
1
+ 5A
2
) (3.8)
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for entral verties of type 1, 4, 6, and 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, respetively.
For this system of equations, we obtain three sets of non-trivial solutions:
Solution (1): The wave funtion has the form

i
=

(1  2
2
)
m(i)
for t(i) 2 f1; 4g

m(i)+1
for t(i) 2 f2; 3g
(3.9)
for transfer integrals and energy given by
d
1
=
1
2(   
 1
)
d
2
=
4
2
  11 + 4
 2
4(   
 1
)
d
3
=
2
2
  5 + 2
 2
4(   
 1
)
d
4
=
1
   
 1
E =  
5
2(   
 1
)
(3.10)
Solution (2): Here,

i
=


m(i)+1
for t(i) 2 f1; 4g

m(i)
for t(i) 2 f2; 3g
(3.11)
with
d
1
=  
1
 + 
 1
d
2
=  

2
  1 + 
 2
2( + 
 1
)
d
3
=  
2
2
+ 1
2( + 
 1
)
d
4
=  
1  
 2
 + 
 1
E =
5
 + 
 1
(3.12)
Solution (3): Finally,

i
=


m(i)
for t(i) 2 f1; 4g

m(i)+1
for t(i) 2 f2; 3g
(3.13)
where
d
1
=  
2
2
+ 1
2( + 
 1
)
d
2
=  
1 + 4
 2
4( + 
 1
)
d
3
=  
2
2
+ 3 + 2
 2
4( + 
 1
)
d
4
=  
1
 + 
 1
E =
5
2( + 
 1
)
(3.14)
For eah of these solutions, there exists an additional solution for a slightly generalised ansatz
~

i
=
~
A
(i);t(i)
~

m(i)
(3.15)
that involves the translation lass t(i) at site i. The wave funtions dier from the solutions given
in equations (3.9), (3.11), and (3.13) only by an alternating sign of the wave funtion whih depends
on the translation lass
~

i
= ( 1)
5 t(i)

i
(3.16)
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and by a sign hange in the parameters, i.e.,
~
d
1
=  d
1
,
~
d
2
=  d
2
,
~
d
3
=  d
3
,
~
d
4
=  d
4
, and
~
E =  E.
Note that the two models diering by this sign hange are not trivially related, beause the hopping
parameter along the edges of the tiles does not hange its sign { it is always equal to 1. These six
solutions exhaust all non-trivial solutions in terms of the slight generalisation of the ansatz (3.4).
Some examples of these wave funtions for dierent values of  are presented in gure 3.7.
Now, let us disuss the Amman-Beenker tiling ase. We have a system of 35 equations with 6
amplitudes A
(i)
and 4 parameters d
1
; d
2
; d
3
and E. In gure 2.5 we have in fat seven rst-order
vertex types but the third and fourth have the same shape and dier only by arrow deoration and
therefore we set the respetive amplitudes equal. Similarly to the Penrose ase one an nd groups
of equations, whih are very similar to eah other beause the assoiated seond-order vertex types
dier only slightly. After eliminating the linearly dependent equations, in the same way as in the
former ase, we nd that a non-trivial solution an only exist if all amplitudes A
(i)
are equal. This
is dierent to the Penrose ase where we found two distint amplitudes (see 3.7) orresponding to
sites with dierent translation lasses, or, in other words, to those sites the perpendiular partners of
whih belong to distint pentagons (see gure 2.1). The aeptane domain of the Amman-Beenker
tiling onsists of one part, an otagon, thus all sites in this tiling have the same translation lass.
We onlude that the fat that all amplitudes appear to be equal is onneted with the struture
of the aeptane domain or, more preisely, with the number of distint piees it onsists of. If
suh a onnetion exists, it would be promising to hek the ansatz (3.4) on the sevenfold or eleven-
fold tiling, obtained in the usual way as a projetion from the 7 and the 11 dimensional hyperubi
lattie, beause their aeptane domains disset into six four-dimensional and ten eight-dimensional
distint parts respetively. Maybe in these ases we would obtain a non-trivial solution with 6 and 8
distint amplitudes, respetively. However, the number of rst-order vertex types in these tilings is
muh larger and, what is a more severe problem, it is not lear whether an arrow deoration exists
suh that every vertex type is deorated in a unique way.
After this digression let us ome bak to the disussion of the solutions. We obtain only two
trivial solutions

i
= 
n(i)
where  = 1 (3.17)
where the transfer integrals and energy are given by
d
2
=
 + d
1
2
d
3
=
+ 3d
1
2
E = 4(+ d
1
) (3.18)
Both wavefuntions are extended, therefore less interesting, but they are eigenstates of an innite
family of Hamilton operators (labelled by d
1
). One an wonder whether we did not lose a solution by
aepting equal amplitudes at sites whih have the same vertex type but atually dier by a ertain
deoration. Indeed, if we took equal amplitudes on vertex types 4 and 8 (see gure 2.4), whih have
a dierent deoration but the same shape, on the Penrose tiling we would not obtain the solutions
(3.9),(3.11) and (3.13). There exists a deoration of the otagonal tiling, having onnetion with
the mathing rules, suh that in addition to arrows on edges the sites are deorated with gures
(having a shape of a small house). However, if we generalise the ansatz (3.4) by distinguishing sites
aording to their vertex type and site deoration, we do not get anything new, the only non-trivial
solution is the one given in (3.17) and (3.18).
3.3.2 The ase "
i
6= 0
The way in whih we proeeded in order to get the exat wave funtions is based on introduing some
parameters in the Hamiltonian (3.2) and hoosing them suh that the ansatz (3.4) fulls the tight-
binding equations (3.3). In (3.2), we already inluded the possibility of onsidering site-dependent
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Figure 3.4: The eight vertex types of the Penrose tiling (top row) with the orresponding Voronoi
ells (shaded), and the orresponding seond order vertex types (below).
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Figure 3.5: Seond-order vertex types of the otagonal tiling.
on-site energies "
i
whih we hose to vanish in the above disussion. In the present ase, where we
onsider the Penrose tiling, it is natural to hoose the on-site energies "
i
aording to the vertex type
of site i. That is, "
i
= 
(i)
with eight parameters 
1
; : : : ; 
8
aording to the eight vertex types of
the Penrose tiling, see gure 2.4.
Of ourse, we an perform the same analysis as above for the more general problem { it just
amounts to replaing E by E  

on the left side of equations (3.8), with the appropriate hoie of
. We do not show the expliit solution of the full problem beause it is rather lengthy. Although
the general solution ontains a few free parameters, it is still the ase that for a given Hamiltonian
we nd at most one exat eigenstate.
However, to make ontat to the result of Sutherland [82℄, we onsider the ase with non-zero
on-site energies, but without hopping along the diagonals of the rhombi, i.e., d
1
= d
2
= d
3
= d
4
= 0.
We express the solutions in terms of three parameters: the energy E,  (3.4) and the quotient
 = A
2
=A
1
of the amplitudes A
2
and A
1
on sites with translation lass 2 and 1, respetively. They
have the form
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Figure 3.6: Seond-order vertex types orresponding to a entral vertex of type 1. Here, the enirled
numbers denote the vertex types, not the potential.

1
= E   4 
2
= E   2   
 1
  2
 1

3
= E   2
 1
  
 1

4
= E   5

5
= E   5   2
 1

6
= E   3

7
= E   5   
 1

8
= E   5 (3.19)
Setting  = 1 one obtains the solution of Sutherland [82℄.
Taking into aount that we have introdued eight parameters 

in our Hamiltonian, it was
almost obvious that solutions exist. It would be, however, more interesting to introdue additional
parameters in the ansatz for the wave funtion. In this way, one might perhaps be able to obtain
several eigenstates of a given Hamiltonian and thus ome loser to the general solution of our problem.
This is the subjet of the following setion.
3.4 Searh for other solutions of the tight-binding equations
Enouraged by the suess we ahieved by applying the ansatz (3.4) to the tight-binding problem we
try to generalise (3.4) in order to obtain more exat eigenstates whih will omprise the ones found
before as a speial ase. We want therefore to introdue more parameters to the ansatz hoping that
we will obtain new solutions of tight-binding equations by hoosing the parameters in a smart way.
All the onsiderations below will refer to the Penrose tiling.
3.4.1 Higher order vertex types and shelling numbers
The easiest possibility would be to distinguish the amplitudes A
(i)
aording to the higher-order
vertex types of the site i rather than to the rst-order vertex type as we did before. The order-n
vertex type of the site i is dened as a onguration of all nearest neighbours of i up to the order n.
A nearest neighbour of the order n of a site i an be reahed from i by overing a distane of not less
than n edges. One an also dene the order-n oordination number of site i as the number of order-n
nearest neighbours of i. In partiular, the averaged order-n oordination numbers C(n) (averaged
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over the tiling sites) are of interest, beause one an derive a heuristi formula for the ritial points
of the Ising model on the tiling [98℄. Moreover, C(n) an give insight to a deeper understanding of the
long-range order in quasirystals and its onnetion to the eletroni properties of these materials.
The problem of lassifying all nth order vertex types on a quasiperiodi tiling is interesting as
suh. Unlike the periodi ase, where the number of nth order vertex types #(n) does not depend
on n (for n large enough), in quasiperiodi strutures we have to do with a monotoni, inreasing
dependeny #(n)  n

where  is of the order of the dimension of the aeptane domain in
perpendiular spae ( = 2 for the Penrose tiling). We have alulated the sequenes #(n) and
C(n) on the Penrose tiling and show them in table (3.1). One an see that C(n) is an integer linear
ombination of 1 and the golden mean  , similarly as the expansion oeÆients of the Ising model
free energy in table (2.3) or the mean numbers of self-avoiding polygons in table (2.4).
n C(n) Num. value #(n)
1 4 + 0 = 4 7
2 58  30  9:45898 31
3  128 + 88  14:3870 70
4 288  166  19:4064 125
5  374 + 246  24:0364 185
6 980  588  28:5960 274
7  1614 + 1018  33:1586 380
8 2688  1638  37:6603 500
9  3840 + 2400  43:2816 636
10 4246  2594  48:8198 804
Table 3.1: The order-n mean oordination numbers C(n) and the numbers of order-n vertex types
#(n) on the Penrose tiling.
Classifying the higher-order vertex types on the Penrose tiling brought us to investigate another
quantity haraterising the geometry of the tiling namely the average shelling numbers. These
numbers have no diret onnetion to the onstrution of exat eigenstates but it is nevertheless
worthwhile to mention them when disussing long-range order in quasiperiodi strutures. The
average shelling number (r) is dened as a number of lattie sites on spheres of radius r around a
xed entre site i, averaged over the site i. On a square lattie, for example, the only squared radii are
r
2
= n
2
+m
2
with m;n 2 Z and therefore alulating (r) amounts to ounting the number of ways
that r
2
an be written as the sum of two integer squares. Note that in this ase we do not have to
average over the entre sites i beause the lattie is regular. The result for (r), derived from number
theory, an be niely written in a losed form [99℄. On an aperiodi tiling there is a ompliation due
to the neessity of averaging over the entre site. Let us onsider a tiling  = (A) obtained by the
ut-and-projet method with an aeptane domain (window) A. The possible distanes between
points are all of the form r = jyj with y 2   where   = fx
1
  x
2
j x
1
; x
2
2 g. Then, (r)
an, in general, be written as follows:
(r) =
X
y2 
jyj=r
&(y) : (3.20)
where &(y) is the autoorrelation oeÆient dened as
&(y) = lim
s!1
1
j
s
j
X
x2
s
x+y2
1 = lim
s!1
1
j(
s
)

j
X
x

2(
s
)

(x+y)

2A
1 =
1
vol(A)
Z

A
(x

)
A
(x

+ y

) dx

(3.21)
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r
2
(r) r
2
(r) r
2
(r) r
2
(r)
2   4  2 3 + 4 58  32 10 + 5 52  32 13 + 9 52  32
1 4 5 + 3 40  24 11 + 5  84 + 52 11 + 11 156  96
3   8  4 4 + 4 2 8 + 7 20  12 12 + 11 92  56
4    12 + 8 7 + 3  64 + 40 7 + 8  144 + 92 13 + 11  32 + 20
1 +  10  4 4 + 5 44  24 10 + 7  106 + 66 10 + 13 48  28
2 +  30  16 5 + 5 42  24 7 + 9 88  52 9 + 14  80 + 56
4 10  6 7 + 4 52  32 8 + 9 128  76 12 + 13  380 + 236
3 +   28 + 20 6 + 5  68 + 44 9 + 9  138 + 86 10 + 15 122  72
5 4  2 8 + 4 20  12 7 + 11 150  88 11 + 15  156 + 100
3 + 2 16  8 9 + 4  32 + 20 9 + 10 92  65 13 + 14 164  100
2 + 3  4 + 6 5 + 7  36 + 28 8 + 11  12 + 12 11 + 16 108  64
5 + 2  56 + 36 7 + 6 120  72 11 + 10  180 + 112
7 +  20  12 5 + 8  22 + 16 8 + 12 126  76
Table 3.2: Exat results for the rst 50 averaged shelling numbers (r) of the rhombi Penrose tiling.
where 
s
=  \ B
s
(0), j
s
j is the number of sites in a ball B
s
(0) entred at 0 with radius s and
the variables designated by asterix  are the respetive partners in perpendiular spae. Here,

A
denotes the harateristi funtion of the window, i.e, 
A
(x

) = 1 if x

2 A otherwise it is
zero. Note that the last step of (3.21) is orret beause the sites ll A with uniform density. The
autoorrelation oeÆient &(y) an be easily alulated analytially. It simply equals the volume
fration vol(A \ (A   y

))=vol(A) of the intersetion of two opies of the window entred at 0 and
at y

, respetively. Taking the average over sites, i.e. performing the sum on the right-hand side of
(3.20), provides some diÆulties. We therefore proeeded in a dierent way. We took all order-n
vertex types (n) (for suÆiently large n), alulated the shelling numbers on a given (n), weighted
them with the ourrene frequeny of the vertex type in the tiling (omputed as the area fration
of the aeptane domain of (n)) and summed over all (n). In this way, taking n = 10 we were
able to determine the averaged shelling numbers up to r ' 46. The exat results for the rst 50
shelling numbers are shown in table 3.2, whereas the plot of (r) as a funtion of r < 17 is shown
in gure 3.8. A detailed disussion of the properties of (r) and its appliability in the physis
of quasirystals an be found in [99℄. Here, we only mention that the averaged shelling numbers
give one possibility to distinguish perfet from random order, beause the funtion (r) hanges
essentially when introduing some disorder to the tiling.
3.4.2 Generalised ansatz for the eigenfuntions
After this disussion let us return to the main topi, namely to the generalisation of the ansatz
(3.4). We have formulated a generalised ansatz by replaing the amplitudes by A
(n;i)
, where (n; i)
denotes the order-n vertex type of the site i. In this way we get a system of #(n+1) homogeneous,
linear equations with #(n)+ 6 variables, namely the amplitudes, E,  and four oupling onstants
d
i
. Unfortunately, for n  4, the only non-trivial solutions are those obtained before (3.9{3.13)
beause due to the similarity of the vertex types many equations are linearly dependent and ompel
the respetive amplitudes to be equal. Apparently, the ansatz has to be generalised in a dierent
way, for instane by introduing more parameters instead of  or by introduing new potentials.
As we already learned in setion 2.2.4, the Penrose tiling possesses a so-alled ination/deation
symmetry. Here, we refer to the inated tiling as a tiling onsisting of rhombi disseted into smaller
piees (as in gure 2.2). The proedure of ombining tiles into larger (with the edge length saled
by ) tiles is alled deation.
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Figure 3.7: Wave funtions (3.9) for  = 0:1, 0:2, 0:6, and 0:9. On a nite path of N = 16 757
verties obtained by sevenfold ination of a vertex of type 4, the wave funtion has been normalised
to
P
i
j
i
j
2
= 1. The radius of irles depends on the squared modulus j
i
j
2
of the wave funtion
and reads: 0 if jj
2

1
16N
, 1 if
1
16N
 jj
2

1
8N
, 2 if
1
8N
 jj
2

1
4N
, 3 if
1
4N
 jj
2

1
2N
, 4 if
1
2N
 jj
2

1
N
, 5 if
1
N
 jj
2

2
N
, 6 if
2
N
 jj
2

4
N
, 7 if
4
N
 jj
2

8
N
, 8 if
8
N
 jj
2

16
N
, 9 if
16
N
 jj
2
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Figure 3.8: Averaged shelling funtion (r) for the Penrose tiling plotted against the radius in the
physial spae r.
Figure 3.9: Voronoi ells of a path of the Penrose tiling (thin lines) and of its twofold deation
(thik lines). Shading ells orresponding to vertex type 1 annot be uniquely assigned to a ell of
the deated tiling.
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The idea now is to generalise the ansatz (3.4) for the wave funtion by using the vertex types
and potentials of the deated tiling in addition to those of the original tiling. Even more general,
one may onsider a sequene of n tilings obtained by suessive deation steps, probing the original
tiling at larger and larger length sales. In this way, we assign to eah vertex i of the original tiling
a sequene of integers f
k
(i)g, k = 0; 1; : : : ; n, where 
k
(i) speies the orresponding vertex type
in the k-fold deated tiling, with k = 0 referring to the original tiling. This leads to the following
generalised ansatz for the wave funtion

[n℄
i
= A
f
k
(i)g
n
Y
k=0

m
k
(i)
k
(3.22)
where m
k
denotes the double-arrow potential in the k-fold deated tiling, and where 
k
are n + 1
free parameters.
It is not ompletely obvious how to assign the vertex type 
k
(i) of a site i in the k-fold deated
tiling. Here, we deided to use the onept of the Voronoi ell. We are looking for a Voronoi ell
of the deated tiling that overs the Voronoi ell of our site i in the original tiling ompletely, or at
least its largest part. In gure 2.6, we show how the Voronoi ells of the original and the two-fold
deated tiling relate to eah other. If a ell of the original tiling is overed by several larger ells, we
assign the vertex to the ell with the maximum overlap. However, there are still ambiguities where
overlaps of equal area our. For instane, in the example shown in gure 3.9, one reognises that
the ell orresponding to vertex type 1 (ompare gure 2.4) may be disseted equally between the
ells orresponding to vertex types 2 or 3 of the two-fold deated tiling. In this ase, we annot
assign the two-fold deated vertex type unequivoally. Therefore, we demand that the orresponding
terms in the ansatz (3.22) are equal. In our example, this yields the equation A
221
= A
321
for the
amplitudes A
f
2
;
1
;
0
g
in the ansatz (3.22) with n = 2, labelled by three digits aording to the three
vertex types. Considering also the rst deation step, not shown in gure 2.6, one nds another
ondition A
222
= A
232
.
We now use the ansatz (3.22) to nd solutions of the tight-binding equations. Here, we restrit
ourselves to the ase n = 2. In this ase, we need to onsider two-fold inations of the 31 seond-
order vertex types, see gure 3.4. We then have to deal with a system of 97 equations in many
variables, namely 24 amplitudes A

2
;
1
;
0
, three variables 
2
, 
1
, 
0
, and the energy E. We used
Mathematia[100℄ to solve this system. As above, we nd three sets of solutions, whih we express
in terms of x := 
2

0
and y := 
1
. They have the following form.
Solution (1'): The 24 amplitudes, in an arbitrary normalisation, are
A
221
= A
321
= x( 2x
2
+ y
2
)
0
A
222
= A
322
= A
232
= A
532
= A
732
= A
832
= x
2
y
0
A
233
= A
333
= x
2

0
A
123
= A
423
= A
623
= A
133
= A
633
= x
3
A
654
= A
174
= A
484
= x
2
( 2x
2
+ y
2
)
A
365
= A
217
= A
548
= A
748
= A
848
= xy
2

2
0
A
336
= ( 2x
2
+ y
2
)
2
0
(3.23)
and the transfer integrals and the energy read
d
1
=
xy
2x
2
  2y
2
d
2
=
4x
4
  11x
2
y
2
+ 4y
4
4xy(x
2
  y
2
)
d
3
=
2x
4
  5x
2
y
2
+ 2y
4
4xy(x
2
  y
2
)
d
4
=
xy
x
2
  y
2
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E =  
5xy
2x
2
  2y
2
(3.24)
Note that the latter, in ontrast to the amplitudes, are expressed exlusively in terms of x and y,
that is, they depend on 
2
and 
0
only through their produt x.
Solution (2'): Here, the amplitudes read
A
321
= A
221
= x
2

0
A
222
= A
322
= A
232
= A
532
= A
732
= A
832
= xy
0
A
233
= A
333
= x
0
A
123
= A
423
= A
623
= A
133
= A
633
= x
2
A
654
= A
174
= A
484
= x
3
A
365
= A
217
= A
548
= A
748
= A
848
= y
2

2
0
A
336
= x
2
0
(3.25)
and
d
1
=  
xy
x
2
+ y
2
d
2
=  
x
4
  x
2
y
2
+ y
4
2xy(x
2
+ y
2
)
d
3
=  
x(2x
2
+ y
2
)
2y(x
2
+ y
2
)
d
4
=
y(x
2
  y
2
)
x(x
2
+ y
2
)
E =
5xy
x
2
+ y
2
(3.26)
Solution (3'): Finally,
A
321
= A
221
= xy
2

0
A
222
= A
322
= A
232
= A
532
= A
732
= A
832
= x
2
y
0
A
233
= A
333
= x
2

0
A
123
= A
423
= A
623
= A
133
= A
633
= x
3
A
654
= A
174
= A
484
= x
2
y
2
A
365
= A
217
= A
548
= A
748
= A
848
= xy
2

2
0
A
336
= y
2

2
0
(3.27)
with the following values of the parameters
d
1
=  
x(2x
2
+ y
2
)
2y(x
2
+ y
2
)
d
2
=  
y(x
2
+ 4y
2
)
4x(x
2
+ y
2
)
d
3
=  
2x
4
+ 3x
2
y
2
+ 2y
4
4xy(x
2
+ y
2
)
d
4
=  
xy
x
2
+ y
2
E =
5xy
2(x
2
+ y
2
)
(3.28)
These solutions omprise those found in the previous setion. Indeed, setting 
2
= 
1
= 1 (x = 
0
,
y = 1), we reover the solutions (3.9){(3.14), apart from a ommon normalisation fator 
2
0
in the
amplitudes. In addition, equations (3.23){(3.28) show that the orresponding energy eigenvalues are
innitely degenerate. For given values of x and y, the Hamiltonian and the energy E are xed, but
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the eigenfuntions still involve the free parameter 
0
. In other words, eah hoie of 
2
and 
0
with
the same produt yields an eigenstate to the same eigenvalue.
We note that innite degeneraies in the spetrum were already observed in tight-binding models
on the Penrose tilings before. One example are the onned degenerate states loated at the energy
E = 0 in the vertex model with d
1
=d
2
=d
3
=d
4
=0 [86, 90℄. Also some of the ritial, self-similar
eigenstates found in the entre model appear to be innitely degenerate [95℄.
It is a question whether a larger number of deation steps, i.e., a larger value of n in the ansatz
(3.22), leads to further solutions of the tight-binding equations. The larger n, the larger is the number
of sequenes f
k
g
0kn
that our, and hene the number of independent amplitudes. Indeed, for
n = 2 we had 24 sequenes, for n = 3 and n = 4 there are 49 and 104, respetively. One might expet
that in the limit n ! 1, when the quantity of sequenes tends to innity, every site is uniquely
determined by its sequene, and hene one should arrive at the omplete solution in the limit ase.
However, this is not the ase, as an readily be seen. Looking at it in the opposite way, i.e., inating
a single tile a number of times, one realizes that for eah number of ination steps n, there are, in
general, several verties having the same sequene f
k
g
0kn
, ompare gure 3.4. Therefore, it is
doubtful whether larger values of n will lead to new wave funtions. For n  4, no solutions beyond
(3.23){(3.28) were found. Nevertheless, this does not prove that further generalisations, for instane
distinguishing the amplitudes aording to vertex types of higher order of sites in deated tilings,
might not be more rewarding.
3.5 Multifratal analysis
Already a glimpse at gure 3.7 gives the impression that the wave funtions are self-similar. Let us
therefore investigate this property more thoroughly. To do this, we have to understand the distri-
bution of the double-arrow potential m on the tiling. Sutherland [82℄ onsidered the transformation
of single and double arrows under two-fold ination, and proved that the value of the double-arrow
potential hanges at most by 2l under a 2l-fold ination.
For deniteness, let us onsider a vertex of type 8 whih has double arrows pointing outwards
in all ve diretions. In gure 3.10, we show this path together with its two-fold ination. For
the original path, the values of the double-arrow potential are 0 at the entre by our hoie of
normalisation, and 1 elsewhere. In the inated version, the potential takes values between 0 and 3.
In what follows, we use 2l-fold inations of this partiular path for the multifratal analysis. In
this ase, the values of the double-arrow potential grow linearly with the number of ination steps.
This may be dierent if one starts from other initial pathes, for example, starting from vertex type
4 results in a dereasing double-arrow potential orresponding to a dierent hoie of the referene
point for the potential in the innite tiling. We note that referenes [82℄ and [95℄ used vertex type
4, together with the opposite diretion of the arrows, whih then also gives an inreasing potential.
Following referenes [101℄ and [95℄, we dene a partition funtion for the 2l-fold inated system
 (q; !; l) :=
1
N
2q
X
i
j
i
j
2q
S
i
!=2
(3.29)
where i labels the sites of our path, j
i
j is the modulus of the wave funtion on site i, and N is the
norm of the wave funtion on the nite path, i.e., N
2
=
P
i
j
i
j
2
. Here, S
i
denotes the area of the
Voronoi ell of vertex i, and q and ! are some real numbers. For a given q, there exists a ertain
number !(q) suh that the partition funtion (3.29) is bounded (from above and below) in the limit
l !1, i.e., it neither onverges to zero nor diverges to innity. The generalised dimension
D
q
:=
!(q)
q   1
(3.30)
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as a funtion of q gives the full desription of the fratal properties of the wave funtion .
In an ination step, the edge lengths of the rhombi are saled by a fator 
 1
. Therefore, the
area S
(2l)

of a Voronoi ell orresponding to vertex type  of the 2l-fold inated tiling is given by
S
(2l)

= 
 4l
S
(0)

 = 1; : : : ; 8 (3.31)
where S
(0)

denotes the area of the Voronoi ells of the initial path. Substituting this and the ansatz
for the wave funtion (3.4) into (3.29) yields
 (q; !; l) =
1
N
2q
X
i
jA
(i)

m(i)
j
2q

 2l!
(S
(0)
(i)
)
!
2
=
8
X
=1

jA

j
2q

2l!
(S
(0)

)
!
2
N
2q
2l
X
m=0
jj
2qm
V

(mj2l)

(3.32)
where V

(mj2l) denotes the number of verties of type , or, more preisely, the total area of the
orresponding Voronoi ells, with potential m after 2l ination steps.
In order to alulate V

(mj2l), we onsider the transformation of the Voronoi ells of the eight
vertex types under a two-fold ination, ompare gures 2.4 and 2.6. From this, one derives reursion
relations for the distributions V

(mj2l) by ounting the number of inated ells (in terms of their
area) that are overed by the original ell. For example, as shown in the lower right orner of gure
2.6, the Voronoi ell orresponding to the vertex type 8 with a potential m passes into: (i) one ell
of type 8 with potential m; (ii) ve ells of type 2 with potential m + 1; and (iii) ve frational
parts (eah with an area fration of (4   )=11  0:216542) of type-6 ells with potential m + 1.
Conversely, a ell of type 8 in the inated path may stem from a vertex of type 5, 7, or 8, eah of
those resulting in preisely one omplete ell of type 8. Considering all vertex types, and omputing
the frational areas involved, one arrives at the reursions
V
1
(mj2l+2) = [(21+6)V
1
(m 1j2l) + (52 2)V
2
(m+1j2l) +
(52 2)V
3
(m+1j2l) + (35+10)V
4
(m 1j2l) +
(7+2)V
6
(m 1j2l)℄=59
V
2
(mj2l+2) = [ (16+20)V
1
(m 1j2l) + (95 10)V
2
(m+1j2l) +
(33 5)V
3
(m+1j2l)  (20+25)V
4
(m 1j2l) +
(153 10)V
5
(m+1j2l)  (12+15)V
6
(m 1j2l) +
(149 5)V
7
(m+1j2l) + 145V
8
(m+1j2l)℄=29
V
3
(mj2l+2) = [(140 6)V
1
(mj2l) + 62V
2
(m+1j2l) +
(77+6)V
3
(m+1j2l) + 155V
4
(mj2l) +
(125 12)V
6
(mj2l)℄=31
V
4
(mj2l+2) = V
1
(mj2l) + V
4
(mj2l) + V
6
(mj2l)
V
5
(mj2l+2) = V
3
(mj2l)
V
6
(mj2l+2) = [(7+)V
2
(mj2l) + (8 2)V
2
(m+1j2l) +
(14+2)V
3
(mj2l) + (20 5)V
5
(m+1j2l) +
(20 5)V
7
(m+1j2l) + (20 5)V
8
(m+1j2l)℄=11
V
7
(mj2l+2) = V
2
(mj2l)
V
8
(mj2l+2) = V
5
(mj2l) + V
7
(mj2l) + V
8
(mj2l) (3.33)
ompare [82℄. The quantities we need are ertain transforms
~
V

(mj2l) of these, dened as
~
V

(j2l) :=
2l
X
m=0

m
V

(mj2l) (3.34)
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see (3.32). From the reursion relations (3.33), one nds that the transforms
~
V

(mj2l) for two
suessive ination steps are related by
~
V

(j2l + 2) =
8
X
=1
M
;
()
~
V

(j2l) (3.35)
where the matrix M() reads as follows
M() =
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

21+6
59

52 2
59
1

52 2
59
1

35+10
59
 0
7+2
59
 0 0
 16+20
29

95 10
29
1

33 5
29
1

 20+25
29

153 10
29
1

 12+15
29

149 5
29
1

5

140 6
31
2

77+6
31
1

5 0
125 12
31
0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0
7 8+( 2)
11
1

14+2
11
0
20 5
11
1

0
20 5
11
1

20 5
11
1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
(3.36)
The asymptoti behaviour (for l!1) of
~
V (j2l) is governed by the eigenvalue 

max
() ofM()
with largest modulus
~
V

(j2l)  

max
()
l
(f
max
())

(3.37)
where f
max
() is the orresponding eigenvetor. We heked numerially that the largest eigenvalue
(in absolute value) is non-degenerate. Calulating the norm
N
2
=
X
i
j
i
j
2
=
8
X
=1
jA

j
2
~
V

(jj
2
j2l)  

max
(jj
2
)
l
(3.38)
and substituting the asymptoti behaviour of
~
V

(jl) into (3.32)
 (q; !; l) =
8
X
=1
jA

j
2q

2l!
(S
(0)

)
!=2
N
2q
~
V

(jj
2q
j2l) 


2!


max
(jj
2q
)


max
(jj
2
)
q

l
(3.39)
leads us to the onlusion that the partition funtion  (q; !; l) an be bounded only for
!(q) =
1
2 log 
log

(

max
(jj
2
))
q


max
(jj
2q
)

(3.40)
In gure 3.11, we present the fratal exponent D
q
(3.30) for several values of . For  = 1, the
wave funtion does not depend on the potential m, see (3.9), and aepts only few dierent values
aording to the translation lass of the site. In this ase, the funtion D
q
is onstant. The smaller
jj, the faster the wave funtion deays, leading to a steeper urve D
q
as a funtion of q.
Conerning the matrix M() (3.36), we remark that its eigenvalues and eigenvetors are on-
neted to the frequenies of the vertex types in the Penrose tiling. Indeed, if we set  = 1, we
obtain a substitution matrix for the ination rules in the Penrose tiling, i.e., the matrix M
P

, see
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(2.16). Therefore, aording to the Perron-Frobenius theorem, the eigenvetor f
max
(1) orrespond-
ing to the eigenvalue with largest modulus 

max
(1) should reprodue the relative frequenies of the
vertex types in the tiling. We alulated numerially f
max
(1) and found perfet agreement with the
known frequenies [102℄.
We note that the multifratal analysis an be arried out for the generalised eigenstates (3.23){
(3.28) analogously. However, it beomes more ompliated beause we have to onsider the substi-
tution matrix of verties labelled by the inated vertex types, whih results in a 2424 substitution
matrix.
Figure 3.10: A vertex of type 8 (grey) together with its two-fold ination (blak).
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Figure 3.11: The generalised dimensions D
q
for several values of .
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3.6 Edge deorations of ut-and-projet tilings
The onstrution of exat eigenstates is a proedure onsisting of two steps:
1. Deorate the edges of the tilings with several kinds of arrows so that the sum of arrows along
every losed loop equals zero (the arrow eld is integrable),
2. Formulate an ansatz for the wavefuntion at site i. The ansatz depends on the loal environ-
ment of i and the potentials whih are related to the arrow deorations.
The purpose of this subsetion is to demonstrate a systemati way of performing an arrow deoration
of edges, so that the arrow eld is integrable, of a ut-and-projet quasiperiodi tiling with an
aeptane domain (window) A. Having suh a proedure of deoration we an try to onstrut exat
eigenstates on other quasiperiodi tilings, in partiular on the 3D iosahedral (Amman-Kramer-Neri)
tiling [5℄.
An oriented edge ~e (edge with hosen start and end point) has a ertain aeptane domain
A(~e) whih is a set of perpendiular ~r
?
omponents of all translates ~r
k
of ~e in the tiling (ompare
(2.97,2.99)).
The deoration of edges an be viewed, in the framework of the ut-and-projet formalism, as
a dissetion of A(~e) into several parts orresponding to the respetively deorated edges. We an,
therefore, deorate the tiling by partitioning A(~e) and requiring that a given part orresponds to
translates of oriented edges deorated in a given way.
In order to hek whether the arrow elds are integrable we have to generate all possible deora-
tions of tiles, indued by the given edge deoration, and hek whether the sum of respetive arrows
always vanishes. Let us assume that the aeptane domain of the edge onsists of p parts P
j
where
j = 1; : : : ; p, i.e. A(~e) =
p
S
j=1
P
j
. Then, the aeptane domain A(t) of an undeorated tile t = f~r
(i)
k
g
equals:
A(t) =
\
i
n
A(~e)  ~r
(i)
?
o
(3.41)
where ~r
(i)
?
are perpendiular omponents of the sites ~r
(i)
k
of t. The aeptane domains of deorated
tiles A
d
(t) are obtained by replaing A(~e) in the ith term on the right-hand side of (3.41) by all
possible parts P
j
. In parallel spae, this proedure orresponds to deorating the ith edge of the
tile (the edge xed at ~r
(i)
k
) in a way whih orresponds to P
j
. Of ourse, only suh deorations are
aeptable, i.e. our in the tiling, the aeptane domains of whih dier from a zero set. The
volume (area) of A
d
(t) divided by the volume of A(~e) gives the frequeny of the deorated tile in
the quasiperiodi tiling.
The edge deoration, or respetively the dissetion of the aeptane domain A(~e) is strongly
onstrained by the requirement that the arrow eld is integrable. In pratie, we take a ertain
\symmetri" division of A(~e), i.e. suh whih orresponds somewhat to symmetry planes or axes
of A(~e), generate the tile deorations and then hek whether the aeptable ones have a vanishing
sum of arrows. We will expliate this proedure in examples.
3.6.1 The otagonal tiling
The aeptane domain of the otagonal tiling is a regular otagon O and that of an edge ~e is
a hexagon, as shown in gure 3.12. The orientation of the hexagon inside O orresponds to the
orientation of ~e in the tiling and it hanges by an angle 3 if the edge is rotated by . Now we
deorate the tiling with two kinds of arrows. The dissetion of A(~e), the respetive edge deorations
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and the aeptable tile deorations with the aeptane domains of the deorated tiles A
d
(t) are
shown in gure 3.12. As we an see, the arrow elds are integrable. This deoration is also a
natural generalisation of the standard arrow deoration of the Amman-Beenker tiling presented in
gure 3.2. Indeed, if we replae the double arrow by the single arrow we obtain the old deoration.
Let us notie that the position of the horizontal division lines in the upper and lower part of the
hexagon, see gure 3.12, is not arbitrary. If we shifted both lines a little bit, not altering the mid-
line orresponding to the symmetry axis of the hexagon we would obtain additional tile deorations
whih are \forbidden", i.e. the sum of the arrows does not equal zero. Now, we an generate all
possible deorations of vertex types ourring in the tiling in a similar way as we proeeded when
generating the tile deorations. The aeptane domains of these deorated vertex-types are shown
in gure 3.13. Finally, we deorate a nite portion of the tiling and alulate the potentials of
the double-arrow eld, see gure 3.14. Let us now try to generalise the ansatz (3.4) replaing the
vertex type (i) by the deorated vertex type 
d
(i). As we an see in gure 3.13 the number of
deorated vertex types is 59 whih is equal to the number of amplitudes in (3.4) or respetively to
the number of all possible values of 
d
(i). We solve now the homogeneous linear system of equations
but unfortunately we still do not nd any new solutions exept the old ones (3.17,3.18).
2
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3 6 7
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1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12
Figure 3.12: All possible two-arrow tile deorations of the otagonal tiling indued by a given
partition of the otagonal window O. The hexagon disseted into four horizontal strips is the
aeptane domain of an undeorated vertial edge, whereas the strips are aeptane domains of
the respetive edge deorations. The shaded square and rhombus are windows of the squared and
rhombi tile, respetively, their dissetions orrespond to the tile deorations shown below.
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Figure 3.13: The aeptane domains of deorated rst-order vertex types. The dierent domains
are shaded in a dierent way.
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Figure 3.14: A portion of the otagonal tiling with edge deorations and site potentials.
3.6.2 The iosahedral tiling
This 3D tiling, also alled the 3D Penrose- or the Amman-Kramer-Neri tiling is a lling of spae
by two kinds of polyhedrons, the prolate and oblate rhombohedra, the faets of whih have the
same rhombi shape. The tiling an be generated by a projetion from a six-dimensional hyperubi
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lattie Z
6
in a way desribed beneath. Let f
~
V
k
(1)
; : : : ;
~
V
k
(6)
g be a set of unit vetors in 3D spae E
k
pointing in \iosahedral" diretions, i.e.
~
V
k
(i)
= 1=
p
5 (2 os(2i=5); 2 sin(2i=5); 1) where i = 1; : : : ; 5
~
V
k
(6)
= (0; 0; 1) (3.42)
The respetive perpendiular partners f
~
V
?
(1)
; : : : ;
~
V
?
(6)
g are dened as:
~
V
?
(i)
= 1=
p
5 (2 os(4i=5); 2 sin(4i=5); 1) where i = 1; : : : ; 5
~
V
?
(6)
= (0; 0; 1) (3.43)
and they fulll relations
~
V
?
(i)

~
V
?
(j)
=  
~
V
k
(i)

~
V
k
(j)
for i; j = 1; : : : ; 6. Aording to the usual
ut-and-projet formalism the tiling onsists of parallel projetions ~r
k
=
P
6
i=1
n
i
~
V
k
(i)
of sites of Z
6
if the perpendiular projetions ~r
?
=
P
6
i=1
n
i
~
V
?
(i)
belong to the window A, whih is a projetion
of the unit hyperube onto E
?
:
A = f
6
X
i=1

i
~
V
?
(i)
j 
i
2 [0; 1℄g (3.44)
The aeptane domain A is a rhombi triaontahedron, i.e. a polyhedron having 30 idential
rhombi faets, 32 verties and 60 edges, depited in gure 3.15. We now have twelve kinds of edges

~
V
k
(i)
, the aeptane domains of whih are iosahedra A(
~
V
k
(i)
) with 20 rhombi faets, 22 verties
and 40 edges oriented spatially aording to the orientation of the edge. The aeptane domains are
shown in gure 3.16. Let us notie that the edges are not \equivalent", as they were on the Penrose
or otagonal tiling, but they fall into two lasses 
~
V
k
(6)
and 
~
V
k
(i)
where i = 1; : : : ; 5. It appears,
for instane, that we have to disset A(
~
V
k
(6)
) in a dierent way than A(
~
V
k
(1)
) if we want to obtain an
arrow deoration of edges whih leads to the smallest possible number of deorated faets. Using a
program for visualising 3D graphial objets (Geomview) we heked dierent edge deorations, or,
respetively, dissetions of the edge aeptane domains, and analysed the faet deorations whih
were indued by them. We asertained in this way that a division of A(
~
V
k
(1)
) in two parts with
equal shape and a division of A(
~
V
k
(6)
) in three parts leads to simplest possible faet deorations, see
gure 3.16. We deorate eah 
~
V
k
(i)
where i  5 by an arrow pointing either outwards or inwards,
whereas not all edges 
~
V
k
(6)
are deorated. The edge is deorated with an arrow if its origin falls
into the shaded solids in the right piture in gure 3.16 and it is left undeorated otherwise.
Now, we pay attention to a rhombi faet f
i;j
= (
~
V
k
(i)
;
~
V
k
(j)
) spanned by vetors
~
V
k
(i)
and
~
V
k
(j)
. The aeptane domain of all these faets A(f
i;j
) is a dodeahedron with 12 rhombi faets,
14 verties and 24 edges depited in gure 3.17 in dierent spatial orientations. We onsider two
kinds of faets f
i;(i+1)mod 5
and f
i;6
, i = 1; : : : ; 5, whih have dierent deorations, see gure 3.18,
or dierent dissetions of the dodeahedral aeptane domain, see gure 3.17. Finally, let us
onsider the edge deorations of both types of rhombohedra. We have now a prolate rhombohedron
r
i;(i+1)mod 5;6
and an oblate rhombohedron r
i;(i+2)mod 5;6
spanned by vetors (
~
V
k
(i)
;
~
V
k
(i+1)
;
~
V
k
(6)
) and
(
~
V
k
(i)
;
~
V
k
(i+2)
;
~
V
k
(6)
) respetively. Their aeptane domains are also rhombohedra, shown in gure
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3.19. It appears that eah of these polyhedra is divided into exatly three parts orresponding to
three dierent deorations of the rhombohedra in physial spae E
k
, see gure 3.20.
This deoration of the iosahedral tiling is, at rst sight, very promising with respet to our
purpose, namely to the onstrution of exat eigenstates of tight-binding Hamiltonians. Indeed,
eah tile is deorated in only three distint ways, and therefore the number of respetive equations,
if we formulated the ansatz in a smart way, would not be extremely large and the problem ould
still be possible to solve. However, taking a more attentive glimpse at gure 3.18 we see that the
arrow elds are not integrable, beause there exist two faets, the fourth and fth from the left,
suh that the sum of arrows does not vanish. Unfortunately, this arrow deorations are not good
for the denitions of potentials. As we an see the things get ompliated in the 3D ase. We
enounter a new problem: Is it possible to dene an integrable arrow eld on the edges of the
Amman-Kramer-Neri tiling?
Let us nish this setion by noting a onnetion between our edge deorations and the mathing
rules in the iosahedral tiling formulated by Katz [103℄. The mathing rules onsist of ertain
deorations of rhombi faets of the tiles and of a requirement that two neighbouring tiles an be
adjaent at a faet only if the faet deorations math. The faet deorations onsidered by Katz
orrespond to a dissetion of the dodeahedral aeptane domain of a faet into eight parts along the
three, mutually perpendiular mirror planes of the dodeahedron, see gure 3.21. This deoration
results in four prolate and four oblate deorated tiles, or in a division of aeptane domains of
both tiles in four parts. We annot, however, use this deoration for dening potentials beause
it is formulated in terms of faets and not edges. One ould perhaps onsider vetors pointing
perpendiularly to deorated faets and investigate whether suh a vetor eld is integrable. If it
was the ase one ould exploit the respetive potentials for formulating a wave-funtion ansatz on
the dual tiling, i.e. onsisting of sites lying at entres of tiles of the iosahedral tiling.
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b2 b4
b6
b5 b1b3
a3 a2
a6
a4
a1
a5
Figure 3.15: The rhombi triaontahedron - the aeptane domain of the iosahedral lattie. For
orientation we draw the \base vetors" b
i
=
~
V
?
(i)
and a
i
=
~
V
k
(i)
from the perpendiular and parallel
spae respetively. Note that the pitures orrespond to dierent spaes, i.e. to E
?
(left) and to E
k
(right). Moreover, the angular orientation with respet to axis a
6
is not onserved.
Figure 3.16: The aeptane domains of edges
~
V
k
(1)
(left) and
~
V
k
(6)
(right) and their dissetions
orresponding to arrow deorations of edges. Aeptane domains of other edges 
~
V
k
(i)
i = 1; : : : ; 6
dier only by spatial orientation.
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Figure 3.17: The aeptane domains of faets f
1;2
and f
1;6
and their dissetions orresponding to
arrow deorations of the faets.
Figure 3.18: All possible arrow deorations of ve faets f
i;(i+1)mod 5
(three from the left) and of the
ve faets f
i;6
(three from the right) where i = 1; : : : ; 5.
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Figure 3.19: The aeptane domains of the prolate r
1;2;6
and the oblate r
1;3;6
rhombohedron and
their dissetions orresponding to arrow deorations of the rhombohedra.
Figure 3.20: All possible deorations of the ve prolate rhombohedra r
i;i+1mod 5;6
(three from the
left) and of the ve oblate rhombohedra r
i;i+2mod 5;6
(three from the right), respetively. Here
i = 1; : : : ; 5.
Figure 3.21: The eight setors of the dodeahedron in E
?
and the orresponding deorations of the
faets in E
k
.
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Chapter 4
Conlusions
This thesis is a summary of three-year long work on quasiperiodi Ising and tight-binding models.
It was purposive to plae these two, apparently not related subjets, together beause the entral
theme of this thesis was to searh for analytial tools for solving various problems of mathematial
physis on quasiperiodi tilings. In the following we want to disuss to what extent we sueeded to
realize our plan.
Ising models
The majority of works devoted to lattie models on two- or 3D QT, i.e. lassial or quantum Ising
or Potts models, ounting of self-avoiding walks or perolation, used methods like Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations or approximative renormalisation-group proedures. In our work we aimed to demonstrate
that it is possible to develop a systemati method for alulating temperature series expansions of
thermodynami funtions on quasiperiodi tilings. Developing this approah was not trivial beause
one enounters various problems due to the lak of the periodiity of the lattie or the fat that
the sites are not equivalent. Our series did not yield better estimates of ritial parameters when
ompared to other methods but they shed a new light to the models under onsideration. They
showed, for instane, new problems in the asymptoti analysis of temperature series like a strong
osillatory dependene of quotients of oeÆients g
n
=g
n 1
as a funtion of 1=n or even the impossi-
bility of estimating the ritial temperature from the series in the ase when the expanded funtion
has a omplex singularity with modulus smaller than the ritial point. Sine we dealt mostly with
free energy expansions it still remains an interesting hallenge to ompute series expansions of other
funtions whih annot be obtained from the zero-eld free energy by dierentiation, for example
the zero-eld suseptibility. The suseptibility seems also to be a better suited quantity to assess
the ritial exponent beause the oeÆients of its series expansion behave more smoothly and tend
faster to the asymptoti behaviour. It would be advantageous to formulate these expansions in terms
of star graphs, instead of quite general onneted graphs with \open ends", beause star graphs on
quasiperiodi tilings have been lassied by us and used for expansions of the free energy. Indeed,
there are innitely many independent quantities in zero eld H = 0 whih have star graph expan-
sions dH=dM = 1=; d
3
H=dM
3
= (d
2
=dM
2
)=
4
; d
5
H=dM
5
; : : : where M , are the magnetisation
and suseptibility [104℄. This statement follows from the fat that the partition funtion of a graph
with an artiulation point fatorises into a produt of partition funtions on star graph omponents,
provided that the magnetisation at the artiulation point is xed. If all sites are idential, then loal
magnetisations at these sites are equal to M and the derivatives d
n
H=dM
n
, n = 1; 3; 5 : : :, have an
additive property, i.e. they are a sum over star graph omponents of the underlying graph, and
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they have a star graph expansion. Sine sites on quasiperiodi tilings are not equivalent one has to
onsider how to modify this statement for this ase.
It would be interesting to apply the series expansions method to ertain generalisations of the
Ising model, for instane the q-state Potts model. On regular 2D latties this model is known to
exhibit a rst-order phase transition when the number of states q is larger than 4 [41℄. Quenhed
bond disorder an, however, soften the transition to a seond-order phase transition as was rst
shown by Monte-Carlo simulations in [105℄. There is also a heuristi riterion, formulated aording
to the lines of the Harris riterion [17℄, stating that quenhed disorder should soften the transition
[106℄. Now, a question arises whether \topologial disorder" whih is present in quasiperiodi tilings
aets the phase transition in the same way. This question has been investigated by Monte Carlo
simulations for the eight-state Potts model on the otagonal tiling [107℄ as well as on the square
lattie with a quasiperiodi modulation of ouplings [108℄. It was shown that in the rst ase the
phase transition remains rst-order while a nite-size saling study using Monte Carlo simulations
has shown strong evidenes in favour of a seond-order phase transition in the latter ase. Series
expansions methods would be a new, alternative approah to investigate these problems beause,
aording to our knowledge, most works on this subjet used Monte Carlo simulations. Moreover, it
should not be extremely ompliated to ompute the respetive series expansions beause they an
be formulated in terms of star graphs whih have already been lassied on quasiperiodi tilings by
investigating Ising models [109℄.
Tight-binding models
We onstruted exat non-normalisable eigenfuntions for ertain vertex-type tight-binding models
on the rhombi Penrose and the Amman-Beenker tilings. In a way, our model is somewhat more
realisti than the vertex model onsidered usually, beause we also allow hopping along diagonals
of the rhombi and hene for all short distanes between verties. Still, the hopping parameters and
the energy of the states are determined by the requirement that our partiular ansatz holds, thus we
annot make diret ontat to the experimental situation. The onstrution of eigenstates is based
on a potential derived from the mathing rules of the Penrose tiling that has been introdued in
a similar ontext previously [82℄. Sine there are dierent quasiperiodi tilings for whih mathing
rules formulated in a similar fashion as for the Penrose tiling exist, as for example the Amman-
Beenker tiling or tilings like T
(8)
D
4
and T
(12)
D
4
[110℄ obtained as projetions of the root lattie D
4
, one
ould expet that it should be easy to nd exat eigenstates of tight-binding Hamiltonians on these
tilings. It turns out, however, that it is either diÆult to dene the potentials onneted with the
mathing rules or, if the potentials an be dened as integrals of arrow elds dened on the bonds
of the tiling, the distribution of the potentials on the lattie sites is \trivial" in the sense that the
tight-binding equations have only trivial (zero) solutions. In this ontext it would be interesting
to larify the following points. What are the onditions whih have to be imposed onto the arrow
deoration of bonds of a quasiperiodi tiling so that the tight-binding equations following from an
ansatz exploiting the arrow eld have non-trivial solutions? Is it always possible to nd suh an
arrow deoration of bonds whih is integrable, i.e. the sum of arrows along every losed path equals
zero? If it would be possible to larify these points this ould be a rst step towards formulating
of a \Bloh theory for quasirystals", i.e. a quantitative desription of spetra of quasiperiodi
Hamiltonians.
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Thesen zur Dissertation
 Der das Skalen-Verhalten der Fluktuationen in den Kopplungskonstanten beshreibende Ex-
ponent ! liegt im Fall des Penrose- (PM) und Amman-Beenker-Musters (ABM) unter dem
Grenzwert 1=2, was bedeutet, da nah dem heuristishen Harris-Luk Kriterium das Ising-
Modell auf diesen Mustern zur Onsager-Universalitats-Klasse gehort.
 Die Zahl der niht-selbst-ubershneidenden Polygone wahst auf den untersuhten planaren
quasiperiodishen Mustern viel starker als auf dem Quadrat-Gitter (QG), was u.a. die Bereh-
nung der Hohtemperaturentwiklung der freien Energie eines Ising-Modells ershwert.
 Die graphishe Entwiklung der freien Energie des Ising-Modells konvergiert auf den Penrose-
und Amman-Beenker-Mustern viel langsamer als auf dem QG. Das hat zur Folge, da eine
direkte Abshatzung kritisher Parameter aus der Entwiklung bis zur Ordnung 18 ziemlih
shwer ist, im Gegensatz zum QG wo eher verlalihe Abshatzungen bei der selben Ordnung
gewonnen werden konnen.
 Die kritishen Temperaturen des Ising-Modells auf dem PM und ABM weihen niht mehr als
um 5% von der des Ising-Modells auf dem QG ab.
 Die Annahme, da der Exponent  der spezishen Warme, siehe Tabelle 2.13, dem Wert auf
dem QG gleiht ist vereinbar mit den Ergebnissen dieser Arbeit.
 Die langsame Konvergenz der freien-Energie-Entwiklung fur das PM und ABM, im Vergleih
zu der fur das QG, kann durh eine kompliziertere, als auf dem QG, Verteilung der komplexen
Nullstellen der Zustandssumme verursaht werden.
 Durh die Berehnung der Spin-Spin-Korrelationsfunktion h
i

j
i auf den periodishen Ap-
proximanden fur moglihst groe Abstande ji   jj wurden die niedrigsten Terme der Klein-
Temperatur-Entwiklung der spontanen Magnetisierung gewonnen. Die Anzahl der Terme
reihte aber noh niht aus um den Exponenten Æ, siehe Tabelle 2.13, abzushatzen.
 Die graphishe Entwiklung der freien Energie eines Ising-Modells auf einem verdunnten QG
mit relevanten Fluktuationen weist, um die Temperatur Null, keine Konvergenz auf und von
daher eignet sih direkt niht zur Bestimmung des Exponenten . Der Grund dafur sind
komplexe Nullstellen der Zustandssumme die naher am Ursprung der komplexen Ebene liegen
als die kritishe Temperatur.
 Mit Hilfe eines durh die Doppel-Pfeilen-Dekorierung der Rauten des Penrose Musters denierten
Potentials lat sih ein Ansatz formulieren der zu exakten, niht-lokalisierten, kritishen Zustanden
eines Tight-Binding-Modells auf dem PM fuhrt.
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 Bei Benutzung der Inations/Deations-Symmetrie des Penrose Musters und der auf den de-
ationierten Mustern denierten Potentialle, lat sih der Ansatz verallgemeinern und liefert
andere, kritishe Eigenzustande.
 Die konstruierten exakten Eigenzustande haben multifraktale Eigenshaften die durh eine
glatte, dierenzierbare verallgemeinerte Dimension D
q
harakterisiert sind. Ware die Funktion
(~r
i
) nah einem Potenz-Gesetz lokalisiert, wie (~r
i
)  j~r
i
j
 2Æ
, dann wurde die Dimension D
q
einen Knik bei q = 1=Æ aufweisen [95℄, was aber niht der Fall ist.
 Ein analoger, an der Pfeilen-Dekorierung der Rauten des Amman-Beenker Musters angelehnter
Ansatz fuhrt beim ABM nur zu trivialen, ausgedehnten Eigenzustanden.
 Die Versuhe exakte Tight-Binding-Zustande auf dem dreidimensionalen ikosaedrishen Muster
zu konstruieren bleiben bis jetzt wegen der Shwierigkeit eine integrable Pfeilen-Dekorierung
dieses Musters zu nden erfolglos.
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